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Introduction 

Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) applications use SQL (Structured Query Language) to communicate 
with a database. One of the main areas of EBS application performance issues is SQL performance. 
SQL performance issues can technically degrade the overall database performance. Poorly performing 
EBS applications will waste valuable time. Meeting the SQL performance goals and optimizing SQL are 
therefore extremely important. This document will provide some tips on how to diagnose and resolve 
SQL performance issues.  

Based on Service Request history and logs, almost 90% of EBS performance issues are caused by 
SQL processing. Even though performance issues were addressed through many patches, 
performance issues are raised continuously. Learning SQL tuning skills is helpful for EBS customers in 
resolving or discussing the issue with EBS engineers. This document outlines how to analyze and 
resolve the issue as an EBS customer. 

SQL works with the execution plan that Cost Based Optimizer (CBO) decides. Basic understanding of 
CBO is required to understand how SQL works. This document will not cover CBO in detail. If you need 
to understand CBO at some level, you can refer to the following documents: 
 

 The Query Optimizer chapter in the book, Database Performance Tuning Guide 
: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm 

o Optimizer Operations 
o Choosing an Optimizer Goal 
o Enabling and Controlling Query Optimizer Features 
o Understanding the Query Optimizer 
o Understanding Access Paths for the Query Optimizer  
o Understanding Joins 

 
 

What is the challenging SQL?  

You can use Automatic Workload Repository (AWR), Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM), SQL script, 
Trace and other tools to find the challenging SQL. We will choose Trace and AWR to show some 
examples here. If you need basic understanding of TKPROF and AWR, you can refer to the following 
papers. 

 TKPROF Interpretation (Doc ID 32951.1)  

 How to Use AWR Reports to Diagnose Database Performance Issues (Doc ID 1359094.1) 
 
 

  1 From Trace 
 

When the performance issue is reported with the trace file, the issue SQL is normally highlighted. 
But you need to verify if the SQL is the only issue SQL or if there are more issue SQLs. The easy 
way to find the top SQLs is to make the TKPROF file generated by sort option of “Fetch elapsed 
time” and “Execution elapsed time”. The sorted TKPROF file lists up the SQLs ordered by the 
elapsed time. Also, you need to review the SQLs from 1

st
 page of the TKPROF output. The SQL 

statistics (stats) have an elapsed column which shows the elapsed time of the total row. 
 
Example1) 

<SQL ID and its Plan Hash Value> 

SQL ID: ddvhyxrncruc4 Plan Hash: 2046139589 

 

<SQL statement> 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i80683
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i38318
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i81026
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i82005
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i82080
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm#i51523
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DELETE FROM XLA_DISTRIBUTION_LINKS  

WHERE 

 APPLICATION_ID = :B1 AND AE_HEADER_ID IN (SELECT AE_HEADER_ID FROM  

  XLA_AE_HEADERS WHERE APPLICATION_ID = :B1 AND EVENT_ID = :B2 ) 

 

<SQL STATS> 

call     count       cpu     elapsed       disk      query      current        rows 

------- ------  --------- ---------- ---------- ------------- ------------  ---------- 

Parse        5       0.00       0.00          0             0           0            0 

Execute   8174    8733.03   71439.05    7977245     533984464      304662        89352 

Fetch        0       0.00       0.00          0             0           0            0 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ------------  ---------- 

total     8179    8733.03   71439.05    7977245     533984464      304662        89352 

 

<Waits> 

Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

 

  Event waited on                             Times    Max. Wait   Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited    ----------  ------------ 

  db file sequential read                    7977159        1.40      50484.83 

  latch: cache buffers chains                   5256        0.43         23.08 

 

Total elapsed time is very high with high disk I/O and query I/O. This is a typical issue SQL that you 
have to review. 
 
But if the trace file is not a complete one, the top SQL in the TKPROF file may not be the real issue 
SQL. In this case, you need to find out which event waits consumed a long time and which SQL 
was using the event waits.  
 
Example2) 

SQL ID: 9sjsu3rstd6jn Plan Hash: 3674331141 

 

SELECT RU.COMPILE_STATUS_CODE, E.ENTITY_ID, E.EVENT_ID, RU.NAME  

  PRODUCT_RULE_NAME, RU.PRODUCT_RULE_TYPE_CODE PRODUCT_RULE_OWNER,  

  T.LEDGER_ID  

FROM 

 XLA_EVENTS E, XLA_TRANSACTION_ENTITIES T, PSA_BC_XLA_EVENTS_GT P, GL_LEDGERS 

  G, XLA_ACCTG_METHODS_FVL M, XLA_ACCTG_METHOD_RULES_FVL R,  

  XLA_PRODUCT_RULES_FVL RU WHERE P.EVENT_ID = E.EVENT_ID AND E.ENTITY_ID =  

  T.ENTITY_ID AND T.LEDGER_ID = G.LEDGER_ID AND G.SLA_ACCOUNTING_METHOD_CODE = 

   M.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_CODE AND G.SLA_ACCOUNTING_METHOD_TYPE =  

  M.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_TYPE_CODE AND R.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_CODE =  

  M.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_CODE AND R.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_TYPE_CODE =  

  M.ACCOUNTING_METHOD_TYPE_CODE AND R.APPLICATION_ID = T.APPLICATION_ID AND  

  R.PRODUCT_RULE_CODE = RU.PRODUCT_RULE_CODE AND R.PRODUCT_RULE_TYPE_CODE =  

  RU.PRODUCT_RULE_TYPE_CODE AND E.EVENT_DATE BETWEEN R.START_DATE_ACTIVE AND  

  NVL(R.END_DATE_ACTIVE, E.EVENT_DATE+1) 

 

<SQL stats> 

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query   current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1      0.69       1.53            0      342         0           0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00            0        0         0           0 

Fetch        1      0.00       0.00            0        0         0           0 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        3      0.69       1.53            0      342         0           0 

 

<waits> 
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Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

 

  Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

  db file sequential read                      9439        0.06         54.89 

  direct path write temp                     879820        0.74       6457.45 

  direct path read temp                      397578        0.49       5927.33 

 

The elapsed time is showing only 1.53 seconds in the SQL STATS section but the SQL waits is 
pointing around 124379 (=54+6457+5927) seconds. That means the trace didn’t include the whole 
log until the SQL finished. But this SQL can be considered as an issue SQL. 

 
  2 From Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) 

If you can’t find any long running SQL or any SQL that has long waits in the Trace/TKPROF file, 
you might check if the AWR can point out the issue SQL. An AWR report shows DB activity for a 
period. Just like SQL trace, an AWR report is commonly used among DBAs in these days. Once 
the report is generated for the period including the time from the program-start to its end/stop, you 
can search the SQL in the sections called “SQL ordered by Elapsed Time” and “SQL ordered by” 
Gets in the AWR report. The SQL lists in the sections are the candidates that you have to review. 
You can find out where the SQL is from using the SQL Module column as well. If some PL/SQL 
code is taking a long time, find a SQL belonging to same module name of the PL/SQL code.  

 
Even though the SQL of sql_id, 72axv28av7 is the first long running code, it is a PL/SQL code 
which is from SQL*Plus. And its execution is 0. That means this code didn’t finish within the AWR 
report period. In this case, you need to check other SQL(s) in the same SQL Module. That is 
“INSERT ALLSQL”, which took 25,187 seconds for 25,449 executions.  
The module, “e.PO.bes.oracle.apps.xla.accounting.extract” has called 3 SQLs, which took 4019, 
3046 and 2492 seconds. So from the above table, you may check the SQLs of the sql_ids, 
25rb8985nx9a7, bhdwrbhznv0q2, 88zntczp8n32f and 3x8qu8tzsf3dx. 
 

 

Same here, you need to find out the SQLs (except PL/SQL) requiring high Buffer Gets. The SQLs 
of sql_ids, 25rb8985nx9a7, 88zntczp8n32f, f9sz7h2x1ybb4, 492rqr3jw817y, bbvfnsc73329d, 
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bhdwrbhznv0q2, and 65b5sd8mn3fah will be candidates to be reviewed. But if you assume the 
performance issue was on the particular module, you can restrict the SQLs belonging to the same 
module only. 

 

What information is needed?  

There are various outputs to analyze the issue SQL. The following documents describe the most typical 

outputs that you might use. 

 Oracle E-Business SQL Trace and TKPROF Guide (Doc ID 1674024.1) 

 How to get AWR (Doc ID 748642.1) 

 How to get an ASH (Doc ID 1674086.1)  

 How to get ADDM (Doc ID 250655.1) 

 How to get SQLT output (Doc ID 215187.1) 

 How to get OSWatcher output (Doc ID 461053.1) 
 
  1 SQL Trace 
    

The SQL trace is a log file to show how the SQLs worked while the program ran. In order to tune 
the SQL, reviewing the SQL trace is good start. The trace tool can capture some additional 
information based on the Trace Level, as described below.   
 
Level 1 includes only the SQL statement.  

When the program needs to execute many small SQLs repeatedly, level 1 tracing will be good.  
In case the level 1 trace file size is too large, you may suspect whether any literal SQLs are used or 
not. The literal SQL means a SQL using a literal hard value which makes a non-shareable SQL.  
 
Example code:  

  SELECT * FROM MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B   

  WHERE INVENTORY_ITEM_ID = 123456789 

 
Note. If the long running time is due to the waits, the level 1 trace file doesn’t tell anything for the 
issue. 
 
Level 4 includes the SQL and its bind information.  

If the performance issue happens only with some special inputs, you need to check what bind value 
is used via level 4 or level 12. Typically, wide range input and nonselective input can cause the 
issues. These problems are sometimes related to data volume/distribution issues and user 
education issues also.  
 
Example code:    

  SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES WHERE PARTY_NAME LIKE :B1    

=> If :B1 is %%, the query will work like a blind query. 

 

  SELECT * FROM AR_ADJUSTMENTS_ALL WHERE GL_DATE BETWEEN :B1 AND :B2  

=> If :B1 is '1900-01-01' and :B2 is '2015-01-01', the query will have to read too wide a range of 

data. 

 
Note. Actual bind value information is in the trace file. This information is not translated via the 
TKPROF tool. So you need to review the trace file (.trc) directly. In addition, you might need to 
educate users regarding providing non-selective inputs. 
 
Example) 

Trace File. 

PARSING IN CURSOR #11529215044978285784 len=116 dep=1 uid=44 oct=3 lid=44 tim=12443875244329 

hv=1432461056 ad='c00000024be4ff50' sqlid='amjk7qdaq37s0' 
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SELECT R.RESPONSIBILITY_KEY FROM FND_RESPONSIBILITY_VL R WHERE R.RESPONSIBILITY_ID =:B2 AND 

R.APPLICATION_ID =:B1  

END OF STMT 

 

BINDS #11529215044978285784: 

 Bind#0 

  oacdty=02 mxl=22(21) mxlc=00 mal=00 scl=00 pre=00 

  oacflg=13 fl2=206001 frm=00 csi=00 siz=24 off=0 

  kxsbbbfp=9fffffffffff3b20  bln=22  avl=04  flg=09 

  value=22594 

 Bind#1 

  oacdty=02 mxl=22(21) mxlc=00 mal=00 scl=00 pre=00 

  oacflg=13 fl2=206001 frm=00 csi=00 siz=24 off=0 

  kxsbbbfp=9fffffffffff3b80  bln=22  avl=03  flg=09 

  value=275 

 
In this example, the issue SQL has SQL_ID amjk7qdaq37s0, and its trace sql number is 
#11529215044978285784. 
You need to search “BINDS #11529215044978285784” forward. You can see Bind# identifications 
and their values. In this example, 22594 is bind value of the 1st placed variable, “:B2”. And 275 is 
the bind value of the 2

nd
 placed variable, “:B2”. And the column, oacdty is a data type of bind 

variable. 01 is character type and 02 is number type and 12 is date type and so on. 
   
Level 8 includes the SQL and its waits.  

This is most popular level. If you don’t need to review the bind information, then this is an ideal 
level for the tracing. The EBS concurrent program uses this level as a default level. When the SQL 
waits for some events, the trace captures both the SQL and its wait events together. That helps us 
find out where the SQL performance bottleneck is with the waits. The waits information can be 
translated into TKPROF output under each SQL as shown below. 
 
Example)                                   Times                                                   

Event waited on                            Waited     Max. Wait   Total Waited 

----------------------------------------   ------     ----------  ------------ 

db file sequential read                      4620        0.19        30.89 

enq: TX - row lock contention                   1       48.66        48.66 

 
Level 12 includes the SQL, the waits and the binds. 

This level keeps waits and binds, and can require additional time to collect them. Specially 
repeated execution of DML that has  bind usages takes longer when level 12 tracing is enabled. 
This is a known issue. So you should not assume the SQL time in level 12 is the actual real time. 
Also, the file size can be very long. So unless you have a special reason to use this level, you 
should avoid this option. If you must use this level 12, you should run the program against a small 
volume of data set. 
 
From 11g onward, you can use the following additional levels. 
 
Level 16 – STAT lines are written to the trace file for each execution (equivalent to 

plan_stat=ALL_EXECUTIONS) 
When you need to review the multiple execution SQL stats, you can use level 16. 
 
Level 32 - Never write row source statistics (STAT lines) to the trace file (equivalent to 

plan_stat=NEVER) 
 
Level 64 – Row source statistics (STAT lines) are written to the trace file for every minute of DB 

time consumed by the SQL statement (equivalent to plan_stat=ADAPTIVE) (11.2.0.2/patch 
8328200 only). 
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Once you get the trace files, you need to translate their logs with right version of the TKPROF tool. 
If you use the application OS user to connect to the Application tier server, you will use the 
environment having a lower version of ORACLE_HOME. In this case, you might use the lower 
version of TKPROF tool automatically, which can translate the trace incorrectly. We recommend 
that you use the database OS user to log in the DB server and get the proper environment 
variables. This will generate a TKPROF output file with the correct version of tool. If the 
environment has application tier and the DB instance in the same server, you may login in as the 
application OS user to run the right version of TKPROF tool with some additional work. 
 
Example) When you need to use the application OS user: 

Login to the server as the DB user first and check where TKPROF file is located.  

(Or if you don't know the DB user, you need to ask the dba where TKPROF is with the command of 

“which”.) 

$ which tkprof 

/scratch/u01/12.1.0/bin/tkprof 

Now you can log in to the server as application user and use TKPROF file located in the same 

directory. Assume that trace file is under the user’s home directory (~). 

$/scratch/u01/12.1.0/bin/tkprof ~/ebs12102_p004_23517.trc ~/ebs12102_p004_23517.trc.txt sort=fchela, 

exeela 

: The output file will be created in the same directory with the above command. 

 
Surprisingly the trace file that you are examining might not be a complete one for the issue SQL. 
So you need to make sure the complete trace file was generated. The complete Trace/TKPROF 
keeps the SQL statement, SQL stats, Rows and Row source operation at least, as shown in the 
example below. If the TKPROF output doesn’t include any of them, you need to refer the output of 
sqltxtract or sqlhc as explained later. 
 
An example of TKPROF file output when complete trace file is translated with the TKPROF tool. 

 

SQL ID: fmfdkztk8vx23 Plan Hash: 3528876040                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                           

SELECT CATEGORY, SEVERITY, FND_LOG_SEVERITY                                                                                                

FROM                                                                                                                                       

 FND_NEW_MESSAGES WHERE MESSAGE_NAME = :B1 AND APPLICATION_ID = :B2 AND                                                                    

  LANGUAGE_CODE = :B3 AND ROWNUM = 1                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                           

call      count       cpu    elapsed        disk      query     current        rows                                                           

-------  ------  -------- ---------- -----------  ---------- -----------  ----------                                                           

Parse         1      0.00       0.00           0           0           0            0                                                           

Execute       1      0.00       0.00           0           0           0            0                                                           

Fetch         1      0.00       0.00           0           4           0            1                                                           

------- ------  -------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------  -----------                                                           

total         3      0.00       0.00           0           4           0            1                                                           

                                                                                                                                         

Rows      Row Source Operation                                                                                     

--------- ---------------------------------------------------                                                      

        1    COUNT STOPKEY (cr=4 pr=0 pw=0 time=10 us) 

        1     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID FND_NEW_MESSAGES(cr=4 pr=0 pw=0 time=9 us cost= 

        1      INDEX UNIQUE SCAN FND_NEW_MESSAGES_PK(cr=3 pr=0 pw=0 time=7 us cost=2 size=0  

 

Elapsed times include waiting on following events:   

                          

  Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

  SQL*Net message to client                      1        0.00          0.00 

  SQL*Net message from client                    1        0.00          0.00 

 

Note: The sql_id can’t be displayed in the TKPROF when the SQL is captured in multiple lines in 
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the trace. (Bug 13080594 is supposed to cover this issue.)  
 

2 AWR report and ADDM report 
 

The AWR report is an output file showing how the database instance worked for the period when 
the performance issue occurred. The ADDM report is a translated output from AWR report. The 
ADDM report can point out the main issue during the same period and provide some suggestions. 
These reports can pinpoint all issues on the DB side during the period. If the issue SQL is working 
with parallel hint or ad parallel frame or multiple concurrent workers/requests at the same time, you 
need to check the SQL’s performance at the DB level. Also check if the system is too busy working 
on any other program task and so it can’t assign reasonable resources to your program. In this 
case, reviewing AWR reports will be helpful with the SQL trace. As an additional output, AWR SQL 
Report (awrsqrpt.sql) can capture the runtime plan of the particular SQL. Active Session History 
Report (ashrpt.sql) can extract additional information including waits based on the session/sql_id.  
All this information can be extracted into the sqltxtract output. If the sqltxtract output file is not 
available, the outputs from awrrpt.sql, addmrpt.sql, awrsqrpt.sql, and ashrpt.sql can be reviewed 
even though they are not good enough alone. 

 
  3 Sqltxtract output or SQLHC output 
 

SQLT is a wonderful tool to capture all information (runtime plan, waits, stats, profile, init.ora, and 
so on) related to the SQL. It can say why the SQL is working with the issue plan, why the SQL is 
slow, how the SQL is working, and so on. The most popular outputs are from xPlain mode and 
eXtract mode. 
In order to get the xPlain mode output, you can use sqltxplain.sql which uses the ‘explain plan’ 
command internally to get the SQL plan based on the current session in the SQL*Plus. The explain 
plan is not always the actual runtime execution plan. Sometimes the query plan can be changed 
during the runtime. In order to get the runtime plan, you need to use eXtract mode with 
sqltxtract.sql against sql_id of the issue SQL in the problematic environment. In order to use 

SQLT (package), you need to install its product on the database. Sometimes it takes a long time to 
extract this much information if the SQL is too complex. In this case, you can use sqlhc.sql, which 
doesn’t require pre-installation. It doesn’t take a long time to extract restricted information 
compared to the time taken by sqlt.  

 
  4 Understanding the environment 

 
You need to understand where the test is performed. Many customers make a clone of their 
production environment. And they test the program under the cloned environment with a large 
volume of production data. But it is often found that the hardware spec of the cloned environment is 
very poor compared to the power of the production environment in the real world.  And if the server 
machine has a very large size of memory and high CPU power for the test environment, you may 
suspect the DB server has multiple DB instances. If the DB server has them as active, their I/O 
can’t promptly process all requests from the DB instances. The ADDM report can point out some 
I/O issues,  memory issues and so on. 

 
  5 OSWatcher output 

 
OSWatcher provides nice output to show how the system was working in the OS level for memory, 
CPU, IO, swap, and so on. For an introduction to OSWatcher, refer to Document 301137.1. For 
more details on running OSW, see Document 461053.1. If you’re familiar with OS commands, you 
may create a shell program to monitor the system instead of OSWatcher as well.  

How to get the necessary information? 
 

There is plentiful existing documentation to explain how to get the outputs. But I’d like to highlight MOS 
Document 1121043.1, Collecting Diagnostic Data for Performance Issues in Oracle E-Business Suite, 

https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=301137.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=461053.1
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which explains well how to enable the trace for EBS step by step in Appendix A.  I will reuse the 
content and add some more tips here. 
 

  1 Steps for Forms Based Applications 

1. Log in to the environment from which you want to trace.  
2. Set the value for profile option "Utilities:Diagnostics" to "Yes" at user-level for your application 

account.  
3. Choose your responsibility, and navigate to the starting point of the form when you want to 

begin tracing.  
4. Turn on Tracing by using the menu option: Home > Diagnostics > Trace > Trace with waits. 
5. A popup note with the trace file name and location is displayed. Note the trace file name. The 

location will be on the database server.  
6. Proceed with the application steps that need to be traced. Once you finish tracing, exit the 

application.  
7. Retrieve the raw trace file using the file name from Step 5.  
8. Format the raw trace file with TKPROF. 

Tip: In most cases, it is good enough to review the TKPROF file. But sometimes RPC 
(RemoteProcessCall) or some Error causes the issue. This information is not translated into the 
TKPROF output. In general, when RPCs take a long time, the TKPROF file points to a high amount 
of “sql*net message from the client” waits time. So you need to review the raw trace file also.  
 

Example) 

If you suspect RPC performance, you may check the trace file with RPC. 

Under UNIX 

$grep -n RPC [trace file name].trc > rpc.txt 

Under Windows 
C:\trace\findstr -n RPC [trace file name].trc > rpc.txt 

And review the output file, rpc.txt 

 

Example) 

If you find some oracle error in the screen or log file, you may check the trace file  

  with "err=". 

  Under UNIX 

  $grep -n "err=" [trace file name].trc > err.txt 

  Under Windows 
  c:\trace\findstr -n "err=" [trace file name].trc > err.txt 

 

 
      Note. Oracle Reports also can use RPC. You can check it from the sql trace of Oracle Reports.  
    This trace can be generated by the Concurrent Requests. 

 

  2 Steps for HTML/Self-Service Based Applications 

This tracing of HTML based application makes multiple trace files for the active sessions. You need 
all trace files to review. Normally the largest size of trace file includes the problematic SQL. But for 
the case that some trace files are missed, we recommend that you get the AWR report as well. 
 
Before enabling the trace in the EBS application, open a SQL*Plus window with a dba user and 
create the start-snapshot. 
After disabling the trace from the application, create the end-snapshot in the SQL*Plus window. 
 
1. Open a SQL*Plus window with a dba user and create the start-snapshot and check the current 

snap_id and write it down. 
SQL> EXEC DBMS_WORKLOAD_REPOSITORY.CREATE_SNAPSHOT (); 

SQL> SELECT MAX(SNAP_ID) FROM DBA_HIST_SNAPSHOT  

WHERE INSTANCE_NUMBER = (SELECT INSTANCE_NUMBER FROM V$INSTANCE)  
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AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE); 

2. Log in to the environment from which you want to trace.  
3. Set the value for the profile option, FND: DIAGNOSTICS to "Yes" at the user level.  
4. Log in to Self-Service Applications of that environment.  
5. Click the 'Diagnostics' icon at the top-right of the page.  
6. Select 'Set Trace Level' radio button and click 'Go'.  
7. Select 'Trace with waits' (recommended) and click 'Save'.  
8. Select 'Home' and proceed to perform your screen processing.  
9. Disable trace once you are finished tracing your screens, with these steps: 

Click on 'Diagnostics' icon > Set Trace Level > Disable Trace.  
10. Write down the 'Trace IDs' shown on the left side of the screen. Note that tracefile_identifier is 

by default set to the user ID.  
11. Log out of the application.  
12. Open a SQL*Plus window with a dba user and create the end-snapshot and check the current 

snap_id and write it down. 
SQL>EXEC DBMS_WORKLOAD_REPOSITORY.CREATE_SNAPSHOT (); 

SQL>SELECT MAX(SNAP_ID) FROM DBA_HIST_SNAPSHOT WHERE INSTANCE_NUMBER = 

(SELECT INSTANCE_NUMBER FROM V$INSTANCE) AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM 

V$DATABASE); 

13. Retrieve the raw trace file using the process IDs from Step 9 or the tracefile_identifier (set to 
user ID by default).  

14. Format the raw trace file with TKPROF. (with sort=fchela,exeela) 

15. Generate an AWR report from the start-snapshot_id of step 1 to the end-snapshot of step 12 
and ADDM report for the same period. 
$cd $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin 

$sqlplus  / as sysdba 

$SQL>start awrrpt.sql 

$SQL>start addmrpt.sql 

Note. From Oracle Database 12c, awrrpt includes addmrpt output also. There is another way to set 
AWR with FND_TRACE.SET_PREFERENCES described in Enhanced Performance Diagnostics for 
Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.3 (Document 1362660.1).  

 

  3. Steps for Concurrent Programs 

 

  3.1. Steps to enable trace for Concurrent Requests: Request Level 

1. Log in to the environment from which you want to trace.  
2. Set the value for the profile option Concurrent: Allow Debugging to "Yes" at user level.  
3. Choose the appropriate responsibility and concurrent program to be executed.  
4. Click on the "Debug Options" button.  
5. Enable tracing by selecting the "SQL Trace" check box, and choose the trace level from the 

drop-down list. Confirm your selection by clicking the "OK" button.  
6. Submit the concurrent program. 

[Perform Steps 1-6 for each individual concurrent request that needs to be traced.]  
7. Write down the request_id of your concurrent program job.  
8. Once the concurrent request completes, retrieve the raw trace file using the request_id (from 

Step 7) or the tracefile_identifier (set by default to the userid).  
9. Format the raw trace with TKPROF.  

The Debug Options button used for tracing individual requests is not available for request sets. You 
must set the Initialization SQL Statement Custom profile option method (described below) in order 
to trace request sets. With this method, a trace file will be produced for each program within the 
request set. 

        3.2. Steps to enable trace for Concurrent Requests - Program Level 
 

1. Log in to the environment from which you want to trace.  
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2. Choose an appropriate responsibility and select the Concurrent > Program > Define screen.  
3. Press [F11] to enter query mode and search for the concurrent program. Press [CTRL][F11] to 

execute the search.  
4. Check the 'Enable Trace' box to turn on tracing for the concurrent program. Note that once 

checked, anyone who runs this concurrent program will produce a level 8 (wait events) trace.  
5. Submit and run the concurrent program.  
6. Write down the request_id of your concurrent program job.  
7. Go back to the Concurrent > Program > Define screen and uncheck the enable trace box for 

this concurrent program.  
8. Retrieve the raw trace file using the request_id (from Step 6) or the tracefile_identifier (set by 

default to the userid).  
9. Format the raw trace file with TKPROF.  

  4. Steps for Profile-Based Tracing 

An alternative method to enable trace from any location at the application user level is to set the 
profile option "Initialization SQL Statement - Custom" at user level, as described below. 

1. Log in to Forms for the desired application.  
2. If you are activating trace for your own account, navigate to the Profile > Personal menu option, 

press F11 to query, enter "Initialization%" in the Profile Name column, then press Ctrl-F11 to 
search for this profile option. If you are enabling trace for another user, select +Profile >> 
System ('Find System Profile Values' screen will pop up).  

3. Check 'User' and type in the Username (in which the account for that user will be traced).  
4. Enter 'Initialization%' in the Profile box and press 'Find'.  
5. In the User box for "Initialization SQL Statement - Custom", enter the following statement and 

then press 'Save': 
BEGIN 

FND_CTL.FND_SESS_CTL('','','TRUE','TRUE','','ALTER SESSION SET 

TRACEFILE_IDENTIFIER=''APPSPERF'' MAX_DUMP_FILE_SIZE=unlimited 

EVENTS=''10046 TRACE NAME CONTEXT FOREVER, LEVEL 8'''); 

END; 

It is advisable to specify an identifier to help identify your trace. In this case, APPSPERF will 
appear at the end of the trace file name. Quotes in the statement are all single quotes.  

6. Log in to the application and page you wish to trace with a suitable username/password, and 
start your flow or submit your request set. Everything will be traced.  

7. Log out of the application once you completed your flow.  
8. Go back to the profile option in the Forms application and delete the Initialization SQL 

statement- Custom, and press 'Save'.  
9. Identify and retrieve the trace file using the tracefile_identifier specified in Step 5.  
10. Format the raw trace file with TKPROF.  

 

          Some other tips 

Tip 1. The profile should be set to the user level. But if the particular user needs to use the profile           
for the particular program only, you need to create a new user and assign responsibility of the 

‘issue program’ to the user and set the profile on that user level. This will generate trace files only 
for the ‘issue program’ by the newly created user. And normally this tracing generates two or more 
trace files for the concurrent program. One trace is for the session of the FND concurrent request. 
The other trace file(s) will keep the issue SQL in general. 
 
Tip 2. If you can’t set the profile because of some issue, you can directly set it in the table. 
 
UPDATE FND_CONCURRENT_PROGRAMS 

SET ENABLE_TRACE = 'Y' 

WHERE APPLICATION_ID = &application_id 

AND   CONCURRENT_PROGRAM_NAME = '&program_name'; 
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COMMIT; 

 
Note. Make sure that once you finish the testing, you update enable_trace to N. Otherwise the 
trace file will be generated whenever the same program runs. 
 

  5. Steps for generation of sqltxtract output and sqlhc output 
 

The trace file shows how the issue SQL worked. But it doesn’t tell why the SQL worked that way. In 
order to understand it, you need to understand the runtime plan and runtime execution statistics. 
One of best ways to get all information is to use the sqlt. To use this tool, you need to install the sqlt 
package on the database according to the guideline in MOS Note 215187.1.  
 

 How to get the sqltxplain for EBS code:  
 

1. Save the SQL statement into the file.  
2. Set the necessary ORG_ID for Virtual Private Database (VPD), insert data into necessary Global 
Temporary Table (GTT) and so on, if the issue SQL needs them. 
3. Run sqltxplain with the file as a parameter. 
 

Example) 

1. If you assume the following SQL needs to be analyzed, save the SQL into the file, sql1.sql. 

SELECT * FROM AP_INVOICES 

WHERE APPROVAL_READY_FLAG = :B1 

2. Set MO_GLOBAL first if needed. And then get the sqltxplain output. 

SQL>EXEC MO_GLOBAL.SET_POLICY_CONTEXT('S',200); 

SQL> START run/sqltxplain.sql input/sample/sql1.sql 

 

 How to get the sqltxecute for EBS code: 
 

1. Create a complete SQL script to be executable and then save it in script1.sql 
2. Run it as below. 
SQL> START run/sqltxecute.sql input/sample/script1.sql 
 

 How to get the sqltxtract for EBS code: 

 
1. In order to get the sqltxtract output, you need the SQL’s sql_id or HASH_VALUE (hv) 
In general, the 11g+ TKPROF file shows the sql_id of the SQL except some cases. 
But if the TKPROF doesn’t show the sql_id with some reason, then you need to find hash_value 
(hv) or sql_id. 
 
Example)   

$grep -a2 "PARSING IN CURSOR" <trace_file> > sql_statement.txt 

$vi sql_statement.txt 

And search partial string of the sql. 

PARSING IN CURSOR #139988905670000 hv=2524255098 ad='de9c64f8' sqlid='0w6uydn50g8cx' 

=> Hash value (hv) is 2524255098 and sqlid is 0w6uydn50g8cx 

 

2. If the trace file is not available, find the sql_id from the “SQL ordered by Elapsed Time” section, 
in the AWR report. 
3. Get the sqltxtract output 
SQL> START [path]sqltxtract.sql [SQL_ID]|[HASH_VALUE] 
 
Example) 

SQL> START run/sqltxtract.sql 0w6uydn50g8cx 

Or 

SQL> START run/sqltxtract.sql 2524255098 

 

Note. If the sqltxtract output generation is taking too long, you may disable Test Case Builder TCB 
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and/or SQL Tuning Advisor. 
EXEC sqltxplain.sqlt$a.set_param('test_case_builder', 'N'); 
EXEC sqltxplain.sqlt$a.set_param('sta_time_limit_secs', '30'); 
 
If SQLT is not ready under the environment, you can use sqlhc.sql which is the light version of 
SQLT. 
 
PRE-REQUISITES 
  1. Execute as SYS or user with DBA role or user with access to data dictionary views. 
PARAMETERS 
  1. Oracle Pack license (Tuning or Diagnostics) T|D 
  2. Output Type (HTML or CSV or Both) H|C|B 
  3. SQL_ID of interest. 
EXECUTION 
  1. Start SQL*Plus connecting as a user with DBA role or user with access to data dictionary views. 
  2. Execute script sqldx.sql passing values for parameters. 
 
  EXAMPLE) 
  # sqlplus / as sysdba 
  SQL> START [path]sqldx.sql [T|D] [H|C|B] [SQL_ID] 
  SQL> START sqldx.sql T B 51x6yr9ym5hdc 

 
Note. FAQ: SQLT (SQLTXPLAIN) Frequently Asked Questions: MOS DOC. ID. 1454160.1. 
 

 
  6. Steps to get SQL execution plan with V$SQL_PLAN_MONITOR or V$SQL_PLAN_STATISTICS 
 

When init.ora parameter _rowsource_execution_statistics is TRUE or statistics_level is ALL, Oracle 
keeps the SQL operation output_rows in the dictionary table. And you can refer to this information 
from V$SQL_PLAN_STATISTICS. This output_rows is mapping to the row count information in the 
TKPROF file. 

 

File Name : SPS.sql 
prompt 
prompt ID:LNO:  Rows(Accm):  Rows(Last): Row Source Operation(Accm) 
prompt ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
select 
       lpad('  ',2-length(nvl(CHILD_NUMBER,0)))||CHILD_NUMBER||':'|| 
       lpad('  ',3-length(nvl(ID,0)))||ID||':'|| 

                       lpad('           ',12-length(nvl(OUTPUT_ROWS,0)))||NVL(TO_CHAR(OUTPUT_ROWS),' ')||':'|| 
       lpad('           ',12-length(nvl(LAST_OUTPUT_ROWS,0)))||NVL(TO_CHAR(LAST_OUTPUT_ROWS),' ')||':'|| 
      substr(lpad('...............................', 1*(depth-1))  || 
      DECODE(operation,'TABLE ACCESS','TBL ACS','INDEX','IDX',operation)|| 

                      decode(options ,'BY INDEX ROWID',' BY IDX RWID','RANGE SCAN','RS','UNIQUE SCAN','US',' '||options) 
         ||' '||decode(object_owner,null,null,object_owner||'.')||object_name,1,120) 
                      ||'(cr='||CR_BUFFER_GETS||' pr='||DISK_READS||' time='||nvl(elapsed_time,0)||')' 

from v$sql_plan_statistics_all 
where sql_id =  '&&1' 
order by child_number, id 
/ 

 
Example) 
alter session set "_rowsource_execution_statistics" = true; 
select /*test2*/ count(*) from hz_parties a, (select rownum from dual connect by rownum < 2) ; 
SQL_ID : 6vu6t67rhm44d 
SQL>Start SPS.sql 6vu6t67rhm44d 

 

ID:LNO:  Rows(Accm):  Rows(Last): Row Source Operation(Accm) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 0:  0:           1:           1:SELECT STATEMENT  (cr=92 pr=16 time=19632) 
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 0:  1:           1:           1:SORT AGGREGATE (cr=92 pr=16 time=19632) 

 0:  2:       39865:       39865:.MERGE JOIN CARTESIAN (cr=92 pr=16 time=124219) 

 0:  3:           1:           1:..VIEW  (cr=0 pr=0 time=57) 

 0:  4:           1:           1:...COUNT  (cr=0 pr=0 time=51) 

 0:  5:           1:           1:....CONNECT BY WITHOUT FILTERING (cr=0 pr=0 time=30) 

 0:  6:           1:           1:.....FAST DUAL  (cr=0 pr=0 time=3) 

 0:  7:       39865:       39865:..BUFFER SORT (cr=92 pr=16 time=51593) 

 0:  8:       39865:       39865:...IDX FAST FULL SCAN AR.HZ_PARTIES_U1(cr=92 pr=16 time=37879) 
 

The query result can be generated with the following methods as well. (These are documented in 
MOS Note 1121043.1) 
 
SELECT * FROM table(dbms_xplan.display_cursor('&sql_id',null,'ALLSTATS')) ; 
SELECT * FROM table(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_AWR('&sql_id',null,null,'ALL')); 
 

Even when the init.ora parameter _rowsource_execution_statistics is FALSE and statistics_level is 
TYPICAL, Oracle keeps similar information against only heavy SQLs. And you can refer to this 
information from V$SQL_PLAN_MONITOR. 
If the Oracle database captured the issue SQL stats and its plans stats, running the following query 
replacing &&sql_id with the issue sql_id will return the actual runtime execution plan with row count 
information. If the Oracle database didn’t capture the issue SQL information, then the query will not 
return any information. 
 
File Name : SPM.sql 
with sm as ( 
select sql_id, key, sql_plan_hash_value 
from ( 
select sql_id, key, sql_plan_hash_value,  SQL_EXEC_START 
from     v$sql_monitor 
where    sql_id = '&&1' 
order by SQL_EXEC_START desc ) 
where rownum < 2 ) 
select 
 lpad('  ',3-length(nvl(v.sql_plan_hash_value,0)))||v.sql_plan_hash_value||':'|| 

lpad('  ',3-length(nvl(v.plan_line_id,0)))||v.plan_line_id||':'|| 
 lpad('  ',3-length(nvl(v.plan_depth,0)))||v.plan_depth||':'|| 
 lpad('           ',12-length(nvl(v.OUTPUT_ROWS,0)))|| 
 NVL(TO_CHAR(v.OUTPUT_ROWS),' ')||':'|| 
 substr(lpad('...............................', 1*(v.plan_depth-1))  || 
 DECODE(v.plan_operation,'TABLE ACCESS','TBL ACS','INDEX','IDX',v.plan_operation)|| 

decode(v.plan_options ,'BY INDEX ROWID',' BY IDX RWID','RANGE SCAN','RS','UNIQUE 
SCAN','US',' '||v.plan_options) 

 ||' '||decode(v.plan_object_owner,null,null,v.plan_object_owner||'.')||v.plan_object_name,1,120) 
        ||'(PR='||PHYSICAL_READ_REQUESTS||',PW='||PHYSICAL_WRITE_REQUESTS||')' row_source 
from v$sql_plan_monitor  v, sm 
where  v.sql_id = sm.sql_id 
and    v.key = sm.key 
and    v.sql_plan_hash_value = sm.sql_plan_hash_value 
order by v.sql_plan_hash_value, v.plan_line_id 
/  
 
Example) 
alter session set  statistics_level=typical "_rowsource_execution_statistics" = false; 
Rem In order to get the long running SQL, used high cardinality for Merge Join 
select /*test10000*/ count(*)  
from hz_parties a, (select rownum from dual connect by rownum < 10000) ; 
SQL_ID : b45vbz505gg4j 
SQL>start SPM.sql b45vbz505gg4j 
 
PLAN_HASH_VALUE        ROWS          ROW SOURCE     

------------------- ----------- -------------------------------------------------- 
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2008171701:  0:  0:           1:SELECT STATEMENT  (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  1:  1:           1:SORT AGGREGATE (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  2:  2:   398610135:.MERGE JOIN CARTESIAN (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  3:  3:        9999:..VIEW  (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  4:  4:        9999:...COUNT  (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  5:  5:        9999:....CONNECT BY WITHOUT FILTERING (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  6:  6:           1:.....FAST DUAL  (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  7:  3:   398610135:..BUFFER SORT (PR=0,PW=0) 

2008171701:  8:  4:       39865:...IDX FAST FULL SCAN AR.HZ_PARTIES_U1(PR=0,PW=0) 

 
The same information can be retrieved with the following method. 
SELECT DBMS_SQLTUNE.report_sql_monitor( 
  sql_id       => '&sql_id',  type => 'HTML',  report_level => 'ALL') AS report 
FROM dual; 
And this method will return the following output. 
 

 
 
Note. If you need to capture the runtime and row count information against the SQL taking a short 
time, such as less than 3 minutes,  you can use V$SQL_PLAN_STATISTICS after setting 
"_rowsource_execution_statistics” to TRUE.  If you need to capture the similar information against 
the SQL taking more than 3 minutes, you can use V$SQL_PLAN_MONITOR without any setting. 
 
Other MOS documents on getting the diagnostic outputs: 
NOTE:1121043.1 - Collecting Diagnostic Data for Performance Issues in Oracle E-Business Suite 
NOTE:748642.1 - How to Generate an AWR Report and Create Baselines 
NOTE:215187.1 - SQLT Diagnostic Tool 
NOTE:150168.1 - 11i/R12: Obtaining Forms Runtime Diagnostics (FRD) In Oracle Applications 11i 
and Release 12 
NOTE:445166.1 - R12: How To Create An FRD (Forms Runtime Diagnostic) Log Using Forms 10g 
NOTE:301137.1 - OSWatcher (Includes: [Video]) 
NOTE:461053.1 - OSWatcher Analyzer User Guide 
NOTE:808005.1 - How to generate PL/SQL profile output for the concurrent program under EBS? 

How to interpret the output? 

 

   1. Double check if the output files are complete and include what is needed. 
 
1.1 Tkprof file. 
Check if the ‘issue’ SQL or ‘long running’ SQL is in the TKPROF file. 

 
1.2 Trace file. 

https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=1121043.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=748642.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=215187.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=150168.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=445166.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=301137.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=461053.1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=1121043.1&id=808005.1
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If the tracing log is too long or if the init.ora parameter max_dump_file_size is set to a small 
number, the trace can be incomplete. You can verify that the trace was off near the ending part of 
file. 
 $tail -n 20 [trace_file.trc] | grep 10046 
.. 
 alter session set events= '10046 trace name context off' 
…. 
And the tail output should not show any message starting of “DUMP FILE SIZE IS LIMITED” on the 
end of trace. 
 
1.3 Sqltxtract.sql output or sqlhc.sql output 
The sqltxtract generates many files which are in a zip file. The file, sqlt_*_main.html is the main file 
to be reviewed. First of all, you check that the sql_id of the issue SQL is in this file. Also check that 
the complete sqltxtract file includes AWR and ADDM and ASH reports. If the environment doesn’t 
have the sqlt installed, you can use sqlhc.sql which you may think of as a light version of the sqlt. 
Sqlhc makes multiple output files, each of which has a different subject as described below. 
 

 sqlhc_*_1_health_check.html,  

 sqlhc_*_2_diagnostics.html,  

 sqlhc_*_3_execution_plans.html,  

 sqlhc_*_4_sql_detail.html and so on. 
 
1.4 AWR and ADDM report 
AWR/ADDM should be generated from the right DB instance and for the right period. 
 

 DB instance where the issue happened 

 Period from the issue start time to its end time. 
 

You can check this information on top of the AWR/ADDM report. 
 

  2. Understanding SQL trace file and its TKPROF output and TKPROF tool options 
 

The main purpose of the SQL tracing is to trace the SQL execution and its related information. 
Normally it shows how the SQL worked or has been working. It doesn’t tell why the SQL worked in 
a sub-optimized plan in most cases. But understanding how the SQL worked is a good start for 
tuning. Unfortunately the TKPROF tool doesn’t completely translate all information in the trace. So 
you need to expend some effort to generate the TKPROF output with necessary option(s) to extract 
the information the TKPROF tool can support. Let’s check what information is available in the trace 
and its TKPROF file. 
 
Sort option: 

There are many sort options available. But the most useful option is the combination of Fetch 
elapse time (fchela) and execution elapse time (exeela). When the program is oriented to the query 
operation, you use fchela and exeela. When the program is oriented to the DML operation, you use 
exeela and fchela.  If the program is suffering from parsing, you can use prsela option. 
 
Example) 
$tkprof ebs12102_ora_23438.trc ebs12102_ora_23438.tkp sort=fchela,exeela 
$tkprof ebs12102_ora_23438.trc ebs12102_ora_23438.tkp sort=exeela,fchela 

 
Aggregate option:  

Once the SQL is closed, the trace can collect the STAT information for the row source (operation) 
information. The TKPROF tool references the execution plan in the first STAT of the same plan 
hash value, when the same SQL is repeatedly executed. Sometimes, tracing can miss this first 
STAT. In this case, the TKPROF tool doesn’t translate the row source (i.e. runtime plan) 
information with default option. But if the same SQL was parsed 2 or more times, you might check 
the same in the  2

nd
 STAT or a later STAT.  In order to analyze the SQL individually, you need to 
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use the aggregate option with NO value.  
 

Example) 

$tkprof ebs12102_ora_23438.trc ebs12102_ora_23438.tkp sort=fchela,exeela 
 

call      count        cpu    elapsed      disk     query     current        rows 

------- -------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse         3       0.00       0.00          0         0         0           0 

Execute       3       0.00       0.00          0         0         0           0 

Fetch        33       0.00       0.00          0       449         0         428 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        39       0.00       0.00          0       449         0         428 

 

 no row source information!! 

 

If you use the aggregate=no option, you can see all available row source information as 
below. 
 
Example) 

$tkprof ebs12102_ora_23438.trc ebs12102_ora_23438.tkp sort=fchela,exeela aggregate=no 

 
call      count      cpu   elapsed       disk     query    current      rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0       0          0          0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0       0          0          0 

Fetch       10      0.00       0.00          0     125          0        129 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total       12      0.00       0.00          0     125          0        129 
 

Rows     Row Source Operation 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

    129  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID HZ_PARTIES (cr=125 pr=0 pw=0 time=925 us cost=1 size=195 card=1) 

    129    INDEX RANGE SCAN HZ_PARTIES_N1 (cr=12 pr=0 pw=0 time=325 us cost=1 size=0 card=1) 

 

call      count      cpu      elapsed     disk       query    current     rows 

-------   ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- ---------- 

Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0           0         0         0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0           0         0         0 

Fetch       21      0.00       0.00          0         313         0       291 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

total       23      0.00       0.00          0         313         0       291 

 
Rows     Row Source Operation 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

    291  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID HZ_PARTIES (cr=313 pr=0 pw=0 time=1970 us cost=1 size=195 card=1) 

    291    INDEX RANGE SCAN HZ_PARTIES_N1 (cr=23 pr=0 pw=0 time=615 us cost=1 size=0 card=1) 

  

call     count      cpu    elapsed     disk      query    current     rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse       1      0.00       0.00         0          0          0         0 

Execute     1      0.00       0.00         0          0          0         0 

Fetch       2      0.00       0.00         0         11          0         8 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total       4      0.00       0.00         0         11          0         8 

 

 

Waits:  

The waits information can be hidden from the TKPROF output file with the waits=no option. But if 
you don’t have any reason to hide them, just use the default option to show the waits. From the 
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TKPROF output file, the SQL stats say the SQL didn’t take a long time when the query missed the 
Fetch stats or the DML statement missed the execute stats. 

 
call     count     cpu    elapsed      disk      query     current        rows 

------- ------ -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1     0.00       0.00        0          0          0             0 

Execute      1     0.77       0.80        0          0          0             0 

Fetch        0     0          0           0          0          0             0 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        2     0.77       0.80        0          0          0             0 

 

In this case, you have to check the waits information.  
If any heavy events consumed the time like the example below, you can think the SQL is an 
issue SQL. 
 
Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 

----------------------------------------    Waited   ----------  ------------ 

db file sequential read                      5712401    2.58       8109.11 

 

  

Explain plan option: 

This option is to connect to the ORACLE database instance and issue EXPLAIN PLAN. 
Sometimes, the actual runtime plan (i.e. Row Source Operation) is not captured within the trace, as 
the SQL cursor is not closed. At this time, you may refer to the explain plan. But the explain plan is 
not always a runtime plan. So if the runtime is not included, you need to check it in the sqltxtract.sql 
output. 
 

Example)  

$tkprof ebs12102_ora_15851_test.trc ebs12102_ora_15851_test.trc.txt explain=apps/apps 

 
Rows (1st) Rows (avg) Rows (max)  Row Source Operation 

---------- ---------- ----------  --------------------------------------------------- 

         1          1          1  COUNT STOPKEY (cr=3 pr=14 pw=0 time=17360 us) 

         1          1          1   TABLE ACCESS FULL HZ_PARTIES (cr=3 pr=14 pw=0 time=17350 us cost=2 card=1) 

 

Rows     Execution Plan 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

      0  SELECT STATEMENT   MODE: ALL_ROWS 

      1   COUNT (STOPKEY) 

      1    TABLE ACCESS  MODE: ANALYZED (FULL) OF 'HZ_PARTIES' (TABLE) 

 

Overall: 

In the last page of the TKPROF file, you can see an overall summary of non-recursive statements 
and recursive statements. Normally you can check the number of Parse, Execute, Fetch, Library 
Cache Miss and Waits at the summarized level. If the issue is under only one or two SQLs, you 
might not review this section. But if multiple SQLs contribute to the performance issue, you can 
check the ratio of the issue SQLs stats per total SQLs stats. If the shared_pool_size is undersized, 
the number of library misses can be increased. If the TKPROF file was generated with wrong 
version of TKPROF tool, the overall figure could be wrong also. 
 

Example) 

OVERALL TOTALS FOR ALL NON-RECURSIVE STATEMENTS 

 
call     count       cpu    elapsed     disk     query   current     rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- --------- -------- ----------  ------- 

Parse        31      0.00       0.03        0         0        0        0 

Execute     103      5.95       6.75        2        46       43       87 

Fetch        15      0.00       0.00        0        72        0       14 

------- ------  -------- ---------- --------- -------- ----------  ------- 
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Total       149      5.96       6.78        2       118       43       101 

 

Misses in library cache during parse: 17 

Misses in library cache during execute: 16 

 

Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

  Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

  SQL*Net message to client                      109     0.00          0.00 

  SQL*Net message from client                    109     0.00          0.07 

  utl_file I/O                                157141     0.00          0.82 

  log file sync                                    3     0.01          0.01 

  SQL*Net more data to client                   1051     0.00          0.02 

 

OVERALL TOTALS FOR ALL RECURSIVE STATEMENTS 

 
call     count      cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse       348     0.12       0.99         0          3          0            0 

Execute   13282     1.18      13.38        15       8191        736          177 

Fetch     14138    19.35     963.11    133630     238428         41        13746 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total     27768    20.67     977.49    133645     246622        777        13923 

 

Misses in library cache during parse: 159 

Misses in library cache during execute: 148 

 
Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

  Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

  latch: row cache objects                         52        0.04          0.45 

  Disk file operations I/O                        538        0.00          0.81 

  db file sequential read                      133646        0.28        950.98 

  utl_file I/O                                   1788        0.00          0.00 

  latch: shared pool                                4        0.00          0.02 

 

The last line of TKPROF output has the total (elapsed) time of the trace as below.  

 

Example) 

     984  elapsed seconds in trace file. 

 

This time is normally calculated by (the last time stamp – the first time stamp / 1000000). But if the 
trace is not complete, this time can’t be the actual time. Also if the wrong version of the TKPROF 
tool is used or the time stamp has an accidental garbage character, the time can be wrong. 
 
Unsorted TKPROF file: If you have only the TKPROF output file sorted by the default, you can use 

the following batch file to make the sql time sorted with the TKPROF file. 
 
tkprofsort.bat 
rem file name : tkprofsort.bat 
rem usage tkprofsort.bat <TKPROF file name> 
rem output <TKPROF file name>.srt.txt 
findstr /C:"total " %1 | sort /R /+26 > %1.srt.txt 
findstr /C:"db file" %1 | sort /R /+69 >> %1.srt.txt 
findstr /C:"SQL*Net message from" %1 | sort /R /+69 >> %1.srt.txt 
findstr /C:"enq: TX -" %1 | sort /R /+69 >> %1.srt.txt 
findstr /C:"enq: TM -" %1 | sort /R /+69 >> %1.srt.txt 
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Example) 

c:>tkprofsort.bat apsdev5_ora_17671_Test_CR5348569.prf 

 

Then the output will be in apsdev5_ora_17671_Test_CR5348569.prf.srt.txt 
The output will keep only timing information sorted by total timing and major waits timing 
information. 

SQL_ID:  

In general, the TKPROF file includes the sql_id and its plan hash value for the SQL. But if the SQL 
never achieves the status of CLOSE within the tracing, or the SQL statement is not captured in one 
line, then the TKPROF tool doesn’t include sql_id and its plan hash value in the TKPROF output 
file. In this case, open the AWR report or the raw trace file and search the SQL string to get the 
sql_id. If the raw trace file size is too long without the AWR report, you can use the grep -n2 
command to make a smaller output file. In the example below, sqlid_statement.txt has the sql_ id 
and SQL statement. 
$grep -n2 "sqlid" [trace file] > sqlid_statement.txt 
Why do you need to know the sql_id? The answer is to get more detailed information about this 
SQL. And sqltxtract.sql or sqlhc.sql outputs against the sql_id are outputs that have detailed 
information.  The sqltxtract.sql or sqlhc.sql can extract all of the information to explain how the SQL 
worked. Specifically, when statistics_level is set to all, more valuable information can be collected. 
 
Missing SQL in the TKPROF file 

Sometimes, the 1
st
 trace file includes only the SQL cursor information, while the 2nd trace file 

includes the fetch and execution information. In this case, TKPROF tool can’t generate the correct 
output file. You can append the 2

nd
 trace into the 1st trace. Then the TKPROF tool can generate a 

complete output. 
 
Example) 
$cat trace_file2.trc >> trace_file1.trc 
$tkprof trace_file1.trc trace_file1.tkp sort=fchela,exeela 
 
The tracing time is not correct. 

If the TKPROF file is generated with the wrong version of TKPROF tool, the time can be wrong 
also. If the TKPROF file has unrealistic tracing time or wrong tracing time, you can suspect the 
trace file has some garbage for the last time information (example tim= 34578sdaf#?da).  Replace 

it with some reasonable time stamp which should be at least as great as the earlier time stamp. 
And use TKPROF against the modified trace file. 
 
Example )  
If the following lines are the last 2 lines of the trace file, you can replace 330782524??? with any 
number such as 330782521875 which should be great than 330782521872. 
PARSE 
#18446744071459355624:c=0,e=484,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=0,r=0,dep=1,og=0,plh=0,tim=330782521
872 
EXEC 
#18446744071459355624:c=0,e=1948,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=0,r=0,dep=1,og=0,plh=0,tim=33078252
4??? 
 
The trace ‘start time’ and ‘end time’. 

You need to find the first time stamp of the wall clock and first trace time stamp and last trace time 
stamp. 
You use head and tail command to know the start time and the end time. 
 
Example) 
$head -n 30 test1_ora_2903_CSTEINER.trc | grep -m 1 SESSION 
*** SESSION ID:(908.59219) 2015-03-03 09:40:27.090 
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$head -n 30 test1_ora_2903_CSTEINER.trc | grep -m 1 tim= 
CLOSE #18446744071447907864:c=0,e=39,dep=1,type=0,tim=329880991850 
 

$tail -n 30 test1_ora_2903_CSTEINER.trc | grep tim= | tail -n 1  
EXEC #18446744071459355624:c=0,e=1948,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=0,r=0,dep=1,og=0,plh=0, 
tim=330782524447 
 
The tracing started at 2015-03-03 09:40:27 and generated the trace for (330782524447-
329880991850)/1000000 = 901 seconds. The trace included the log from 2015-03-03 09:40:27 to 

2015-03-03 09:55:58. 
If you want to know the module name of the current trace file, you can verify it with the module 
name as below.  
 
$head -n 30 test1_ora_2903_CSTEINER.trc | grep -m 1 MODULE 
*** MODULE NAME:(e:ONT:frm:QOTHDDET) 2015-03-03 09:40:27.090 

 
  3. Understanding AWR and ADDM reports 
  
   For general understanding of AWR, the following documents are recommended.   

 How to Use AWR Reports to Diagnose Database Performance Issues (Doc ID 1359094.1) 

 Performance Diagnosis with Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) (Doc ID 1674086.1)  
  

This paper will explain only major sections that you have to review for the SQL tuning. 
  
3.1 Check the period time and instance 

 

 
 

As the above trace file keeps the log  from  2015-03-03 09:40:27 to  2015-03-03 09:55:58, the 
AWR from 03-Mar-15 09:37:37 to  03-mar-15 09_56:45 is good enough. And the AWR report  
matches the trace file. 
   

 
The DB instance, TEST1 is same instance where the trace was generated. 

 
3.2 Physical memory size and number of CPU 
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The server has 61 GB physical memory and 8 CPUs. The number of CPUs is an important factor 
when any script using AD_PARALLEL is running or any SQL is running in PARALLEL mode or 
any other heavy process is working together in the same DB server. The DB instance size can be 
controlled under the physical memory size.  
 

3.3 Basic instance configuration 
  

In this document, you will check some key parameters instead of whole parameters. 
 

 3.3.1. Earlier, you reviewed the mandatory parameters in the Basic level. You need to make sure 
that these parameters are correctly set. 

 

 _b_tree_bitmap_plans: This should be set to ‘false’ for EBS code. Otherwise you can use 
bitmap conversion of normal index. 

 _fast_full_scan_enabled: This should be ‘false’ for EBS code. That will avoid an unnecessary 
index full scan. 

 _like_with_bind_as_equality: This should be ‘true’ for EBS code. Otherwise, the index on the 
column of like predicates can’t be used.  

 optimizer_secure_view_merging: For EBS code performance, we recommend ‘false’ which 
means Oracle does not perform security checks that may prevent view merging and predicate 
move-around.  

 _sort_elimination_cost_ratio: 5 is a reasonable value for cost ratio for sort elimination under 
first_rows mode. 

 
   3.3.2 SGA_Target, PGA_aggregate_target, Shared_pool_size 

 
When the SQL requires a large volume of data access, increasing the SGA_TARGET size 
can reduce the amount of disk I/O and improve the SQL performance. 
PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET area is used for join area and sort area. When the SQL 
requires heavy join and sort in multiple sessions or parallel sessions, increasing the 
PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET size normally helps the performance of the SQL. When too 
many SQLs or complex SQLs are working, contention can happen at the parsing time. 
Increasing Shared_pool_size can reduce parsing time. The ADDM report can provide the 
suggestion when the shortage of current values for those parameters happens. 
More detail information can be found in MOS Document 216205.1 for R11i and MOS 
Document 396009.1 for R12. 

 

3.4 Major top waits 
 

 

https://support.us.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=216205.1
https://support.us.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=396009.1
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Understanding the top events is a good approach in checking what the DB instance was 
mostly waiting for. Most of the waits are well explained in ST-Doc or MOS documents within 
support.oracle.com. If necessary, please refer to them for the details. This document will 
provide a very brief explanation. Wait event information will be very helpful in analyzing the 
performance issues.  
 
Wait events are broadly classified in to different WAIT CLASSES. 
 

- Administrative 
- Application 
- Concurrency 
- User IO 
- System IO 
- Cluster  
- Commit 
- Configuration 
- Idle 
- Network 

 
                      In this document we will be discussing the following WAIT CLASSES. 
 

- Application 
- Concurrency 
- User IO 

 
Application  

 
These waits exist because of the user application code that is causing the code to wait; for 
example, row lock waits.  
The most common waits seen in this wait class are the following:  

 

 enq: TX - row lock contention: This indicates an application level locking problem, 
when multiple transactions try to update the same data block. It is issued when a 
transaction makes its first change and it is released when a commit or rollback is 
issued as an action to resolve. This wait depends upon which mode it is waiting; 
typically you have seen it wait on mode 6 and mode 4. 
A mode 6 wait occurs when one session is holding a lock to update/delete the row 
and other session is waiting for a lock on the same row; to resolve this, the session 
holding the lock should commit or rollback. 
In mode 4, a TX wait can occur when there is a potential duplicate in unique index. 
A mode 4 wait can also happen if a session is waiting on a bitmap index -- in Oracle 
E-Business Suite we don't recommend having a bitmap index.  
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 enq: UL - contention: This enq wait occurs when application explicitly locks by 
executing the lock table command.  

 enq: TM - contention: This usually happens due to a missing foreign key constraint 
on a table that's part of a DML operation.  
 
 

Concurrency  

 
Waits in the concurrency wait class are waits for internal database resources like latches. 
From Release 10.2 of the database onward, some shared cursor operations started to be 
implemented by Oracle's Mutex feature, and in 11g Librarycache and rowcache components 
were also implemented with Mutexes. “Mutex Waits" is a collective term for waits for 
resources associated with the management of cursor objects in the shared pool during 
parsing. Mutexes were introduced in 10g as faster and lightweight forms of latches and waits 
for these resources will occur in normal operations. However, when these waits become 
excessive, contention can occur and cause problems. These waits usually happen because 
of non-sharable SQLs and suboptimal SQLs. 
 
The AWR report will help in diagnosing these waits; you can refer to the SQL execution 
section and look for SQLs with SQL ordered by parse, SQL with version counts, and SQL 
with sharable memory. 
 
Most commonly seen waits are the following. 
 

 cursor: mutex X 

 cursor: mutex S 

 cursor: pin S wait on X 

 library cache pin 

 library cache lock 

 library cache load lock 

 library cache: mutex X 

 library cache: mutex S 
 
USER IO 

 
The User IO wait class is caused by SQL statements (both user and recursive) when 
accessing data from the disk (when data is not available in memory). Depending on the kind 
of access you see different wait events; these wait events exist typically because of the way 
you are reading the data -- by optimizing the SQLs you can reduce the wait times for this 
wait class. 
 
Most commonly seen wait events are  
 

 DB file sequential read: This wait event happens when performing single block read 
operations against indexes and tables (when accessed via rowid). This wait event 
usually appears when there is a huge throw-away and when using unselective 
indexes.  

 DB file scattered read: This is same as DB file sequential read but it reads multiple 
data blocks. Multi-block reads are typically used when performing full table scans. If 
you see any Full Table Scan (FTS) you can expect this wait; tuning the SQL to 
avoid FTS will help in overcoming this wait.  

 Direct path read and direct path read temp: Direct path read is a physical I/O from 
data file that bypasses the buffer cache. This wait is also seen when performing 
FTS. From 11gR2 onward, ORACLE automatically decides when to do direct path 
read (bypassing the buffer cache) with full table scans. 
 Operations causing these waits: 
       SORT operations going to disk, Full Table Scans 
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Hidden parameter, "_small_table_threshold" controls this behavior. 

 Direct path write and direct path write temp: The direct path write occurs when a 
process is writing buffers directly from PGA (as opposed to the DBWR writing 
them from the buffer cache).  
Operations that could perform direct path writes  
            - when a sort goes to disk 
            - during parallel DML operations  
            - direct-path inserts (using APPEND hint)  
            - parallel create table as select and some LOB operations   

 
 

Idle 

 
There are some wait events belonging in Idle wait class. Most popular waits are PL/SQL 
Lock Timer and SQL*Net message from client.  
 
* PL/SQL Lock Timer is called through the DBMS_LOCK.SLEEP or USER_LOCK.SLEEP 
procedures. A session simply sleeps for a pre-determined length of time specified in a call to 
the SLEEP procedure. In order to reduce this wait time, we need to speed up what the 
program is doing after the sleep starts.  
 
* SQL*Net message from client is an idle wait for the database to wait for a message from 
the client. The server process (foreground process) waits for a message from the client 
process to arrive. Normally the “SQL*Net message from client” waits will average around 
1ms or less. However, it really depends on the hardware/network configuration and 
bandwidth between tiers. High levels of “SQL*Net message from client” can indicate a large 
amount of time spent in the client application or on the application tier. This will not just be a 
high total time, but high average wait time as well. We need to check what client program is 
doing. 
 

Note that: 
 
•Very large “SQL*Net message from client” waits are usually due to waiting for user entry 
on the client, particularly at the start and end of the trace.  
 
•A high number of short “SQL*Net message from client” waits usually indicates a high 
number of SQL executions (which should closely match the execution count of the SQLs) 
and does not indicate a performance issue on the application tier.  
 
•A consistently high level of “SQL*Net message from client” wait times might also indicate 
network bandwidth or latency issues. 

 
Note. All waits are listed at the following links.  
 
- Oracle Wait Events: See 10.3 Wait Events Statistics under Database Performance Tuning Guide. 
Link: http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA02410 

 

- Oracle RAC Wait Events: See Oracle RAC Wait Events in Chapter 13 Monitoring Performance in 

Real Application Clusters Administration and Deployment Guide. 

Link: http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/monitor.htm#RACAD977 

 
3.5 Top SQLs 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA02410
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This section shows the list of SQLs ordered by the total elapsed time. The Elapsed Time is the 
sum of all individual execution time for the sql_id. So if multiple sessions execute the same SQLs, 
the elapsed time can be greater than the period of two snap_ids.  The Executions column is only 
the number that finished execution. If the SQL was running and was not finished during the 
period, that execution would not be counted. So the elapsed time is not a complete time when the 
execution is 0. In the above example, the SQL_id, cyhyzjpqrpvxt was not finished within the 
period of the AWR report. 

In the list, ARXCUABR module has two SQLs, b2g8r26tdxtcg and 9n62y936x4g97. The SQL, 
b2g8r26tdxtcg is PL/SQL code as a wrapper and it took around 88k seconds. The sql, 
9n62y936x4g97 took 68k seconds and seems to be called in b2g8r26tdxtcg, as their module 
names are same. Since 68K/88k = 77% spent time in “SELECT MAX(” for Begin 
Ar_cumulative_balance_re.process, you need to analyze the sqltxtract output against the sql_id,  
9n62y936x4g97. If only the wrapper takes a long time without any heavy SQLs in the same 
module, you need to analyze PL/SQL profile output.  
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The physical I/O can be changed by circumstance, while the SQL is running. But the logical I/O is 
almost the same or similar. So reviewing SQL ordered by Gets is a good idea.  If the SQL (not 
wrapper) has Gets per Exec that is too high, you need to analyze the SQL with some additional 
output such as sqlt and sqlhc. If the SQL has low Gets per Exec but high Executions, you need to 
check why the SQL has to be executed so many times from the functional view point. 
The physical I/O can be improved somewhat as SGA_Target size and PGA_aggregate_target are 
increased. 
 
SQL ordered by Cluster Wait Time 
 

This list can show the SQLs using cluster wait time when the SQL is running in a RAC 
environment. If the issue SQL is using high cluster time, one needs to check if the same SQL can 
be executed in one node as an application affinity.  In order to know which instance is using the 
SQL, use awrgrpt.sql. 
 
Note. If you find waits that are too high starting in GC, you can refer to Oracle RAC Wait Events in 
Chapter 13 Monitoring Performance in 
Real Application Clusters Administration and Deployment Guide. 
Link: http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/monitor.htm#RACAD977 

 
3.6 Top segments 

 
The top segments section is important for the SQL tuner. In general, the SQL has to read/write 
the data from segment. So the SQL using these segments in the section list can be the 
problematic SQL. 
 

 Segments by Logical Reads 
When the segments are suffering from high logical I/O, those segments are listed here.  
When the table has high logical reads and its index has relatively small logical reads, 
there is a high possibility some SQL is using the index inefficiently, which is making a 
throw-away issue in the table. Find out the columns of the condition evaluated in the table 
side and move them into the index.   When the index has high logical reads, the index is 
used excessively with wide range. You need to reduce the range with an additional 
filtering condition whose columns are in the same index. 
 

 Segments by Physical Reads 
When the SQLs need excessive physical reads on the particular segments, this section 
lists them. You need to check if some of SQLs are using unnecessary full scan and wide 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/monitor.htm#RACAD977
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range scan. 
 

 Segments by Physical Writes  
When the SQLs need excessive physical writes on the particular segments, this section 
lists them. A wide range of insert/update/delete can cause high physical writes. 
 

 Segments by Direct Physical Reads  
When the SQLs need excessive direct physical reads on the particular segments, this 
section lists them. 
 

 Segments by Direct Physical Writes  
When the SQLs need excessive direct physical writes on the particular segments, this 
section lists them. 
 

 Segments by Row Lock Waits  
When the segments are suffering from Row Lock, those segments are listed in this 
section. 
The general solution is to provide more selective condition for the SQL to lock only rows 
that are restricted. 
Or, after DML execution, commit or rollback as soon as possible. Or so on. 
 

 Segments by ITL Waits  
When multiple transactions need to access to particular segments at the same time, an 
ITL issue can happen on the segments. The general solution is to recreate the object with 
high initrans or decrease the number of concurrent accesses. 
 

 Segments by Buffer Busy Waits 
The section lists segments that are suffering from buffer busy waits.  Based on the 
reason code or class#, the treatment of each is different. The physical segment’s 
attributes such as freelist, freelist groups, pctfree, pctused and so on are handled by 
rebuilding the object. But before this treatment, you need to check if your SQLs can visit 
different blocks at the same time if possible to avoid the contention. 
 

 Segments by Global Cache Buffer Busy 
When the segments are used in the SQLs that are executed in multiple nodes under 
RAC, those segments are listed here. To reduce the overhead, apply application affinity 
method or add more selective conditions on the issue SQL. 
  

3.7 IO stats 
Av Rd(ms) and Av Buf Wt(ms) on the tablespace IO stats should be controlled under 10, which is 
ideal. But Avg read of up to 20 is acceptable for IO performance. You can view IO stats according 
to the sub-sections as below. 

 IO Stat by Function summary  

 IO Stat by Filetype summary  

 IO Stat by Function/Filetype summary  

 Tablespace IO Stats: When the figure in Reads column is too low, you can ignore the Av 
Rd(ms). 

 File IO Stats  
 
3.8 Mutex Sleep Summary 
 

In RDBMS Version 10.2, Oracle introduced Mutexes to replace the library cache pin, and they 
stand for mutual exclusion. Mutexes are used to protect data or other resources from concurrent 
access. If the sleep time is too high, you need to check why it is happening on the application side 
as well as the DBMS side. 
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For more details, refer to Troubleshooting: Waits for Mutex Type Events (Doc ID 1377998.1)  
 

3.9 Advisory  

       PGA Memory Advisory 

The row that has Size Factor of 1 is the current one.  Estd Time is just estimated according to 
changing of PGA Target Est (MB). 

       Shared Pool Advisory 

The row that has SP Size Factor of 1 is the current one. Est LC(Library Cache) Load Time is just 
estimated according to changing of Shared Pool Size(M). 

                SGA Target Advisory 

The row that has SGA Size Factor of 1 is the current one. Est Physical Reads is just estimated 
according to changing of SGA Target Size (M).  

         Note: The ADDM report explains more specifically about these Advisories.  

The following documents are related to AWR and ADDM. These documents explain how to use the 
AWR/ADDM reports and how to interpret them. If you need more information, you can refer the 
following notes. 

 How to Use AWR Reports to Diagnose Database Performance Issues (Doc ID 1359094.1) 

 How to Interpret the OS stats section of an AWR report (Doc ID 762526.1) 

  4. Understanding sqltxtract output or sqlhc output 

In general, we review the main file that has the name of sqlt_*_main.html. The paper SQLT Main 
Report: Usage Suggestions (Doc ID 1922234.1) outlines what we will find in this file. If we additionally 
add some items for EBS SQL, the following information will be shown. 

 
4.1 Objects 
 
 4.1.1. Compression  

 

If the issue SQL is slow, even with a pretty much optimized plan, you need to check some 
other factors. Check if the table, index, and their partition are compressed. The compression 
option can save the space but can cause slow performance. If the SQL operation shows 
high CPU time on compressed segment access, you need to check the SQL performance 
after converting the segment into a non compressed segment. 

Compression example) 
Compression will provide performance benefit for the queries but it will have performance 
overhead on the DML statements. So when compressing a table you should consider if the 
table will be used heavily for select, or if it is used heavily for DML. You can check if the table 
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is compressed by querying dba_tables.  
 
Example) 

SELECT TABLE_NAME,COMRESSION,COMPRESS_FOR FROM DBA_TABLES WHERE 

TABLE_NAME = UPPER('TABLE_NAME'); 

 

SQL> SELECT TABLE_NAME,NUM_ROWS,BLOCKS FROM DBA_TABLES WHERE 

TABLE_NAME ='HZ_PARTIES_DUP'; 

 
TABLE_NAME      NUM_ROWS     BLOCKS 

---------- --------------------- 

HZ_PARTIES_DUP  34316572    1570858 

 

 table size is 12 GB  

 

Running a SQL against uncompressed table:  

 

21:47:17 SQL> SELECT PARTY_TYPE,COUNT(*) FROM HZ_PARTIES_DUP GROUP BY 

PARTY_TYPE; 

 
PARTY_TYPE                       COUNT(*) 

------------------------------ ---------- 

GLOBAL                                  4 

PERSON                           10010008 

PARTY_RELATIONSHIP               19851608 

ORGANIZATION                       454944 

GROUP                                   8 

 

Elapsed: 00:00:15.23 

 
Execution Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Plan hash value: 1503609244 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation           | Name              | Rows  | Bytes  | Cost(%CPU)|    Time  | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT    |                   |     5 |    75  |   432K (2)| 00:00:17 | 

|   1 |  HASH GROUP BY      |                   |     5 |    75  |   432K (2)| 00:00:17 | 

|   2 |   TABLE ACCESS FULL | HZ_PARTIES_DUP    |    34M|   490M |   427K (1)| 00:00:17 | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

       .   1  recursive calls 

      .    0  db block gets 

     2744035  consistent gets 

     1569158  physical reads 

           0  redo size 

           0  sorts (memory) 

           0  sorts (disk) 

           5  rows processed 

 

Running an update statement on the same table to update 999k rows:  

 

22:05:13 SQL> UPDATE HZ_PARTIES_DUP SET PARTY_TYPE='GROUP' WHERE 

PARTY_TYPE ='ORGANIZATION' AND ROWNUM < 1000000; 

 

999999 rows updated. 

 

Elapsed: 00:00:33.31 

 
Execution Plan 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 

Plan hash value: 3813874601 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation             | Name             | Rows   | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time     | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | UPDATE STATEMENT      |                  |   999K |    14M|    428K(1) | 00:00:17 | 

|   1 |  UPDATE               | HZ_PARTIES_DUP   |        |       |            |          | 

|*  2 |   COUNT STOPKEY       |                  |        |       |            |          | 

|*  3 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL  |   HZ_PARTIES_DUP |  6863K |    98M|     428K(1)| 00:00:17 | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

Predicate Information (identified by operation id): 

--------------------------------------------------- 

 

   2 - filter(ROWNUM<1000000) 

   3 - filter("PARTY_TYPE"='ORGANIZATION') 

 

 
Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

          79  recursive calls 

     2126908  db block gets 

      427048  consistent gets 

       42049  physical reads 

   523047080  redo size 

           2  sorts (memory) 

           0  sorts (disk) 

      999999  rows processed 

 

Compressing table 

 

22:08:16 SQL> ALTER TABLE HZ_PARTIES_DUP MOVE COMPRESS FOR OLTP; 

Table altered. 

 

22:16:11 SQL> SELECT TABLE_NAME,COMPRESSION,COMPRESS_FOR ,BLOCKS FROM 

DBA_TABLES WHERE TABLE_NAME ='HZ_PARTIES_DUP'; 

 

 

TABLE_NAME           COMPRESS COMPRESS_FOR                       BLOCKS 

-------------------- -------- ------------------------------ ---------- 

HZ_PARTIES_DUP       ENABLED  ADVANCED                           583095 

 

 

Number of blocks are reduced from 1570858 to 583095. And the table size is reduced from 12 GB to 

4.4 GB which is close to 3 times less space.  

 

Running same SQLs again to check the timings for compression: 

 

22:21:49 SQL> SELECT PARTY_TYPE,COUNT(*) FROM HZ_PARTIES_DUP GROUP BY 

PARTY_TYPE; 

 
PARTY_TYPE                       COUNT(*) 

------------------------------ ---------- 

GLOBAL                                  4 

PERSON                           10010008 

PARTY_RELATIONSHIP               19851608 

ORGANIZATION                      4454944 

GROUP                                   8 

 

Elapsed: 00:00:11.81 
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Execution Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Plan hash value: 1503609244 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

| Id  | Operation           | Name             | Rows  | Bytes  | Cost (%CPU) |  Time    | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT   |                   |     5 |     75 |     164K (4)| 00:00:07 | 

|   1 |  HASH GROUP BY     |                   |     5 |     75 |     164K (4)| 00:00:07 | 

|   2 |   TABLE ACCESS FULL| HZ_PARTIES_DUP    |    34M|    490M|     159K (1)| 00:00:07 | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

           1  recursive calls 

           0  db block gets 

      581444  consistent gets 

      580640  physical reads 

           0  redo size 

           0  sorts (memory) 

           0  sorts (disk) 

 

22:24:10 SQL> UPDATE HZ_PARTIES_DUP SET PARTY_TYPE='GROUP' WHERE 

PARTY_TYPE ='ORGANIZATION' AND ROWNUM < 1000000; 

 

999999 rows updated. 

 

Elapsed: 00:01:09.25 

 
Execution Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Plan hash value: 3813874601 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation            | Name              | Rows  | Bytes   |Cost(%CPU)| Time     | 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | UPDATE STATEMENT     |                   |   999K|    14M  |  159K (2)| 00:00:07 | 

|   1 |  UPDATE              | HZ_PARTIES_DUP    |       |         |          |          | 

|*  2 |   COUNT STOPKEY      |                   |       |         |          |          | 

|*  3 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL | HZ_PARTIES_DUP    |  6863K|    98M  |  159K (2)| 00:00:07 | 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Predicate Information (identified by operation id): 

--------------------------------------------------- 

 

   2 - filter(ROWNUM<1000000) 

   3 - filter("PARTY_TYPE"='ORGANIZATION') 

 

 
Statistics 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

        1212  recursive calls 

     4353877  db block gets 

      868794  consistent gets 

       70748  physical reads 

  1897956300  redo size 

           3  sorts (memory) 

           0  sorts (disk) 

      999999  rows processed 

 

From the test, you can see that there is less space taken by the object and the select 
statement is taking less time when the table is compressed, but the DML has around 3 times 
more overhead.  
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Statement UNCOMPRESSED COMPRESSED 

SELECT 15.23 secs 11.82 secs 

UPDATE 33.31 secs 1 min 9.25 secs 

 

Table 2. Compression Test Result. 

 

For more information on test results, you can refer to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 
with Oracle Database 11g Advanced Compression (Doc ID 1110648.1) 

 4.1.2. Trigger 

 

When the DML statement is taking an unexpectedly long time, you need to check if the table to 
be affected by the DML has any trigger. Trigger information is available in SQLT output only 
when the SQL is using an object that has the trigger. This information is shown in the Object 
section and Object Dependency section. Make sure if the object with the trigger is used in the 
query part, so that the trigger doesn’t have any impact to the SQL. 
  
If the trigger is from the EBS seeded code, you need to check if the SQLs defined in the trigger 
are working fine with the Trace/TKPROF file. If necessary, tune those SQLs together. 
 

4.1.3. Virtual Private Database (VPD) 

 

When the predicates have some suspicious “WHERE conditions” attached, you need to review 
the function on the VPD to which the object refers.    

Once you have set the application context for the current ORG_ID and the access mode to be 
used in the server-side code for validations as well as in the Multi-Org security policy function, 
then the typical following predicates defined in VPD function are attached when the query is 
executed. These predicates are as follows: 

           ORG_ID=TO_NUMBER(SYS_CONTEXT('multi_org2','current_org_id')), 

       EXISTS (SELECT /*+ NO_UNNEST */ 0 
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               FROM APPLSYS.MO_GLOB_ORG_ACCESS_TMP OA  
               WHERE OA.ORGANIZATION_ID=:B1) 

If some other filtering condition is added unexpectedly, you need to check if the custom VPD 
function is working. 

Execution Plan section 

 

This type of condition can be shown only when the output is generated in sqltxtract or sqlhc. 
Just simple output of the explain plan doesn’t include these predicates. 

 

4.1.4. Custom objects 
If a custom table or index is shown in the SQL execution plan, the custom object should be 
removed first and the seeded EBS code should be checked. So you need to verify that the issue 
SQL’s performance started from the seeded code or from the custom code. 
 

4.2 Stats 
 
 4.2.1 Global Temporary Table (GTT) 

The data in the GTT is maintained with the session only and the data is gone when the session is 
out. We recommend that the global temporary table should not have any static stats, at least in 
EBS. We recommend this because Oracle gathers dynamic stats against the table when it has 
empty stats so that the CBO can make the optimized plan with more precise stats. If any statistics 
in the GTT are shown in the sqlt/sqlhc report, the stats should be deleted. 

 

 

The GTT has an indication ‘Y’ on Temp column. If the Num Rows column has some values, that 
means the stats of the GTT was gathered. In the above example, the stats were gathered when 
the table had 0 rows. In order to remove this 0 from the stats, log in to SQL*Plus as either an 
apps or sysdba user and run the following:  
Exec DBMS_STATS.DELETE_TABLE_STATS(‘APPLSYS’,’ MO_GLOB_ORG_ACCESS_TMP’); 
 

Sometimes the dynamic sampling can take time and the SQL can use a sub-optimal plan reusing 
stats gathered in a different time. For example, let’s assume that within some loop, some program 
inserts the data into the GTT and executes the query using the same GTT.  When the GTT has a 
small number of rows, the query will have no issue even with full table scan of the GTT according 
the dynamic stats. But as the program cumulatively inserts, the GTT will have many rows later 
within the loop. Then the query can cause a performance issue with the full GTT table scan 
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having a larger volume of data. For this case or similar cases, you should recommend that the 
code fix the plan with necessary hints like those you have already used. The cardinality hint is to 
set the artificial cardinality, which doesn’t require dynamic sampling overhead. And if the init ORA 
parameter optimizer_dynamic_sampling is 0, then the SQL doesn’t require the dynamic sampling 
but CBO uses 8k for the table’s cardinality.    
 
4.2.2 Stale stats and stats history 
 
If the Stale Stats column value is YES, then gathering stats on its object is recommended. Also 
check the Table Modifications section if the figure in the Num Rows column is quite different from 
that of Count. 

 

 

For example, the stats of PJI_FP_XBS_ACCUM_F table were gathered on 21-Feb-2015, 
when it had 186313 rows. But this table had 612200 rows after 574k rows were inserted and 
151k rows were deleted around 24-Feb-2015. It looks like heavy DML processes occurred 
from 21-Feb-2015 to 24-Feb-2015. Also, the XLA_EVENTS table has stale stats. 
 

4.2.3. Global stats and partition stats 

 

Part=YES means the table is partitioned.  And Global stats=YES means its partition’s stats are 
accumulated in the table level. If it is NO, you need to gather the stats with 
fnd_stats.gather_table_stats.  
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Based on the example, the GMF, CST, OFA, AR, and AP partitions have stale stats from data 
partitions. 
 
XLA_EVENTS_N1 is a local index with a column of TRANSACTION_DATE and its partition 
column is application_id. If you need to compare table partitions and index partitions, you need 
to compare the Part Pos (Position) between them. If the stats are not matched under RDBMS 
version 11.2.0.3, you need to apply the RDBMS patch 14013094. 

 

4.3 Execution Plans 
  

 

[B] means Best plan. It says the SQL took 71 secs per execution and it was working around 2015-
03-17 10:59. But you can’t be sure this plan is always good because Avg Rows Processed is 0. 
Also the plan hash value, 2042238632[W] is the worst plan. It was working around 05-Mar-15 
15:56. To me, both plans are not good, considering their cost, 17.9m. In addition, the Plan Hash 
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Value, 1763778499 is not the actual runtime plan. This is just the Explain Plan as the Source 
column indicates [XPL]. You should not believe this explain plan will be same as the runtime plan. 
If the init ORA parameter, statistics_level is set to ALL, you can see more detailed information by 
clicking Plan Hash Value 59692344.  But in this case, it was set to TYPICAL for statistics_level 
and so you can’t check actual rows and actual time as illustrated below.  The output below is just 
showing the parsing information for the actual runtime execution plan. 

 

At a glance, the SQL has some issue in accessing AP_INVOICE_DISTRIBUTIONS_N7 and its 
table with high cost 74568 and 17982820. Their IDs are 8 and 9. Estimation Cardinality is 1 on 
plan ID 8 and 28779274 on plan ID 9. That means CBO estimates the SQL will have 28779274 
rows with the index column predicates evaluation in the index. And then CBO estimates only 1 
row which will be returned from 28779274 rows after the remaining predicates evaluation in the 
table. We call this a throw-away issue. This is a big throw-away from 28779274 to 1. In this case, 
we can check what predicates were evaluated in plan ID 8 and may append the column(s) of the 
predicates into the index, AP_INVOICE_DISTRIBUTIONS_N7.  
 
Note. You should consider the throw-away issue with index modification or index creation only 
when the issue SQL uses optimized join order. If you are not sure the SQL uses optimized join 
order, we recommend you use the SQL tune advisor which will be introduced later. 
 

4.4 Active Session History  
 

4.4.1 AWR Active Session History by Plan Line  

The sqltxtract output includes Active Session History for the SQL against the sql_id input. And 
whenever the SQL stats were captured, the Snaps Count was growing. In a short, the plan 
operation with a high snaps count is the problematic operation.  
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Here, there are two plans. In the first plan, the plan hash value is 59692344 and in the other plan, 
the plan hash value is 2042238632. The table points out high snaps counts on plan line ID 8 and 
9. That means these operations were taking a long time in the actual run. 

 

4.4.2 AWR Active Session History by Session  

If you need to check how many sessions execute the issue SQL, you can verify this in the SID 
column of Active Session History by Session section. You can check for a locking issue, a waits 
issue, and so on in this section as well.  

 

This section outlines the following points. 
 

 Which objects are mostly busy: CurrentObj# points to the current object ID that is used in 
the same SQL by the session. 

 Which waits are used: The Event column tells the wait event name on which the SQL is 
waiting. 
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 Blocking sessions: Blocking SID points to the session ID holding the lock. 

 How many sessions are working: - SID columns indicate session IDs. 

 PGA usage: PGA allocation points to the PGA size for the session. 

 Temp space: Temp Space Allocated points to the size of temporary space used for the 
session. 

 

     4.5 Binds capture 

If the explain plan is good and the runtime execution plan is bad, you may suspect the following 
problems: 

 
- Bind peeking issue 
 

When the SQL is initially hard-parsed, the SQL bind value is peeked and evaluated also. 
Then the plan is made. The plan is resident in the memory and the same plan is reused until 
the next hard-parsing is required for the same SQL. So when an unselective bind value is 
initially evaluated, sometimes the SQL plan can be changed in the runtime plan. From the 
Peeked Binds section in sqlt output, you can check which value was peeked. One symptom 
of a bind peeking issue is that the query run-plan becomes a bad plan when the particular 
value is peeked. Most bind peeking issues can be fixed temporarily by gathering stats. But 
the issue can happen again after some period. So we recommend that you fix this with an 
index hint or CBO hint. You can use SQL PROFILES to set one of the following hints; 
 

 /*+ OPT_PARAM('_OPTIM_PEEK_USER_BINDS','FALSE') */  

 /*+ INDEX(OBJECT_ALIAS_NAME INDEX_NAME) */ 

 

- Mis-match data type of bind variable can also be an issue. 
 

When the bind variable that has numeric type is compared to the DB column indexed on 
character type, the query can’t use the index. Under the SQL*Plus session, it shows ORA-
01722: invalid number.  But the trace file shows the query returned 1 row with full scan.  
 

Example) 

SQL>VAR B1 NUMBER 

SQL>EXEC :B1 := 1000; 

SQL> ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS='10046 TRACE NAME CONTEXT FOREVER, LEVEL 4'; 

SQL>SELECT PARTY_ID, PARTY_NUMBER FROM HZ_PARTIES  

WHERE PARTY_NUMBER = :B1; 

SQL>ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS='10046 TRACE NAME CONTEXT OFF'; 
  

From the TKPROF file, 

 

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0 

Fetch        2      0.00       0.07         29          6          0           1 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        4      0.00       0.07         29          6          0           1 

 

Rows(1st)  Row Source Operation (<= The plan is changed at the runtime.) 

---------- --------------------------------------------------- 

         1   TABLE ACCESS FULL HZ_PARTIES (cr=3 pr=29 pw=0 time=70901 us cost=403 card=1) 

   

Rows     Execution Plan  (<= This is not an actual runtime plan) 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

      0  SELECT STATEMENT MODE: ALL_ROWS 
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      1   TABLE ACCESS MODE: ANALYZED (BY INDEX ROWID) OF 'HZ_PARTIES'(TABLE) 

      0    INDEX MODE: ANALYZED (UNIQUE SCAN) OF 'HZ_PARTIES_U2' (INDEX (UNIQUE)) 

 

From the Raw Trace file 

BINDS #47163720876192: 

 Bind#0 

  oacdty=02 <= number type. 

value=1000 

 

From the Peeked Binds section and Captured Binds section (of the sqlt output), you can 
check the data type of binds. 
 

 
 
When you meet this type of mismatch issue in EBS seed code, please open an Oracle SR to 
fix the issue at the code level. If the runtime plan and the explain plan are both good, the 
actual run can take longer with the following case. 

 
- Wide Range Input or Blind Input 

 
If the SQL is using a LIKE operation with blind input, ‘%%’, or an INEQUALITY operation with 
wide range input, the SQL can encounter the performance issue. 
Example)                        

WHEN :B1 := ‘%%’ 

SELECT …. WHERE UPPER(PARTY_NAME) LIKE :B1 

 

 
 

     4.6 CBO Trace 

The CBO trace file shows how CBO makes possible permutations to choose the best plan among 
them. In fact, understanding CBO trace requires a certain amount of time and effort as the SQL is 
too complex. So if you can reproduce the bad plan with simplified SQL, using the SQL is 
recommended to analyze the CBO output.  
   
There are two types of CBO trace files available. 
- One is based on the stats at the parsing level. This is also how CBO chooses the best plan during 
Explain Plan level. 
 If the explain plan is the same runtime plan, you may use this output.  
Normally this output is included in the sqlt output. And it’s name is sqlt_*_10053_explain.trc 
 
- The other is based on the stats at the runtime level. 
 The SQL can have different runtime plan, compared to the explain plan.  
For example, if the SQL is using a GTT and the program inserts a very high number of rows in the 
GTT, the SQL can use a hash join with opposite table after the GTT at the runtime. But in the 
explain plan, the SQL can use a nested loop join if the GTT doesn’t have proper dynamic stats. 
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How to get the CBO trace for the runtime execution plan? 

Once you get the sql_id from the trace or so on, use dbms_sqldiag.dump_trace against the 
sql_id as in the below examples from R11.2.2+. 
Example) 

BEGIN 

DBMS_SQLDIAG.DUMP_TRACE(P_SQL_ID=>'1qks8qywusy6n',P_COMPONENT=>'Compiler',P_FI

LE_ID=>'CBOds10'); END; 

 

Note. This CBO (10053) trace file is generated only when the SQL is in the cache. 
If it is not in the memory, you need to rerun the SQL and then run dbms_sqldiag.dump_trace. 
Some detailed information is available in MOS Document ID. 225598.1. 
 
With the output, the EBS engineer should check the following. 
- In the section of PARAMETERS WITH ALTERED VALUES, the EBS mandatory parameters are 
set properly as discussed earlier. 
- Search the permutation with the key word of “Join order[“ and check the cost of permutation 
according to the ideal Join Order according to the EBS engineer . If the supposed ideal plan is 
expected to have too high a cost, then CBO might not evaluate the whole permutation of the 
plan.  
- Find the permutation of best plan using least cost. 
- Compare the ideal permutation and the best costing permutation step by step. 

If you want to understand this trace in detail, please refer to the following Notes. 
 
   - Interpreting 10053 trace output - HTML Version (Document ID 72346.1) 
   - CASE STUDY: Analyzing 10053 Trace Files (Document ID 338137.1) 

  5. Understanding SQL profiles output 
 
Sometimes, you can have a solution to fix the issue with the best existing plan. In order to control 
the plan, you can use some methods such as SQL Plan Baselines, Directives, Patches, Stored 
Outlines and SQL Profiles. In here, we will use the SQL profiles method. It is relatively easy to use. 
And once the SQL profile script is made for the SQL, the script can easily be reused in other 
environments. 

5.1 What you need to make the SQL profiles 
The SQL profile needs a SQL statement and hint set to be used. You can extract the SQL 
statement and the current applied hint from the memory or AWR with sql_id and its 
plan_hash_value. In order to set the profile, the SQL profile uses 
DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE with the SQL statement and hint as a parameter.  
 
5.2 How to create the SQL profiles 
You can use DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE to set SQL profiles. You will learn how to 
set the SQL profiles in more detail in the “how to tune the issue SQL” section. 
 
5.3 How to drop/disable the SQL profiles 
The SQL can work poorly due to the SQL profile that a DBA created via Oracle Enterprise Manager 
or his/her own method long time ago. When s/he created the SQL profile, it probably had the best 
plan at that time. But after time passed, the SQL plan in the SQL profile would not be the best for 
some reasons such as volume changing, data distribution and so on. In this case, you need to drop 
or disable the profile and try to reproduce the issue, typically after gathering stats. 
 
 
Syntax is below. 
EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.DROP_SQL_PROFILE('profile_name');  
EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.ALTER_SQL_PROFILE('profile_name','STATUS','DISABLED');  
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In SQL profile file section of the sqlt_*main.html, its status and profile name can be verified.  
 
Note. 
Stored Outlines (desupport announces on 11.1) 
SQL Profiles – since 10g 

How to tune the issue SQL? 
 

  1. Check if mandatory parameters are set properly for EBS. If not, set them first.  
 
The EBS performance team has checked the performance of major code whenever a new 
RDBMS version has been released. And the team has regularly updated Notes 216205.1 and 
396009.1 according to the apps version. Some customers don’t refer to these notes and miss 
some necessary parameter setup. The following INIT ORA DB parameters are mandatory 
parameters for EBS code’s performance. 

 

Parameter Value 

_b_tree_bitmap_plans  FALSE 

_fast_full_scan_enabled FALSE 

_like_with_bind_as_equality TRUE 

_sort_elimination_cost_ratio 5 

optimizer_secure_view_merging FALSE 

  
                 [Table 1] Mandatory Parameter for EBS database instance 
  

You can check if the parameters were set with the following query. 
SELECT NAME, VALUE FROM V$PARAMETER WHERE NAME IN  
('_b_tree_bitmap_plans', '_fast_full_scan_enabled', '_like_with_bind_as_equality', 
'_sort_elimination_cost_ratio', 'optimizer_secure_view_merging' ) ORDER BY 1; 
 
You can set them with the following command. 
ALTER SYSTEM SET 
"_b_tree_bitmap_plans" = FALSE 
"_fast_full_scan_enabled" = FALSE 
"_like_with_bind_as_equality" = TRUE 
"_sort_elimination_cost_ratio" = 5 
"optimizer_secure_view_merging" = FALSE; 
 
Note. The MOS documents 216205.1 and 396009.1 recommend many other parameters as well. 
But if there is no comment for any particular parameter, its parameter value should be set as a 
default value. 
 

  2. Check that any objects used in the issue SQL have proper statistics.  
 

If you understand how CBO works, you should know how bad statistics can result in a sub-
optimized plan.  
You can check how the statistics of objects should be with the dictionary views. 
If you already knew which tables are used in the issue SQL, you may use the following query. 
 
SELECT TS.OWNER, TS.TABLE_NAME, TS.PARTITION_NAME, TS.NUM_ROWS, 
TS.SAMPLE_SIZE, TS.STALE_STATS, T.TEMPORARY 
FROM DBA_TAB_STATISTICS TS, DBA_TABLES T 
WHERE TS.OWNER = T.OWNER AND TS.OWNER = T.OWNER AND 
 TS.OWNER = UPPER(‘&OWNER_NAME’) AND TS.TABLE_NAME = UPPER(‘&TABLE_NAME’) 
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If you know the SQL_ID value of the issue SQL in the memory, you can use the following SQL. 
 
File Name: Cstats.sql 
WITH SQLPLAN AS  
    ( 
    SELECT P.OBJECT_OWNER OWNER,   P.OBJECT_NAME TABLE_NAME 
    FROM V$SQL_PLAN P 
    WHERE P.SQL_ID = '&1'  AND P.OPERATION LIKE 'TABLE%' 
    UNION 
    SELECT I.TABLE_OWNER OWNER, I.TABLE_NAME TABLE_NAME 
    FROM V$SQL_PLAN P, ALL_INDEXES I 
    WHERE P.SQL_ID = '&1' 
    AND    P.OPERATION LIKE 'INDEX%' 
    AND    P.OBJECT_OWNER = I.OWNER 
    AND    P.OBJECT_NAME = I.INDEX_NAME 
    ) 
SELECT TS.OWNER, TS.TABLE_NAME, TS.PARTITION_NAME, TS.NUM_ROWS, 
TS.SAMPLE_SIZE, TS.STALE_STATS STALE, T.TEMPORARY TEMP, T. LAST_ANALYZED 
FROM DBA_TAB_STATISTICS TS, SQLPLAN SP, DBA_TABLES T 
WHERE SP.OWNER = TS.OWNER AND SP.OWNER = T.OWNER 
AND SP.TABLE_NAME = TS.TABLE_NAME AND SP.TABLE_NAME = T.TABLE_NAME 
/ 
 
SQL>start Cstats.sql <SQL_ID> 
Example) 
SQL>start Cstats.sql 9y23crk8s4vdv 
  

OWNER      TABLE_NAME                     PARTITION_NAME                   NUM_ROWS SAMPLE_SIZE STALE TEMP LAST_ANAL 

---------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------- ----------- ----- ---- --------- 

APPLSYS    MO_GLOB_ORG_ACCESS_TMP                                                 1           1          Y           

PO         PO_HEADERS_ALL                                                     18966          95   YES    N 19-AUG-12 

 
Global temporary table (GTT) should not have any static statistics under EBS. 
MO_GLOB_ORG_ACCESS_TMP is a GTT. If it has static statistics, you should delete it with the 
following command. 
EXEC DBMS_STATS.DELETE_TABLE_STATS ('&OWNER',’&TABLE_NAME'); 
 
Example)   
EXEC DBMS_STATS.DELETE_TABLE_STATS ('APPLSYS','MO_GLOB_ORG_ACCESS_TMP'); 
 
Non-GTT should have fresh statistics when the following cases happen. 

- STALE column is YES. 
- SAMPLE_SIZE is too small compared to NUM_ROWS. 
- And so on 

 
You can gather statistics with the following command under EBS. 
EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ('&OWNER','&TABLE_NAME', 
PERCENT=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 
Use the constant DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE to have Oracle determine the 
appropriate sample size for good statistics. 
 
Example) 
EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS ('PO','PO_HEADERS_ALL', 
PERCENT=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 
Even though DBA_TAB_STATISTICS and DBA_IND_STATISTICS didn’t point to any STALE 
stats, a small SAMPLE_SIZE, or an old LAST_ANALYZED date, we have seen many cases 
where the SQLs enjoyed improved performance with fresh stats. Specifically, COLUMN STATS 
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are very important with min value, max value, NDV (number of distinct value), number of nulls, 
histogram and so on. In order to reflect the current data distribution properly, fresh stats will be 
welcome. If the issue SQL was working well before under one environment or the same SQL is 
working well under other environments, gathering stats will be a good option to try. Then what 
object stats should be gathered?  For this question, you can use SOS.SQL and SIOS.SQL in 
MOS Document 1294364.1. These script files will create some other script file, sos_output.sql or 
sios_output.sql, that includes the actual command for gathering stats against the objects used in 
the issue SQL. Once sos_output.sql or sios_output.sql is created, you need to run this file to 
gather actual stats in the environment.  Also the general guideline for FND_STATS and its 
concurrent program can be found in Best Practices for Gathering Statistics with Oracle E-
Business Suite (Document ID 1586374.1). 

 
Example) Small sample size can cause sub-optimized plan. 

EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('ZX','ZX_RATES_B',PERCENT=>10); 

 

COL LOW FORMAT A30 

COL HIGH FORMAT A30 

SELECT  NUM_DISTINCT, NUM_NULLS, BOIL_RAW(LOW_VALUE,'VARCHAR2') LOW, 

BOIL_RAW(HIGH_VALUE,'VARCHAR2') HIGH 

FROM DBA_TAB_COLUMNS 

WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'ZX_RATES_B' AND COLUMN_NAME ='TAX_RATE_CODE' AND 

OWNER = 'ZX' ; 

 
NUM_DISTINCT  NUM_NULLS LOW                            HIGH 

------------ ---------- ------------------------ ------------------ 

         100          0     0% VSt.                      Zero Rate-Pusan 

 

SET AUTOT ON 

SELECT  * 

FROM  ZX_RATES_B RATES 

WHERE  RATES.TAX_RATE_CODE IN (SELECT  OFFSET_TAX_RATE_CODE FROM ZX_RATES_B 

WHERE OFFSET_TAX_RATE_CODE IS NOT NULL); 

 

QUERY_PLAN 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:902] [CDN:504] 

 HASH JOIN RIGHT SEMI:: [Cost:902] [CDN:504] 

  TABLE ACCESS FULL ZX_RATES_B [Cost:449] [CDN:10] 

  TABLE ACCESS FULL ZX_RATES_B [Cost:452] [CDN:56450] 

 

Statistics 

---------------------------- 

3238  consistent gets 

   0  physical reads 

  17  rows processed 

 

CBO chose the hash join with full scan, which required 3238 buffer gets. 
When it gathered stats with higher sample size (i.e. AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE), the histogram also 
changed the query plan with nested loop as described below. 
 

EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_HISTOGRAM_COLS('DELETE',235,'ZX_RATES_B','TAX_RATE_CODE'); 

EXEC 

FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('ZX','ZX_RATES_B',PERCENT=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAM

PLE_SIZE); 
 

SELECT  NUM_DISTINCT, NUM_NULLS, BOIL_RAW(LOW_VALUE,'VARCHAR2') LOW, 

BOIL_RAW(HIGH_VALUE,'VARCHAR2') HIGH 

FROM DBA_TAB_COLUMNS 
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WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'ZX_RATES_B' AND COLUMN_NAME ='TAX_RATE_CODE' AND 

OWNER = 'ZX' ; 
 

NUM_DISTINCT  NUM_NULLS LOW                                  HIGH 

------------ ---------- ------------------------------ ------------------ 

         711          0         Cons. Tax 5%-11481            Zero-rated 

 

SET AUTOT ON 

SELECT  * 

FROM  ZX_RATES_B RATES 

WHERE  RATES.TAX_RATE_CODE IN (SELECT  OFFSET_TAX_RATE_CODE FROM ZX_RATES_B 

WHERE OFFSET_TAX_RATE_CODE IS NOT NULL); 
 

QUERY_PLAN 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:630] [CDN:1259] 

 NESTED LOOPS  SEL$5DA710D3:: [Cost:630] [CDN:1259] 

  NESTED LOOPS  :: [Cost:630] [CDN:1259] 

   SORT UNIQUE :: [Cost:449] [CDN:20] 

    TABLE ACCESS ZX_RATES_B [Cost:449] [CDN:20] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN ZX_RATES_B_U2 [Cost:2] [CDN:79] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ZX_RATES_B [Cost:18] [CDN:79] 

 

Statistics 

------------------------------ 

       1664  consistent gets 

          0  physical reads 

         17  rows processed 

 

Now the query used a nested loop join with index scan, which required only 1664 buffer gets. 
If the SQL is using an unexpected hash join, you need to review the stats of the join column. And 
CBO as gathered more exact stats with a higher sample size, you saw the query could choose 
nested loop as in the above example case.  

 
  3. Set up the SQL profile only when a good plan is available. 
 

The query can have multiple different runtime execution plans based on the situation. Each 
execution plan has its own plan hash value. You can find some multiple plan hash values in the 
Plans Summary section in the sqlt_*_main.html file or the sqlt_*_lite.html file from the sqlt output 
files. Sometimes you find that one of the plan hash values already had the SQL working with good 
performance before. The good plan normally requires a relatively small number of Avg Buffer 
Gets and Avg Elapsed Time in seconds compared to those of worse plans. From the 
sqlt_*_main.html, it gives the mark of [B] to the best plan which should be relatively faster than 

other plans were. Then you can set the SQL profile with the plan for the issue SQL. Once the 
SQL profile is set, the issue SQL will use the same plan the profile sets.  
 
How to set the SQL profile? 
First find coe_xfr_sql_profile.sql in the sqlt/util directory or sqlt.zip file served by MOS Note ID 
215187.1. Log in to SQL*Plus as a sysdba user and run the coe_xfr_sql_profile.sql script with two 
parameters, sql_id and its best plan hash value. It will then generate the spool output, 
coe_xfr_sql_profile_<sql_id>_<plan_hash_value>.sql to include the actual profile setup 
command. Run this file to set up.  Then verify it from dba_sql_profiles.  
 

If you assume the sql_id of the problematic SQL is 5y0n0ny2t3wzd and its best plan hash value is 
1817473045, you can set the profile with the command below.  
 

$sqlplus / as sysdba 

SQL>REM create the spool output including the SQL profile command. 
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SQL>start coe_xfr_sql_profile.sql 5y0n0ny2t3wzd 1817473045 
SQL>REM run the SQL profile command. 

SQL>start coe_xfr_sql_profile_5y0n0ny2t3wzd_1817473045.sql 
SQL>REM check if the SQL profile is set correctly. 

SQL> SELECT NAME, STATUS FROM DBA_SQL_PROFILES 

    WHERE NAME = 'COE_5y0n0ny2t3wzd_1817473045'; 
   

If you only know the sql_id of the problematic SQL is 5y0n0ny2t3wzd, you can set the profile as 
described below.  
 
$sqlplus / as sysdba 

SQL>REM create the spool output including the SQL profile command. 

SQL>start coe_xfr_sql_profile.sql 5y0n0ny2t3wzd 

 

PLAN_HASH_VALUE AVG_ET_SECS 

--------------- ----------- 

     1817473045       3.122 

      859714220       3.181 

      756716265       3.207 

     2554508879       3.252 

     4249883186       3.263 

     3922830346       4.246 

 

Parameter 2: 

PLAN_HASH_VALUE (required) 

 

Enter value for 2:1817473045 (<= enter the plan hash value having the 

best time) 

SQL>REM run the SQL profile command. 

SQL>start coe_xfr_sql_profile_5y0n0ny2t3wzd_1817473045.sql 

SQL>REM check if the SQL profile was set. 

SQL>SELECT NAME, STATUS FROM DBA_SQL_PROFILES 

WHERE NAME = 'COE_5y0n0ny2t3wzd_1817473045'; 

 

 
Note. If the best plan is set, the SQL will work with the best plan. If the worst plan is set, the SQL 
will use the worst plan. The SQL profile is very strong and strict. 

 
 
  4. Review the ADDM report. 
  

If there are some applicable recommendations in ADDM report, you can consider applying the 
suggestion. The AWR report is one of great outputs to show how the DB instance is working and 
how it is configured. With the addmrpt.sql script file, the AWR can be translated into an ADDM 
report to point out major issue(s) and to provide available suggestions. Most engineers can easily 
understand its content. This output includes an objective report based on fact, which can then 
facilitate agreement among engineers. Typically you can use this report to review what other 
factors might be affecting the slowness of the issue SQL. If you list some cases, the following 
SQL situations will likely be: 

 

 The SQL is slow even with a good execution plan. 

 The SQL is working with a high volume of data. 

 The SQL is working in ad parallel mode. 

 The SQL is working with parallel hint or object having non 1 degree. 

 The SQL is using db link. 

 The SQL is working under multiple child processes or multiple concurrent requests. 

 The SQL is working under RAC. 
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 The SQL is manipulating the data of the object which has some triggers. 

 And so on 
 

While the issue SQL is working, the SQL performance can still be slow due to the following 
reasons. 

 Some other programs have used most I/O, memory, and CPU resources. 

 The DB instance is undersized for the volume of data and transactions. 

 The DB server has multiple DB instances alive and some of them are working actively. 

 The DB server has hardware capacity shortage of usable memory, disk I/O, CPU, 
network, and so on. 

 And so on 
 

The ADDM report gives general suggestions or indications when these situations happen. 
Normally you can try the following things before you tune the SQL itself. 

 Increase the SGA and PGA size, as the ADDM report suggests 

 Stop any other DB instances alive under the same DB server.(how to check the DB 
instances are alive: $ps -ef | grep smon) 

 If ADDM report detects the top SQLs are from some other programs, then don’t have 
them execute while the issue SQL runs 

 If necessary, use another environment 
 

  5. SQL tuning task 
 
If the issue SQL has an execution plan that is too complex, we recommend that you use the SQL 
Tuning Advisor tool instead of manual SQL tuning.  
 
If you prefer to use this within OEM, you can read “Tuning SQL Statements using SQL Tuning 
Advisor with OEM” at the following links. 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#CBBCEIDD and 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#TDPPT161 
 
If you prefer using this without OEM, you can refer to the following link:.             
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/sql_tune.htm 
 
Note. The tuning task will frequently generate the recommendations with DBMS_STATS. In this case, 
please use FND_STATS instead of DBMS_STATS. 

 

Note. If you’re interested in SQL Plan Management (SPM) and integration with SQL Tuning Advisor, you can 
refer to the following paper. 

 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing/twp-sql-plan-mgmt-12c-1963237.pdf 

 

6. Remove a throw away issue 
: Once we get the optimized join order with necessary DB parameter values and fresh statistics of 
objects and so on, we can check whether the SQL still meets a throw-away issue. 
If the number of rows has dramatically dropped in a certain row source in the tkprof output, that means 
the SQL already has a selective condition or a selective combination of conditions. In this case, the 
SQL doesn’t need any additional conditions. But usually appending a column will be required for the 
existing index to improve the issue SQL’s performance.   

    
 
Example) 

 
rows      row source 

-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

     50  NESTED LOOPS  (cr=13908 pr=13251 pw=0 time=8085 us)                                                                       

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#CBBCEIDD
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#TDPPT161
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/sql_tune.htm
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing/twp-sql-plan-mgmt-12c-1963237.pdf
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     50   NESTED LOOPS  (cr=13858 pr=13251 pw=0 time=7301 us cost=14556 size=92 card=1)                                            

     50    NESTED LOOPS  (cr=13608 pr=13141 pw=0 time=3430 us cost=13793 size=27432 card=381)                                      

     27     INDEX RANGE SCAN EGO_ITEM_CAT_DENORM_HIER_U1 (cr=2 pr=2 pw=0 time=130 us cost=2 size=32 card=4) 

     50     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B (cr=13606 pr=13139 pw=0 time=42653224 cost=5644 card=88)   

  18414      INDEX RANGE SCAN MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B_N6 (cr=88 pr=42 pw=0 time=872473 us cost=43 size=0 card=17588) 

     50    INDEX UNIQUE SCAN MTL_ITEM_REVISIONS_B_U2 (cr=250 pr=110 pw=0 time=0 us cost=1 size=0 card=1) 

     50     SORT AGGREGATE (cr=148 pr=74 pw=0 time=0 us)                                                                           

     50      TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID MTL_ITEM_REVISIONS_B (cr=148 pr=74 pw=0 time=0 us cost=4 size=32 card=1)                  

     50       INDEX RANGE SCAN MTL_ITEM_REVISIONS_B_N1 (cr=103 pr=34 pw=0 time=0 us cost=3 size=0 card=1) 

     50   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID MTL_ITEM_REVISIONS_B (cr=50 pr=0 pw=0 time=0 us cost=2 size=20 card=1)                       

 

: In this example, you can see the query visited EGO_ITEM_CAT_DENORM_HIER_U1 and returned 27 rows 

and joined MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B with its index, MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B_N6. That returned 18414 

rows. And after the query evaluated the filtering condition from MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B, the number of rows  

dropped from 18414 to 50. This is a kind of throwaway issue. Since the join order looks OK, you can consider of 

fixing  this throw-away. You need to find out what filtering conditions worked in the table side first. You can 

easily find the predicates information of each operation in the sqlt output.  Typically, the steps are to go to top 

page on sqlt_*_main.html,  click the link Execution Plans, and then find the same operation and click the More 

link.  

 
17:    6:..TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B 

18:    1:...INDEX RANGE SCAN MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B_N6  

 

Predicates information 
17:    6:FP:   I.ORGANIZATION_ID=TO_NUMBER(:3) AND I.CREATION_DATE>TO_DATE(:2,'yyyy-MM-dd HH24:mi 
18:    1:AP:1  I.ITEM_CATALOG_GROUP_ID=CHILD_CATALOG_GROUP_ID 

 

=> The conditions of ORGANIZATION_ID and  CREATION_DATE dropped the number of rows from 18414 to 

50. You can append these two columns into MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B_N6 index to drop the number of rows in 

the index side. But you need first check what columns MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B_N6 index already has. 

Because if the index has too selective column(s) not to use for the query,  the index scanning overhead can be big 

after the index modification. 

The index is composed with ITEM_CATALOG_GROUP_ID and CATALOG_STATUS_FLAG.          

Number of Distinct value of  CATALOG_STATUS_FLAG is very low like 2.   

In this case, the index scanning will be OK even after appending ORGANIZATION_ID and CREATION_DATE 

into the index. 

Note. The reason why we append the columns into the existing index is to have the existing other SQLs which 

used the index continue to use the same index even after appending column(s), as the leading pre-existing column 

order is not changed. 

Note. If the number of distinct value (NDV) of the column is high, you may consider the column as generally 

selective. The NDV can be checked with ALL_TAB_COLUMNS view. The normal index column combination 

can be checked with ALL_IND_COLUMNS. And  the function based index column combination can be checked 

with ALL_IND_EXPRESSIONS.COLUMN_EXPRESSION. 

 

  7. Histograms 

By default the optimizer assumes a uniform distribution of rows across the distinct values in a 

column. For columns that contain data skew (a non-uniform distribution of data within the column), a 

histogram enables the optimizer to generate accurate cardinality estimates for filter and join 

predicates that involve these columns. If you need more detailed information, please read the 

Histogram Chapter in the Database SQL Tuning Guide. EBS uses FND_STATS instead of 
DBMS_STATS to handle the histogram. This paper only explains how to set the histograms 
and how to unset them. 

 
How to set the single column histogram under EBS 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_HISTOGRAM_COLS('INSERT', APPLICATION_ID, 
'TABLE_NAME','COLUMN_NAME'); 

 This procedure inserts necessary meta data information into FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS. 
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EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('OWNER','TABLE_NAME',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 This procedure gathers general statistics as well as histogram defined in FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS. 
 

Example) 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_HISTOGRAM_COLS('INSERT', 0, 'FND_LOOKUP_VALUES','LOOKUP_TYPE'); 

NOTE. The APPLICATION_ID, 0 can be referenced from FND_TABLES with the following query. 
SELECT APPLICATION_ID, TABLE_NAME FROM FND_TABLES  

WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'FND_LOOKUP_VALUES'  

 
EXEC 
FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

How to unset the single column histogram under EBS 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_HISTOGRAM_COLS( 'DELETE', APPLICATION_ID, 

'TABLE_NAME','COLUMN_NAME'); 

 This procedure deletes unnecessary Metadata information from FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS. 

EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('OWNER','TABLE_NAME',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 This procedure deletes histograms whose Metadata are not defined in FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS as well. 

 

Example) 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_HISTOGRAM_COLS('DELETE', 0, 'FND_LOOKUP_VALUES','LOOKUP_TYPE'); 

EXEC 
FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZ

E); 

 

How to set column group stats under EBS 

If you assume the SQL needs the accurate cardinality of composited columns, you can set column group stats 

for the cardinality. 

 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_EXTNSTATS_COLS('INSERT',APPLICATION_ID, 

'OWNER','TABLENAME','COLNAME1','COLNAME2','COLNAME3','COLNAME4') ; 
 This procedure inserts necessary Metadata information into FND_EXTNSTATS_COLS. 

 
 

EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('OWNER','TABLE_NAME',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 This procedure inserts histograms whose Metadata are defined in FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS as well as 
FND_EXTNSTATS_COLS. 

 

Example) 
EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_EXTNSTATS_COLS 

('INSERT',0,'APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES','LOOKUP_TYPE','VIEW_APPLICATION_ID'); 

EXEC 
FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZ

E); 

 
How to unset column group stats under EBS 

EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_EXTNSTATS_COLS('DLETE',APPLICATION_ID, 

'OWNER','TABLENAME','COLNAME1','COLNAME2','COLNAME3','COLNAME4') ; 
 This procedure deletes unnecessary Meta data information from FND_EXTNSTATS_COLS. 

 

EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('OWNER','TABLE_NAME',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 
 This procedure deletes histograms whose Meta data are not defined in FND_HISTOGRAM_COLS as well as 

FND_EXTNSTATS_COLS. 

 
Example) 

EXEC FND_STATS.LOAD_EXTNSTATS_COLS 

('DELETE',0,'APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES','LOOKUP_TYPE','VIEW_APPLICATION_ID'); 
EXEC 

FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPLSYS','FND_LOOKUP_VALUES',DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZ

E); 
 

Probably you have a question how to find the column candidates which should have the histogram 
here. Please try to generate the trace file and check if there is any throw-away issue when the 
operation evaluates the filter and join predicates and check which columns are involved. And 
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review if accurate cardinality on the operation can be estimated by the histogram on those columns. 
 

Note. If a very limited number of SQLs will benefit from the histogram, then just using proper hints will be 

enough, instead of creating a histogram. You can set SQL profile to use the hint without SQL modification.  
 

  8. Custom Index. 
 

EBS applications have been tested on an Oracle internal volume database. But some particular 
customers can have different volume and data distribution on their environments compared to the 
Oracle internal environment. In these cases, the custom indexes can work more efficiently 
considering the current custom data distribution.  
Creation of a new index can be another overhead during the DML process. With that reason, we’d 
like to modify the current existing indexes if possible. In general, appending column(s) into the 
existing index doesn’t make a big issue. Most existing SQLs will use the index even with the new 
column appended, because the order of existing index columns is still same in the index. But the 
modified index can have higher clustering factors with column appending. Sometimes the SQL 
which used the original index can use another index instead of the modified index due to the higher 
clustering factor. But it is very rare. If this issue happens, it can be fixed with the sql profile to use 
the necessary index.  
 
When the SQL needs an index scan and there is no index for the scan at all, the SQL will need a 
new index. The new index will improve the performance of the query part, but the index might 
decrease the performance of DML which involves the indexed column. Therefore, you need to 
minimize number of indexes and remove the redundant indexes.  
 
What is the redundant index?  
When an index has column combination which is subset of another index column combination, the 
former index is a redundant index. Let’s assume INDEX_A has a column combination of (COL1, 
COL2) and INDEX_B has a column combination of (COL1, COL2, COL3) on the same table. 
INDEX_B will cover the technical indexing function of INDEX_A, as first two columns are exactly 
placed in same order. INDEX_A will be a redundant index. Of course since the clustering factor of 
INDEX_A will be lower, the sql using the predicates of only COL1 and COL2 will have some benefit 
with using INDEX_A. But considering the DML overhead and the waste of storage, eliminating of 
INDEX_A will be the right choice. 
 
How to find the redundant index? 
You can use the following script, RI.SQL under the SQL*Plus. 

 
REM   FILE NAME RI.SQL 

REM   FIND ALL REDUNDANT INDEXES FOR THE TABLE INPUT. 
REM   USAGE SQL> START RI.SQL <TABLE_OWNER> <TABLE_NAME> 

REM   Example  SQL>START RI.SQL APPLSYS FND_OAM_METVAL 

 
set lines 130 

col index_Name format a30 
COL COLUMN_COMBINATION FORMAT A30 

COL REDUNDANT_INDEX FORMAT A30 

COL RED_COL_COMB FORMAT A30 

 
with table_list  as ( 
   select   TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME, INDEX_NAME, COLUMN_NAME,  count(*) OVER ( partition by 

INDEX_NAME ) cnt, 

     COLUMN_POSITION seq 
   from  all_ind_columns 

   where table_owner = UPPER('&1') 

   and   table_name = UPPER('&2') 
   ) 

SELECT R.INDEX_NAME, R.COLUMN_COMBINATION, L.INDEX_NAME  REDUNDANT_INDEX, 

L.COLUMN_COMBINATION RED_COL_COMB 
FROM 
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( select TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME,INDEX_NAME, 

substr(SYS_CONNECT_BY_PATH(COLUMN_NAME, ':'),2)||':' COLUMN_COMBINATION 
from    table_list 

where   seq=cnt 

start with   seq=1 
connect by prior   seq+1=seq and prior INDEX_NAME = INDEX_NAME ) L, 

( select TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME,INDEX_NAME, 

substr(SYS_CONNECT_BY_PATH(COLUMN_NAME, ':'),2)||':' COLUMN_COMBINATION 
from  table_list 

where   seq=cnt 

start with   seq=1 
connect by prior   seq+1=seq and prior INDEX_NAME = INDEX_NAME ) R 

where  R.TABLE_NAME = L.TABLE_NAME 
AND    R.TABLE_OWNER = L.TABLE_OWNER 

AND    R.INDEX_NAME <> L.INDEX_NAME 

AND    R.COLUMN_COMBINATION LIKE L.COLUMN_COMBINATION||'%' ; 
 

 Example) 
Sql>start RI.SQL IBY IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS 

 
INDEX_NAME                     COLUMN_COMBINATION             REDUNDANT_INDEX                RED_COL_COMB 

------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ -------------------------- 

IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N2 PARTY_ID:SUPPLIER_SITE_ID:     IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N1 PARTY_ID: 

IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N3 PARTY_ID:SUPPLIER_SITE_ID:REMI IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N2 PARTY_ID:SUPPLIER_SITE_ID: 

                               T_PARTY_ID:REMIT_SUPPLIER_SITE 

                               _ID: 

IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N3 PARTY_ID:SUPPLIER_SITE_ID:REMI IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N1 PARTY_ID: 

                               T_PARTY_ID:REMIT_SUPPLIER_SITE 

                               _ID: 

 
Note: IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N1(PARTY_ID) and 
IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N2(PARTY_ID,SUPPLIER_SITE_ID) have sub-set column 
combination of IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N3(PARTY_ID,SUPPLIER_SITE_ID,REMI 

T_PARTY_ID,REMIT_SUPPLIER_SITE_ID).  
IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N1 and IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N2 can be 
dropped, as they are redundant indexes against IBY_EXT_PAYEE_RELATIONSHIPS_N3 based 
on the above output. 

  
  9. SQL Profile Advanced. 

 
In order to control the SQL execution plan, you can use SQL PROFILE without changing of the 
SQL code. We recommend you apply the profile method only after the issue SQL doesn’t improve 
the performance with fresh correct stats and the necessary index under the DB environment with  
proper parameters and mandatory parameters. In the real world, you can find the SQL_ID of the 
issue SQL via various output and tool such as AWR, ADDM, Trace, SQL script, OEM, other tool 
and so on. Once you get the SQL_ID, you can use the script file LSP.SQL to set the profile for the 
SQL with the SQL_ID as a parameter. One restriction is that LSP.SQL can work only when the 
issue SQL is in memory or AWR. For example, if the environment was refreshed with old image, 
the SQL was aged out from memory and the SQL could not be in AWR. In this case, we can use 
LSP.SQL after we run the issue SQL.   
 
Note. LSP.SQL and LSP0.SQL are in Appendix B: Related Scripts. 

 
9.1 Finding global alias name 

 
After EXPLAIN PLAN FOR the SQL, you can check the Outline Data. 
 
Example) 

EXPLAIN PLAN FOR  

SELECT  * 

FROM HZ_PARTIES H 

WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT I.PARTY_ID 
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      FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I 

      WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) 

AND   H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2 

/ 

SET LINESIZE 150 markup html preformat on 
SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY(null,null,'advanced')); 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                      | Name                  | Rows  | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time     | 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT               |                       |     1 |   255 |     4  (25)| 00:00:01 | 

|   1 |  NESTED LOOPS                  |                       |     1 |   255 |     4  (25)| 00:00:01 | 

|   2 |   NESTED LOOPS                 |                       |     1 |   255 |     4  (25)| 00:00:01 | 

|   3 |    SORT UNIQUE                 |                       |     1 |     9 |     2   (0)| 00:00:01 | 

|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE    |     1 |     9 |     2   (0)| 00:00:01 | 

|*  5 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN          | HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N2 |     1 |       |     1   (0)| 00:00:01 | 

|*  6 |    INDEX UNIQUE SCAN           | HZ_PARTIES_U1         |     1 |       |     0   (0)| 00:00:01 | 

|*  7 |   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID  | HZ_PARTIES            |     1 |   246 |     1   (0)| 00:00:01 | 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Outline Data 

------------- 

 
/*+ 

    BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA 

    SEMI_TO_INNER(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "I"@"SEL$2") 

    NLJ_BATCHING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1") 

    USE_NL(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1") 

    LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "I"@"SEL$2" "H"@"SEL$1") 

    INDEX(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" ("HZ_PARTIES"."PARTY_ID")) 

    INDEX_RS_ASC(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "I"@"SEL$2" ("HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE"."GROUP_ID")) 

    OUTLINE(@"SEL$2") 

    OUTLINE(@"SEL$1") 

    UNNEST(@"SEL$2") 

    OUTLINE_LEAF(@"SEL$5DA710D3") 

    ALL_ROWS 

    OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled' 'false') 

    OPT_PARAM('_b_tree_bitmap_plans' 'false') 

    DB_VERSION('11.2.0.4') 

    OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE('11.2.0.4') 

    IGNORE_OPTIM_EMBEDDED_HINTS 

    END_OUTLINE_DATA 

*/ 

 

select lpad('  ', 1*(level-1)) || operation||' '||options ||' 

'||QBLOCK_NAME||':'||OBJECT_ALIAS||':'||object_name 

  ||decode(cost, null, null,' [Cost:'||cost||']')|| 

  decode(CARDINALITY, null, null,' [CDN:'||CARDINALITY||']' 

  ) Query_Plan 

from PLAN_TABLE  

where ….. 
 
QUERY_PLAN - QBLOCK_NAME:OBJECT_ALIAS 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:4] [CDN:1] 

 NESTED LOOPS  SEL$5DA710D3:: [Cost:4] [CDN:1] 

  NESTED LOOPS  :: [Cost:4] [CDN:1] 

   SORT UNIQUE :: [Cost:2] [CDN:1] 

    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$5DA710D3:I@SEL$2:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE [Cost:2] [CDN:1] 
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     INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$5DA710D3:I@SEL$2:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N2 [Cost:1] [CDN:1] 

   INDEX UNIQUE SCAN SEL$5DA710D3:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES_U1 [Cost:0] [CDN:1] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$5DA710D3:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES [Cost:1] [CDN:1] 

 

The query plan says the query reads HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I first in the sub-query and joins to 
HZ_PARTIES H in the main query. In the above example, LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" 
"I"@"SEL$2" "H"@"SEL$1") means the query block name is @"SEL$5DA710D3" and 
"I"@"SEL$2" is the alias name of HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I and  I@SEL$1 is that of 
HZ_PARTIES H. The hint means a direction of “within the query block, the query leads I and then 

H”. Once you know qblock_name and object_alias, you can use them in the hint. The hint can be 
placed in any location in the SQL. 
 
Example)  

Let’s try to make the join order from the main query to the sub-query, that is, reversed join order of the 

original plan. 

Switch "I"@"SEL$2" and "H"@"SEL$1" in the following statements. 

 

SELECT  * 

FROM HZ_PARTIES H 

WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT /*+ LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" 

"I"@"SEL$2" ) */ I.PARTY_ID 

      FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I 

      WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) 

AND   H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2 

 

SELECT /*+ LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" ) */ * 

FROM HZ_PARTIES H 

WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT  I.PARTY_ID 

      FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I 

      WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) 

AND   H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2 

 

The hint works with the same effect even though it is located in the different places such as main query part 

or the sub-query part. 

 
QUERY_PLAN - QBLOCK_NAME:OBJECT_ALIAS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

 NESTED LOOPS SEMI SEL$5DA710D3:: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$5DA710D3:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES [Cost:12] [CDN:33] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$5DA710D3:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES_N1 [Cost:2] [CDN:33] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$5DA710D3:I@SEL$2:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE [Cost:1] [CDN:1] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$5DA710D3:I@SEL$2:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N1 [Cost:0] [CDN:1] 

 

You can check that the query plan was changed as the hint directed. 
 
The output of DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY(null,null,'advanced') says the changed hint was applied. 
 

Outline Data 

------------- 

 

  /*+ 

      BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA 

      USE_NL(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "I"@"SEL$2") 

      LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2") 

      INDEX_RS_ASC(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "I"@"SEL$2" ("HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE"."PARTY_ID")) 

      INDEX_RS_ASC(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" ("HZ_PARTIES"."PARTY_NAME")) 

      OUTLINE(@"SEL$2") 
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      OUTLINE(@"SEL$1") 

      UNNEST(@"SEL$2") 

      OUTLINE_LEAF(@"SEL$5DA710D3") 

      ALL_ROWS 

      OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled' 'false') 

      OPT_PARAM('_b_tree_bitmap_plans' 'false') 

      DB_VERSION('11.2.0.4') 

      OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE('11.2.0.4') 

      IGNORE_OPTIM_EMBEDDED_HINTS 

      END_OUTLINE_DATA 

  */ 

 

You may use the qb_name hint. 
 

SELECT /*+ LEADING(H I@HAI ) */ * 

FROM HZ_PARTIES H 

WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT /*+ qb_name(hai) */ I.PARTY_ID 

      FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I 

      WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) 

AND   H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2 

 
QUERY_PLAN 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

 NESTED LOOPS SEMI SEL$306ECD4A:: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$306ECD4A:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES [Cost:12] [CDN:33] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$306ECD4A:H@SEL$1:HZ_PARTIES_N1 [Cost:2] [CDN:33] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$306ECD4A:I@HAI:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE [Cost:1] [CDN:1] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$306ECD4A:I@HAI:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N1 [Cost:0] [CDN:1] 

 

SELECT /*+ qb_name(main1) */ * 

FROM HZ_PARTIES H 

WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT /*+ qb_name(hai) LEADING(@SEL$FFD5E7E7 H@main1  I@HAI  

) */ I.PARTY_ID 

      FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I 

      WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) 

AND   H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2 

/ 

 
QUERY_PLAN 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SELECT STATEMENT  :: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

 NESTED LOOPS SEMI SEL$FFD5E7E7:: [Cost:13] [CDN:2] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$FFD5E7E7:H@MAIN1:HZ_PARTIES [Cost:12] [CDN:33] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$FFD5E7E7:H@MAIN1:HZ_PARTIES_N1 [Cost:2] [CDN:33] 

  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID SEL$FFD5E7E7:I@HAI:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE [Cost:1] [CDN:1] 

   INDEX RANGE SCAN SEL$FFD5E7E7:I@HAI:HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N1 [Cost:0] [CDN:1] 

 

 

9.2 Adding the hint to the SQL profile without changing code 
 

File Name : test_sql_profile.sql 

VAR signature NUMBER; 

EXEC :signature := NULL; 

declare 

 h_att SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR (); 

begin 

:signature := DBMS_SQLTUNE.SQLTEXT_TO_SIGNATURE('SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES H 
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WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT I.PARTY_ID FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I WHERE 

I.GROUP_ID = :B1) AND H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2'); 

 

h_att := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR( 

q'[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]', 

q'[LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" )]', 

q'[END_OUTLINE_DATA]'); 

 

 DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE ( 

    sql_text    => 'SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES H WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT I.PARTY_ID 

FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) AND H.PARTY_NAME LIKE :B2', 

    profile     => h_att, 

    name        => 'test_sql_profile', 

    description => 'test_sql_profile_description', 

    category    => 'DEFAULT', 

    validate    => TRUE, 

    replace     => TRUE, 

    force_match => FALSE); 

 

end; 

/ 

 

Note: The necessary hint and actual SQL statement are directly saved into the test script, 
test_sql_profile.sql in above example. But direct saving of the SQL statement can miss some 
word or character such as space, quotation mark and so on, which can be recognized different 
from the original SQL. Therefore, we will use SQL_ID instead of SQL statement with LSP.SQL 
script later. 
 

$sqlplus / as sysdba 

SQL>start test_sql_profile.sql 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

SQL>EXPLAIN PLAN FOR SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES H WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT 

I.PARTY_ID FROM HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE I WHERE I.GROUP_ID = :B1) AND H.PARTY_NAME 

LIKE :B2; 

SQL>SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM 

TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY(null,null,'advanced')); 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                    | Name                  | Rows  | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT             |                       |     1 |   255 |     5   (0)| 

|   1 |  NESTED LOOPS SEMI           |                       |     1 |   255 |     5   (0)| 

|   2 |   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| HZ_PARTIES            |     2 |   492 |     4   (0)| 

|*  3 |    INDEX RANGE SCAN          | HZ_PARTIES_N1         |     2 |       |     2   (0)| 

|*  4 |   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE    |     1 |     9 |     1   (0)| 

|*  5 |    INDEX RANGE SCAN          | HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE_N1 |     1 |       |     0   (0)| 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Note 

----- 

   - dynamic sampling used for this statement (level=2) 

   - SQL profile "test_sql_profile" used for this statement 

 

You can check the SQL by using the SQL profile, test_sql_profile, which makes the original query 
read HZ_PARTIES first and then join HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE  as the hint directed. 
 
In the real world, you can use a pre-made script file, LSP.SQL or LSP0.SQL to load the SQL 
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profile with the sql_id and hint set. Both script files can be found in Appendix B: Related Scripts. 

 
1. How to use LSP.SQL? 
 
 You need to save the hints directly into LSP.SQL and run the file with sql_id as a parameter. 
Open LSP.SQL file with any editor, add necessary hints between BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA and 
END_OUTLINE_DATA, and save the file, LSP.SQL. 
 
Example) 

h_att := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR( 

q'[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]', 

q'[LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" )]', 

q'[END_OUTLINE_DATA]'); 

 

Note. We added LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" ) in the above 

example. And the sql_id of the example SQL is a17fbt821cnru. 
 
SQL>select SQL_ID, SQL_TEXT from v$sql where SQL_TEXT LIKE ‘SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES H WHERE 

H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT%’; 

 

SQL_ID           SQL_TEXT 

-------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

a17fbt821cnru   SELECT * FROM HZ_PARTIES H WHERE H.PARTY_ID IN (SELECT I.PARTY_ID FROM      

                   HZ_PARTY_INTERFACE 

 

 

Now load the SQL profile. 
$sqlplus  / as sysdba 

SQL>start LSP.SQL a17fbt821cnru 

SQL>select name, signature, status from dba_sql_profiles where name = 'LSP_a17fbt821cnru' ; 

 
NAME                                             SIGNATURE         STATUS 

------------------------------ ----------------------------------- ------- 

LSP_a17fbt821cnru                             12634449184600526624 ENABLED 

 

SQL>SET LONG 999999999 

SQL>SELECT COMP_DATA FROM SYS.SQLOBJ$DATA WHERE SIGNATURE = 

12634449184600526624 

 

<outline_data> 

<hint><![CDATA[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]]></hint> 

<hint><![CDATA[LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" )]]></hint> 

<hint><![CDATA[END_OUTLINE_DATA]]></hint> 

</outline_data> 

 

2. How to use LSP0.SQL? 
 
Instead of directly adding the hint into the LSP.SQL file, save the hints into the 
apps.fnd_sql_profile table and reuse them while uploading the SQL profile. 
 

$sqlplus  apps 

SQL>CREATE TABLE FND_SQL_PROFILE (SQL_ID VARCHAR2(13), HINT_ORDER NUMBER, 

HINTS VARCHAR2(300) ) ; 

SQL>GRANT SELECT ON APPS.FND_SQL_PROFILE TO PUBLIC ; 

 

pro Many hint usage can use '(single-quotation mark) and , (comma).  

pro But these expressions need some additional treatment in the SQL*PLUS. 

pro so you can use ~ instead of ' and ^ instead of ,. (i.e. ' => ~ and , => ^ ) 
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Example) 

SQL>INSERT INTO FND_SQL_PROFILE VALUES ('a17fbt821cnru',2, 

'opt_param(~parallel_execution_enabled~^ ~false~)'); 

SQL>INSERT INTO FND_SQL_PROFILE VALUES ('a17fbt821cnru',3, 

'LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" )'); 

SQL>commit; 

 

$sqlplus  / as sysdba 

SQL>start LSP0.SQL  a17fbt821cnru 

SQL>select name, signature, status from dba_sql_profiles where name = 'LSP0_6yudzuptdrxcf' ; 

 
NAME                                                     SIGNATURE       STATUS 

------------------------------ ----------------------------------- -------------- 

LSP0_ a17fbt821cnru                           12634449184600526624       ENABLED 

 

SQL>set long 999999999 

SQL>select comp_data from sys.sqlobj$data where signature =  12634449184600526624 

 

<outline_data> 

<hint><![CDATA[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]]></hint> 

<hint><![CDATA[opt_param('parallel_execution_enabled', 'false')]]></hint> 

<hint><![CDATA[LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" "H"@"SEL$1" "I"@"SEL$2" )]]></hint> 

<hint><![CDATA[END_OUTLINE_DATA]]></hint> 

</outline_data> 
 
       Note. When LSP0.SQL runs, it translates ~ into ' and ^ into , and inserts corrected statement into 

the dictionary table as below. 
        opt_param(~parallel_execution_enabled~^ ~false~) => opt_param('parallel_execution_enabled', 

'false') 
 

Tip. How to create/alter/drop the SQL profile with the apps user? 
After granting create/alter/drop ANY SQL PROFILE privileges to the apps user from the sysdba 
user, the apps user can perform those actions. 

 

Example) 

$sqlplus / as sysdba 

SQL>grant CREATE ANY SQL PROFILE to apps; 

SQL>grant ALTER  ANY SQL PROFILE to apps; 

SQL>grant DROP   ANY SQL PROFILE to apps; 

SQL>exit 

$sqlplus  apps 

SQL>start LSP.SQL <sql_id> 

SQL>start LSP0.SQL <sql_id> 
 
 
  10. SQL Plan Directives (SPD) from R12c 
 

The following information is taken from the R12c Database SQL Tuning Guide.  

The link is http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_statscon.htm#BABBFFJF 
During SQL execution, if a cardinality misestimate occurs, then the database creates SQL plan 
directives. During SQL compilation, the optimizer examines the query corresponding to the 
directive to determine whether missing extensions or histograms exist (see "Managing Extended 
Statistics"). The optimizer records any missing extensions. Subsequent DBMS_STATS calls collect 
statistics for the extensions. The optimizer uses dynamic statistics whenever it does not have 
sufficient statistics corresponding to the directive. For example, the optimizer gathers dynamic 
statistics until the creation of column group statistics, and also after this point when misestimates 
occur. Currently, the optimizer monitors only column groups. The optimizer does not create an 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_statscon.htm#BABBFFJF
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extension on expressions. SQL plan directives are not tied to a specific SQL statement or SQL ID. 
The optimizer can use directives for statements that are nearly identical because directives are 
defined on a query expression. For example, directives can help the optimizer with queries that use 
similar patterns, such as queries that are identical except for a select list item. The database 
automatically manages SQL plan directives. The database initially creates directives in the shared 
pool. The database periodically writes the directives to the SYSAUX tablespace. You can manage 
directives with the APIs available in the DBMS_SPD package. 

 
Even though SPD has a good concept, it requires high parse time for multi-table join SQL at 
R12.1.0.2. You can read more information on Doc ID 20465582.8. Until the fix, 20807398  is ready, 
you can use a workaround as described below. 

DB Level Control  

You can control the directives with Alter System Set command to set the following parameter. 
  _optimizer_dsdir_usage_control=0     -- disable use of directives (126 is default.) 
  _sql_plan_directive_mgmt_control=0  -- disable creation of directives (3 is default.) 
If there are too many issues with SPD, setting those parameters is recommended in the database 
level. 
 
Example) 
$sqlplus / as sysdba 
SQL>ALTER SYSTEM SET "_optimizer_dsdir_usage_control" = 0 "_sql_plan_directive_mgmt_control" = 0; 

Session Level Control  

You can control the directives with the Alter Session Set command to set the following parameters. 
  _optimizer_dsdir_usage_control=0    -- disable use of directives (126 is default.) 
  _sql_plan_directive_mgmt_control=0  -- disable creation of directives (3 is default.) 
If only particular modules have the parsing time issue, you can set them at the session level. 
 
Example) 
You can set the profile option 'Initialization SQL Statement - Custom' at the user level with the 
following value. 
BEGIN FND_CTL.FND_SESS_CTL('','', '', '','','ALTER SESSION SET 
"_optimizer_dsdir_usage_control"=0 "_sql_plan_directive_mgmt_control"=0'); END; 
 

Object Level Control  

You can control directives with the following procedures. 
EXEC DBMS_SPD.DROP_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(DIRECTIVE_ID);  
EXEC DBMS_SPD.ALTER_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(DIRECTIVE_ID,'ENABLED','NO'); 
EXEC DBMS_SPD.ALTER_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(DIRECTIVE_ID,'AUTO_DROP','NO'); 
 
Example) 
If the issue SQL suffered from DIRECTIVE_ID, 17784680750495110141, the SQL would not 
require dynamic sampling with disabling the directives or dropping the directives as illustrated 
below. 
 
EXEC DBMS_SPD.DROP_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(17784680750495110141);  
or 
EXEC DBMS_SPD.ALTER_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(17784680750495110141,'ENABLED','NO'); 
EXEC DBMS_SPD.ALTER_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVE(17784680750495110141,'AUTO_DROP','NO'); 

 
The default retention of directive is 53 weeks. You can change this retention period.  

https://support.us.oracle.com/oip/faces/secure/km/DocumentDisplay.jspx?id=20465582.8
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If you don't want to drop it within the retention period, you can set the attribute, AUTO_DROP to 
NO. 
 

SQL Level Control with SQL PROFILE OPTION 

You can use lsp.sql or lsp0.sql to turn on/off SPD to the particular SQL_ID. 
 
In the lsp.sql file, you can add the following hint set and save the file. 
 
h := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR( 
q'[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]', 
q'[opt_param('_optimizer_dsdir_usage_control',0)]', 
q'[END_OUTLINE_DATA]'); 
 
And you can run this script as a sysdba user in an SQL*Plus session. 
#sqlplus / as sysdba 
SQL>start lsp.sql <SQL_ID> 
 
In order to use lsp0.sql file, you need to insert metadata into APPS.fnd_sql_profile first. 
SQL_ID to use the SQL profile and its hint set are required. 
 
SQL>CREATE TABLE APPS.fnd_sql_profile (sql_id VARCHAR2(30),HINT_ORDER 
NUMBER,hints  VARCHAR2(300)) ; 
SQL>insert into fnd_sql_profile values 
('<SQL_ID>',2,'opt_param(~_optimizer_dsdir_usage_control~^ 0)'); 
SQL>COMMIT; 
 
And you can run this script as a sysdba user in an SQL*Plus session. 
#sqlplus / as sysdba 
SQL>start lsp0.sql <SQL_ID> 

 

  11. CBO issue 
 

You can encounter a SQL performance issue just after upgrading the datavase. In this case, 
necessary init.ora parameters should be set and fresh statistics should be gathered for the correct  
performance tests. If the SQL performance issue remains even with the right parameters and 
correct statistics, the same SQL performance can be checked with previous version of optimizer 
under the newly upgraded DB environment. You can control this with the parameter, 
optimizer_features_enable (OFE).  

 

For example, let’s assume that the issue SQL worked better under the before-upgraded version, 11.2.0.4 and 

the same SQL worked worse under after-upgraded version, 12.1.0.2.  In this case, you can set 

optimizer_features_enable to 11.2.0.4 at the application level for the test. Set the profile “Initialization SQL 

Statement - Custom" at user level with the following value. 
 BEGIN FND_CTL.FND_SESS_CTL('','', '', '','','alter session set optimizer_features_enable = "11.2.0.4"'); END; 

 

If you can check the issue SQL works well again with the old OFE value, then we can suspect that 
the issue might be related to CBO. 
Note: You should not set this parameter at the DB level. Other SQLs can face other performance 
issues with an improper OFE setting. In order to minimize OFE impacts, using SQL PROFILE on 
the issue SQL is a good workaround as well. 
 

  12. Rebuild Objects 
 

The SQL can take a long time due to the object’s fragmentation, even though the SQL is using a 
pretty much optimized plan. 
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One symptom of fragmentation is that the trace points to high CR and PR on the operation with the 
object. In this case, you need to check why the object has been fragmented and how the programs 
perform the DML on the object. Let’s assume Table T is the transaction table. If the program inserts 
the data into Table T and updates the data and deletes the unnecessary data, Table T can be 
fragmented. And the table will have a high value for the high water mark. Truncation instead of 
deletion is one way to remove the fragmentation and shrink the high water mark. But if the business 
logic retains the necessary data in the table, the program will not allow the truncation.   
[*** Should “CR” and “PR” be spelled out? – MW ***] 
 

 
As a short term solution, you can reorganize the table and its index.  
  ALTER TABLE <OWNER>.<TABLE_NAME> MOVE ; 
  ALTER INDEX <OWNER>.<INDEX_NAME> REBUILD; 
EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('<OWNER>','<TABLE_NAME>', 

DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 
 
If the table is a partition table, MOVE command works at the partition level. 

  ALTER TABLE <OWNER>.<TABLE_NAME> MOVE PARTITION <TABLE_PARTITION_NAME> ; 
  ALTER INDEX <OWNER>.<INDEX_NAME> REBUILD PARTITION 
<INDEX_PARTITION_NAME>; 
  EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('<OWNER>','<TABLE_NAME>', 
DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 
 
Note. Any reorganized object can be fragmented again later as the same object is used by the 
program. 
  
As a long-term solution, you need to modify the structure of the program. The program needs an 
intermediate table (IT) or a global temporary table (GTT). The program inserts the data into IT or 
GTT instead of original transaction Table T. And the program can then update the data from IT or 
GTT. When deleting the data from GTT, the program needs to insert only necessary data in Table T 
and end. When the session of program ends, the data in GTT is gone from the temporary 
tablespace. Or if the program used IT, the program can delete the data from IT with the truncate 
command. Also, the program doesn’t need to truncate the data immediately in the same program, if 
the data is to be reused later in the same program or another program for some period. However, 
you need to use the truncate command to delete the data from IT later. 

 
Example) 

When the table is fragmented then it will take time when performing a full table scan and index range scan. 

This is a simple test case:  

 

SELECT /*+ FULL(F) */ COUNT(*) FROM FND_NEW_MESSAGES F 

 
call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query      current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ------------ ----------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1       0.00       0.00           0          1          0           0 

Execute      1       0.00       0.00           0          0          0           0 

Fetch        2       2.00      48.76       43226      43288          0           1 

------- ------  -------- ----------- ---------- ------------ ----------  ---------- 

total        4       2.00      48.77       43226      43289          0           1 

 
Rows     Row Source Operation 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

      1  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=43288 pr=43226 pw=0 time=48767221 us) 

 738022   TABLE ACCESS FULL FND_NEW_MESSAGES (cr=43288 pr=43226 pw=0 time=48003967 cost=11850 card=737954) 

 

 

Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

  Event waited on                             Times   Max. Wait  Total Waited 
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  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

   direct path read                            2151        0.29         46.26 

 

To check if the table is fragmented: 
 
Allocated space -  
SELECT TABLE_NAME,ROUND((BLOCKS*8),2)||'KB' "SIZE" 

FROM DBA_TABLES 

WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'FND_NEW_MESSAGES'; 

 
       TABLE_NAME        size 

    ----------------- ------------- 

    FND_NEW_MESSAGES  72952KB 

 

Actual data in table -  
SELECT TABLE_NAME,ROUND((NUM_ROWS*AVG_ROW_LEN/1024),2)||'KB' "SIZE" 

FROM DBA_TABLES 

WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'FND_NEW_MESSAGES'; 

 
    TABLE_NAME        size 

    ----------------- ------------- 

    FND_NEW_MESSAGES  30604.2KB 

 

 Note. 42348 (=72952 -30604) Kb is a wasted space in the table  

 

Reorganize the object. 

ALTER TABLE APPLSYS.FND_NEW_MESSAGES MOVE ; 

ALTER INDEX APPLSYS.FND_NEW_MESSAGES_PK REBUILD; 
EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPLSYS','FND_NEW_MESSAGES', 

DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 

SELECT /*+ FULL(F) */ COUNT(*) FROM FND_NEW_MESSAGES F 

 

 

call    count     cpu    elapsed        disk       query     current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------  ---------- 

Parse      1      0.00       0.01           0           1            0           0 

Execute    1      0.00       0.00           0           0            0           0 

Fetch      2      1.85      22.16       21736       21769            0           1 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ------------  ---------- 

total      4      1.86      22.18       21736       21770            0           1 

 
Rows     Row Source Operation 

-------  --------------------------------------------------- 

       1  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=21769 pr=21736 pw=0 time=22167477 us) 

  738022   TABLE ACCESS FULL FND_NEW_MESSAGES (cr=21769 pr=21736 pw=0 time=21386261 cost=6010 card=738022) 

 

Elapsed times include waiting on following events: 

  Event waited on                             Times  Max. Wait  Total Waited 

  ----------------------------------------   Waited  ----------  ------------ 

 direct path read                             1340        0.22         20.15 

 
 
  13. Cache Objects. 
 

If the particular process needs the best performance it can get, you may think of caching the object 
after SQL tuning. You can keep the table/index data in the BUFFER_POOL with the ALTER 
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command. And you can place the following objects in the memory with the procedure 
DBMS_SHARED_POOL.KEEP. 
 

Value        Kind of Object to keep 

-----        ---------------------- 

  P          package/procedure/function 

  Q          sequence 

  R          trigger 

  T          type 

  JS         java source 

  JC         java class 

  JR         java resource 

  JD         java shared data 

  C          cursor 

 
SQL : CURSOR 

 
SQL: When a particular SQL is frequently used and needs to save even its parsing time, you may 
consider SQL caching. You can flush the SQL when you don’t need to cache it anymore. 
 
Cache SQL with sql_id 

Find out the address and hash_value from v$SQL with sql_id criteria.  
Use  DBMS_SHARED_POOL.KEEP with address and hash_value returned. 
 
select distinct address, hash_value 
from v$sql 
where sql_id = '<sql_id>'; 
EXEC SYS. DBMS_SHARED_POOL.KEEP ('address, hash_value', 'C'); 
 

Example) 

SELECT DISTINCT ADDRESS, HASH_VALUE 

FROM V$SQL 

WHERE SQL_ID = '2619a20xmj0m5' ; 

 
ADDRESS            HASH_VALUE 

---------------- ---------- 

0000000091462258  993559141 

SQL>EXEC SYS.DBMS_SHARED_POOL.KEEP('0000000091462258,993559141','C'); 

 

Flush SQL with sql_id 

Find out the address and hash_value from v$SQL with sql_id criteria.  
Use dbms_shared_pool.purge with address and hash_value returned. 
 
SELECT DISTINCT ADDRESS, HASH_VALUE 
FROM V$SQL 
WHERE SQL_ID = '<sql_id>'; 
SQL>EXEC SYS.DBMS_SHARED_POOL.PURGE('ADDRESS, HASH_VALUE', 'C'); 
 

Example)  

SELECT DISTINCT ADDRESS, HASH_VALUE FROM V$SQL 

WHERE SQL_ID = '2619a20xmj0m5' ; 

 
ADDRESS            HASH_VALUE 

---------------- ---------- 

0000000091462258  993559141 

SQL>EXEC SYS.DBMS_SHARED_POOL.PURGE('0000000091462258,993559141','C'); 
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Stored procedure  
 

To keep the stored procedure, you can use KEEP. 
EXEC SYS.DBMS_SHARED_POOL.KEEP('SYS.STANDARD'); 

 

To unkeep the stored procedure, you can use UNKEEP. 
EXEC SYS.DBMS_SHARED_POOL.UNKEEP('SYS.STANDARD'); 

 
Object: Table/Index 
  

The BUFFER_POOL clause lets you specify a default buffer pool or cache for a schema object. 
All blocks for the object are stored in the specified cache.  
- KEEP Specify KEEP to put blocks from the segment into the KEEP buffer pool. Maintaining an 
appropriately sized KEEP buffer pool lets Oracle retain the schema object in memory to avoid I/O 
operations. KEEP takes precedence over any NOCACHE clause you specify for a table, cluster, 
materialized view, or materialized view log. 
- RECYCLE Specify RECYCLE to put blocks from the segment into the RECYCLE pool. An 
appropriately sized RECYCLE pool reduces the number of objects whose default pool is the 
RECYCLE pool from taking up unnecessary cache space. 
- DEFAULT Specify DEFAULT to indicate the default buffer pool. This is the default for objects not 
assigned to KEEP or RECYCLE. 

 
How to keep data in buffer_pool. 
Alter TABLE/INDEX OWNER.OBJECT_NAME storage (buffer_pool keep); 
ALTER TABLE table-name MODIFY PARTITION partition-name STORAGE (BUFFER_POOL 
KEEP); 
ALTER TABLE table-name MODIFY DEFAULT ATTRUBUTES FOR PARTITION partition-name 
STORAGE (BUFFER_POOL KEEP); 
Example) 

ALTER INDEX AR.HZ_HIERARCHY_NODES_N1 STORAGE (BUFFER_POOL KEEP); 

ALTER INDEX AR.HZ_HIERARCHY_NODES_N2 STORAGE (BUFFER_POOL KEEP); 

 

How to set it back to the default. You can use DEFAULT. 
Example) 

SQL>ALTER INDEX AR.HZ_HIERARCHY_NODES_N1 STORAGE (BUFFER_POOL DEFAULT); 

 

Check the query. 

SQL>SELECT INDEX_NAME, BUFFER_POOL 

FROM DBA_INDEXES 

WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'HZ_HIERARCHY_NODES'  
AND TABLE_OWNER = 'AR'; 
 
 

Automatic Big Table Cache 
 
From Database R12c, the database manages caching mechanism automatically for Big Table. 
After we set DB_BIG_TABLE_CACHE_PERCENT_TARGET to a reasonable value, we just 
execute SQL statements. Then Oracle will detect which tables are frequently accessed and how 
big the tables are. Oracle automatically caches the tables satisfying the criteria. The SQL 
statements accessing the cached tables can avoid the disk I/Os during the executions. 
 
Example. 
Configure Big Table Cache size to 30 % of Total Buffer Cache.  
ALTER SYSTEM SET DB_BIG_TABLE_CACHE_PERCENT_TARGET = 30;  
 
Repeatedly execute the following statements to increase the temperature.  
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SELECT COUNT(*) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS; 
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT LOGIN_ID) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS WHERE 
FORM_APPL_ID = 0; 
 
Check if the table, FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS is cached.  
SELECT O.OWNER, O.OBJECT_NAME, BT.SIZE_IN_BLKS, BT.TEMPERATURE, BT.POLICY, 
BT.CACHED_IN_MEM 
FROM  V$BT_SCAN_OBJ_TEMPS BT, DBA_OBJECTS O 
WHERE BT.DATAOBJ# = O.DATA_OBJECT_ID 
AND O.OWNER = 'APPLSYS' AND O.OBJECT_NAME = 'FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS' 
 
OWNER    OBJECT_NAME              SIZE_IN_BLKS TEMPERATURE POLICY   CACHED_IN_MEM 
--------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ---------------- ------------------------- 

APPLSYS   FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS             213           9000 MEM_ONLY             213 

 
Test the SQL statements to check if they work without physical reads. 
SET AUTOT ON STAT 
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS; 
 

217  consistent gets 
  0  physical reads 

 
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT LOGIN_ID) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS WHERE 
FORM_APPL_ID = 0; 
 

217  consistent gets 
  0  physical reads 

 
Once set Big Table Cache size to 0.  
ALTER SYSTEM SET DB_BIG_TABLE_CACHE_PERCENT_TARGET = 0;  
 
Then the POLICY is changed into DISK from MEM_ONLY/PART. 
OWNER    OBJECT_NAME              SIZE_IN_BLKS  TEMPERATURE POLICY CACHED_IN_MEM 

--------------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------  --------------------- ------------ ------------------------- 
APPLSYS   FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS              213            7000   DISK               213 

 
Test the SQL statements to check if they work with physical reads. 
SET AUTOT ON STAT 
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS; 
 

216  consistent gets 
213  physical reads 

 
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT LOGIN_ID) FROM FND_LOGIN_RESP_FORMS WHERE 
FORM_APPL_ID = 0; 
 

216  consistent gets 
213  physical reads 

 
 
More detail information is in the following link. 
Automatic Big Table Caching, https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/VLDBG/GUID-A553169D-
C6CD-443E-88C3-B746D5E32923.htm#VLDBG14145 

 
 

  14. Partition  
 
If you are considering applying the partition feature on an EBS table and index, please read the 
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following document first: 
Using Database Partitioning with Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 554539.1) 
 

 
  15. In-Memory  
 

In-Memory is a 12c feature that allows you to populate the table, table partition, subpartition, and 
materialized views in an In-Memory column store, which is a new component of SGA, called the In-
Memory Area. It can be accessed from IMCU by passing the regular access path of reading from the 
buffer cache and disk. The In-Memory access path gives a performance boost to many SQL 
statements, but not all SQL statements will get the benefit from the In-Memory access path. For more 
detailed information, refer to the following Note: 
Using Oracle Database In-Memory with Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 2025309.1) 
 
 

16. Analyze R12c CBO features from OTHER_XML of V$SQL_PLAN 
 

We know CBO works based on statistics. In order to use more accurate statistics, R12c applies more 
advanced logic to Optimization. During SQL execution, it will use dynamic statistics sampling or the 
stats in previous executions, which helps CBO to make a more optimized plan dynamically. We call it 
Adaptive Query Optimization (AQO). While reviewing the trace file, we could easily find the case that 
the run-time execution plan was changed under a R12c environment. But unfortunately the trace file 
didn’t tell how AQO features exactly affect the SQL plan or not. The structure of AQO is described 
below. Linked information will connect you to AQO concepts and examples. 

 Adaptive Query Optimization 

 

o Adaptive Plan 
 Join Methods (Nested Loop Join => Hash Join) 
 Parallel Distribution Methods (hybrid hash distribution technique) 

 
o Adaptive Statistics 

 Dynamic Statistics 
 Automatic Reoptimization (Cardinality Feedback: 1344937.1) 

 SQL Plan Directives 

 
 
In order to find out how AQO features affect the plan that CBO makes, we need to analyze the 
OTHER_XML column in a  

Plan table such as PLAN_TABLE, V$SQL_PLAN, V$SQL_PLAN_STATISTICS_ALL and 
DBA_HIST_SQL_PLAN. From the RDBMS documentation, we know that an OTHER_XML column 
provides extra information specific to an execution step of the execution plan. The content of this 
column is structured using XML since multiple pieces of information can be stored there. This includes:  

- Name of the schema against which the query was parsed 
- Release number of the Oracle Database that produced the explain plan 
- Hash value associated with the execution plan 
- Name (if any) of the outline or the SQL profile used to build the execution plan 
- Indication of whether or not dynamic sampling was used to produce the plan 
- The outline data, a set of optimizer hints that can be used to regenerate the same plan 
- Bind information 
- Cardinality feedback and performance feedback. 

- Additional data that describes the relationship between rows in the plan table and subplans of 
adaptive plans. (R12c) 
- SQL Plan Directive Information (R12c) 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#TGSQL94982
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#TGSQL221
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#TGSQL225
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/glossary.htm#GUID-23185865-0232-4D40-8FAC-191B79DAF9FF
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#TGSQL94983
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#GUID-2D218B35-A443-41CB-855C-CF41ADB802EE
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#GUID-D23F8328-A4CF-4211-8C9B-79B826F34A32
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?parent=DOCUMENT&sourceId=2031605.1&id=1344937.1
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGSQL/tgsql_optcncpt.htm#GUID-FD0EC783-E77C-4F8C-A26D-C2BFDD0F4CB9
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We will review very popular AQO examples and check the OTHER_XML column to see the effects of 
AQO. 
 
Example for Adaptive Plan Join Methods) 
 
In this example, we will see that the join methods is changed based on cardinality and its cost. 
 
DDL for the example. 
 
CREATE TABLE ADP_TAB_1 AS SELECT ROWNUM COL1, MOD(ROWNUM,30000) COL2,  

MOD(ROWNUM,30000) COL3, MOD(ROWNUM,100000) COL4 FROM DUAL CONNECT BY ROWNUM < 1000001 ; 

 
CREATE TABLE ADP_TAB_2 AS SELECT ROWNUM COL1, MOD(ROWNUM,30000) COL2,  

MOD(ROWNUM,30000) COL3, MOD(ROWNUM,100000) COL4 FROM DUAL CONNECT BY ROWNUM < 1000001 ; 

 
CREATE INDEX ADP_TAB_1_N3 ON ADP_TAB_1 (COL3); 

CREATE INDEX ADP_TAB_2_N2 ON ADP_TAB_2 (COL2); 

 
EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPS','ADP_TAB_2',PERCENT=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

EXEC FND_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS('APPS','ADP_TAB_1',PERCENT=>DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE); 

 
In order to get content of OTHER_XML column, we can use the following query. For the test without 
any other interruption, we create a new table, PLAN_TABLE12, and will use this table. 
 
TRUNCATE TABLE PLAN_TABLE12; 
EXPLAIN PLAN SET STATEMENT_ID = 'AP' INTO PLAN_TABLE12 FOR 
SELECT COUNT(T2.COL1) FROM ADP_TAB_1 T1, ADP_TAB_2 T2 WHERE T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 
AND T1.COL3 = :B3; 
COMMIT; 
SELECT OTHER_XML FROM PLAN_TABLE12 WHERE STATEMENT_ID = 'AP' AND OTHER_XML 
IS NOT NULL; 
 
 
OTHER_XML                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

----------------------------------------------------------  

<other_xml> 

 <info type="db_version">12.1.0.2</info> 

 <info type="parse_schema"><![CDATA["APPS"]]></info> 

 <info type="plan_hash_full">3457182216</info> 

 <info type="plan_hash">1713522682</info> 

 <info type="plan_hash_2">1621324002</info> 

 <info type="adaptive_plan" note="y">yes</info> 

 <outline_data> 

  <hint><![CDATA[USE_HASH(@"SEL$1" "T2"@"SEL$1")]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[LEADING(@"SEL$1" "T1"@"SEL$1" "T2"@"SEL$1")]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[FULL(@"SEL$1" "T2"@"SEL$1")]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[BATCH_TABLE_ACCESS_BY_ROWID(@"SEL$1" "T1"@"SEL$1")]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[INDEX_RS_ASC(@"SEL$1" "T1"@"SEL$1" ("ADP_TAB_1"."COL3"))]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[OUTLINE_LEAF(@"SEL$1")]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[ALL_ROWS]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled' 'false')]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[OPT_PARAM('_b_tree_bitmap_plans' 'false')]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[DB_VERSION('12.1.0.2')]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE('12.1.0.2')]]></hint> 

  <hint><![CDATA[IGNORE_OPTIM_EMBEDDED_HINTS]]></hint> 

 </outline_data> 

 <display_map> 

  <row op="1" dis="1" par="0" prt="0" dep="1" skp="0"/> 

  <row op="2" dis="2" par="1" prt="0" dep="2" skp="0"/> 
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  <row op="3" dis="2" par="2" prt="0" dep="2" skp="1"/> 

  <row op="4" dis="2" par="2" prt="0" dep="2" skp="1"/> 

  <row op="5" dis="2" par="2" prt="0" dep="2" skp="1"/> 

  <row op="6" dis="3" par="2" prt="0" dep="3" skp="0"/> 

  <row op="7" dis="4" par="3" prt="0" dep="4" skp="0"/> 

  <row op="8" dis="4" par="2" prt="0" dep="2" skp="1"/> 

  <row op="9" dis="4" par="2" prt="0" dep="2" skp="1"/> 

  <row op="10" dis="5" par="2" prt="0" dep="3" skp="0"/> 

 </display_map> 

</other_xml>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

From the OTHER_XML column, we can check whether the plan is an adaptive plan. The value skp=1 
means the operation will be skipped. 
Operation 3,4,5,8 and 9 will not work. In order to get more readable output, we can use 
DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR after we execute the SQL. 
 
VAR B3 NUMBER 
EXEC :B3 := 3; 
 
SQL_ID: 2u267yxunt7q8 

Plan hash value: 1713522682                                                                                                                            

 
SELECT COUNT(T2.COL1) 

FROM   ADP_TAB_1 T1, 

       ADP_TAB_2 T2 

WHERE  T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 

AND T1.COL3 = :B3 

 
call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0 

Fetch        2      3.14       3.14       3251       3295          0           1 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        4      3.14       3.15       3251       3295          0           1 

 

Misses in library cache during parse: 1 

Misses in library cache during execute: 1 

Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS 

Parsing user id: 65   

Number of plan statistics captured: 1 

 
Rows (1st) Rows (avg) Rows (max)  Row Source Operation 

---------- ---------- ----------  --------------------------------------------------- 

         1          1          1  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=3295 pr=3251 pw=0 time=3149113 us) 

     11356      11356      11356   HASH JOIN  (cr=3295 pr=3251 pw=0 time=3139988 us cost=650 size=199782 card=11099) 

        34         34         34    NESTED LOOPS  (cr=37 pr=0 pw=0 time=338 us cost=650 size=199782 card=11099) 

        34         34         34     NESTED LOOPS  (cr=37 pr=0 pw=0 time=283 us) 

        34         34         34      STATISTICS COLLECTOR  (cr=37 pr=0 pw=0 time=231 us) 

        34         34         34       TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED ADP_TAB_1 (cr=37 pr=0 pw=0 time=159 us cost=37 size=297 card=33) 

        34         34         34        INDEX RANGE SCAN ADP_TAB_1_N3 (cr=3 pr=0 pw=0 time=45 us cost=3 size=0 card=33)(object id 4848300) 

         0          0          0      INDEX RANGE SCAN ADP_TAB_2_N2 (cr=0 pr=0 pw=0 time=0 us)(object id 4848302) 

         0          0          0     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ADP_TAB_2 (cr=0 pr=0 pw=0 time=0 us cost=600 size=2997 card=333) 

   1000000    1000000    1000000    TABLE ACCESS FULL ADP_TAB_2 (cr=3258 pr=3251 pw=0 time=793489 us cost=600 size=9000000 card=1000000) 

 

 

In order to get DISPLAY_CURSOR output, we can apply SQL_ID and Format option as below. 
 
SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR ('2u267yxunt7q8',NULL,'ALLSTATS,LAST, ADAPTIVE')) 
 

Plan hash value: 1713522682 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

|   Id  | Operation                                | Name         | Starts | E-Rows | A-Rows |   A-Time   | Buffers | Reads  |  OMem |  1Mem | Used-

Me 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

|     0 | SELECT STATEMENT                         |              |      1 |        |      1 |00:00:03.15 |    3295 |   3251 |       |       | 

|     1 |  SORT AGGREGATE                          |              |      1 |      1 |      1 |00:00:03.15 |    3295 |   3251 |       |       | 
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|  *  2 |   HASH JOIN                              |              |      1 |  11099 |  11356 |00:00:03.14 |    3295 |   3251 |  2168K|  2168K|  644K 

|-    3 |    NESTED LOOPS                          |              |      1 |  11099 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 |       |       | 

|-    4 |     NESTED LOOPS                         |              |      1 |        |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 |       |       | 

|-    5 |      STATISTICS COLLECTOR                |              |      1 |        |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 |       |       | 

|     6 |       TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED| ADP_TAB_1    |      1 |     33 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 |       |       |         

|  *  7 |        INDEX RANGE SCAN                  | ADP_TAB_1_N3 |      1 |     33 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |       3 |      0 |       |       |         

|- *  8 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN                    | ADP_TAB_2_N2 |      0 |        |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       0 |      0 |       |       |         

|-    9 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID          | ADP_TAB_2    |      0 |    333 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       0 |      0 |       |       | 

|    10 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL                     | ADP_TAB_2    |      1 |   1000K|   1000K|00:00:00.79 |    3258 |   3251 |       |       |         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

 
Outline Data 

------------- 

 

  /*+ 

      BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA 

      IGNORE_OPTIM_EMBEDDED_HINTS 

      OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE('12.1.0.2') 

      DB_VERSION('12.1.0.2') 

      OPT_PARAM('_b_tree_bitmap_plans' 'false') 

      OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled' 'false') 

      ALL_ROWS 

…… 

      END_OUTLINE_DATA 

  */ 

                                                                                                                                                       

Predicate Information (identified by operation id):                                                                                                    

---------------------------------------------------                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                       

   2 - access("T1"."COL2"="T2"."COL2")                                                                                                                 

   7 - access("T1"."COL3"=:B3)                                                                                                                         

-  8 - access("T1"."COL2"="T2"."COL2")                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                       

Note                                                                                                                                                   

-----                                                                                                                                                  

   - this is an adaptive plan (rows marked '-' are inactive)                                                                                           

                                                                  

******************************************************************************** 

 

Explanation : 
 

Outline Data section 
------------------------- 
We can find which optimizer parameters affect the SQL. They are in the OPT_PARAM hint like the 
parameters below. 
 

 OPT_PARAM('_b_tree_bitmap_plans' 'false')                                                                                                        
 OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled' 'false')                                                                                                     

 
    Actually these parameters were set to false according to recommendation of mandatory init ora 
parameter in EBS. In order to get the description of parameter, we can use the following query with 
DBA user. 
 

SELECT KSPPINM,  KSPPDESC 
FROM  X$KSPPI 
WHERE KSPPINM in ( '_b_tree_bitmap_plans', '_fast_full_scan_enabled') 
 

KSPPINM                    KSPPDESC 

-------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

_b_tree_bitmap_plans       enable the use of bitmap plans for tables w. only B-tree indexes 

_fast_full_scan_enabled    enable/disable index fast full scan 

     
    And we need to check if Optimizer Feature Version (OFE) is same as DB VERSION.  

 
OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE('12.1.0.2')                                                                                                            

DB_VERSION('12.1.0.2')                                                                                                                           
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If these two parameter values are different, the query might work improperly. We recommend they 
should be same to use all optimizer features that the current database can support. 

    Also, Optimizer_mode should be ALL_ROWS as a default value under EBS. 
     

      ALL_ROWS                   
 

 

 

Note section 
----------------                                                                                                                                                  
   - this is an adaptive plan (rows marked '-' are inactive)                                                                                           

 
The note section says the plan is an adaptive plan and this plan will not call dynamically gathering 
statistics.  
And the following operations will not work. 
 

|-    3 |    NESTED LOOPS                          |              |      1 |  11099 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 

|-    4 |     NESTED LOOPS                         |              |      1 |        |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 

|-    5 |      STATISTICS COLLECTOR                |              |      1 |        |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 

|- *  8 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN                    | ADP_TAB_2_N2 |      0 |        |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       0 |      0 

|-    9 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID          | ADP_TAB_2    |      0 |    333 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       0 |      0  

 
Only the following operations will work. 
 

|     0 | SELECT STATEMENT                         |              |      1 |        |      1 |00:00:03.15 |    3295 |   3251 

|     1 |  SORT AGGREGATE                          |              |      1 |      1 |      1 |00:00:03.15 |    3295 |   3251 

|  *  2 |   HASH JOIN                              |              |      1 |  11099 |  11356 |00:00:03.14 |    3295 |   3251 

|     6 |       TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED| ADP_TAB_1    |      1 |     33 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |      37 |      0 

|  *  7 |        INDEX RANGE SCAN                  | ADP_TAB_1_N3 |      1 |     33 |     34 |00:00:00.01 |       3 |      0 

|    10 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL                     | ADP_TAB_2    |      1 |   1000K|   1000K|00:00:00.79 |    3258 |   3251  

 
The above plan uses HASH JOIN, not Nested Loops Join at the cardinality 33. 
 
The 12c CBO Trace shows the inflection point between Nested Loops Join and Hash Join. 
Once we get the 10053 CBO trace file, we can search “AP:” as below, and then review the join 
method cost based on the cardinality. 
 

AP: Checking validity for query block SEL$1, sqlid=30rzy6qkuhnwm.       

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 0.00         

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 0.00                 

AP: lcost=373.36, rcost=649.97                                          

 

AP: Computing costs for inflection point at max value 33.30             

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 33.30        

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 33.30                

AP: lcost=11135.75, rcost=649.97                                        

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 16.65        

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 16.65                

AP: lcost=5754.55, rcost=649.97                                         

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 8.32         

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 8.32                 

AP: lcost=2727.63, rcost=649.97                                         

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 4.16         

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 4.16                 

AP: lcost=1382.33, rcost=649.97                                         

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 2.08         

AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 2.08                 

AP: lcost=709.68, rcost=649.97                                          

 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 1.04         
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AP: Costing Hash Join for inflection point at card 1.04                 
AP: lcost=373.36, rcost=649.97                                          

 

 

The above list is an evaluation list for estimated join cardinality 0 to 33.30. It can simply be 
summarized as below. 
  

Inflection Point Nested Loop Join Cost Hash Join Cost 

Cardinality 0 373.36 649.97 

Cardinality 1.04 373.36 649.97 

Cardinality 2.08 709.68 649.97 

Cardinality 4.16 1382.33 649.97 

Cardinality 8.32 2727.63 649.97 

Cardinality 16.65 5754.55 649.97 

Cardinality 33.30 11135.75 649.97 

 

Based on the figure, when the join cardinality is 1.04 below, the SQL will use Nested Loop Join. 
From around 2, the SQL will use Hash Join. We can verify that the join method is changed with the 
Cardinality hint as below. 

  

Cardinality(T1,N) hint QUERY PLAN 

SELECT /*+ Cardinality(T1,0) */ COUNT(T2.COL1) 

FROM   ADP_TAB_1 T1, ADP_TAB_2 T2 

WHERE  T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 AND T1.COL3 = :B3 

 

SELECT STATEMENT  . [Cost:373] [CDN:1] 

 SORT AGGREGATE . [CDN:1] 

  NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:373] [CDN:333] 

   NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:373] [CDN:333] 

    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED APPS.ADP_TAB_1 [Cost:37] [CDN:1] 

     INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_1_N3 [Cost:3] [CDN:33] 

    INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_2_N2 [Cost:2] [CDN:333] 

   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID APPS.ADP_TAB_2 [Cost:336] [CDN:333] 

SELECT /*+ Cardinality(T1,1) */ COUNT(T2.COL1) 

FROM   ADP_TAB_1 T1, ADP_TAB_2 T2 

WHERE  T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 AND T1.COL3 = :B3 

 

SELECT STATEMENT  . [Cost:373] [CDN:1] 

 SORT AGGREGATE . [CDN:1] 

  NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:373] [CDN:333] 

   NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:373] [CDN:333] 

    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED APPS.ADP_TAB_1 [Cost:37] [CDN:1] 

     INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_1_N3 [Cost:3] [CDN:33] 

    INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_2_N2 [Cost:2] [CDN:333] 

   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID APPS.ADP_TAB_2 [Cost:336] [CDN:333] 

SELECT /*+ Cardinality(T1,2) */ COUNT(T2.COL1) 

FROM   ADP_TAB_1 T1, ADP_TAB_2 T2 

WHERE  T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 AND T1.COL3 = :B3 

 

SELECT STATEMENT  . [Cost:650] [CDN:1] 

 SORT AGGREGATE . [CDN:1] 

  HASH JOIN  . [Cost:650] [CDN:667] 

   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED APPS.ADP_TAB_1 [Cost:37] [CDN:2] 

    INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_1_N3 [Cost:3] [CDN:33] 

   TABLE ACCESS FULL APPS.ADP_TAB_2 [Cost:600] [CDN:1000000] 

 

 

In order to change Nested Loop Join method with original cardinality, we can work with USE_NL 
hint. At cardinality 33, the SQL total cost is 11136 as below.  
 

USE_NL hint QUERY PLAN 

SELECT /*+ USE_NL(T1,T2) */ COUNT(T2.COL1) 

FROM   ADP_TAB_1 T1, ADP_TAB_2 T2 

WHERE  T1.COL2 = T2.COL2 AND T1.COL3 = :B3 

 

SELECT STATEMENT  . [Cost:11136] [CDN:1] 

 SORT AGGREGATE . [CDN:1] 

  NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:11136] [CDN:11099] 

   NESTED LOOPS  . [Cost:11136] [CDN:11099] 

    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED APPS.ADP_TAB_1 [Cost:37] [CDN:33] 

     INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_1_N3 [Cost:3] [CDN:33] 

    INDEX RANGE SCAN APPS.ADP_TAB_2_N2 [Cost:2] [CDN:333] 

   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID APPS.ADP_TAB_2 [Cost:336] [CDN:333] 

 

 

This is the same cost that Adaptive Plan estimated. 
 

AP: Costing Nested Loops Join for inflection point at card 33.30        

AP: lcost=11135.75, .. 
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Example for SPD) 
  
We have already seen many cases of Cardinality Feed back and Dynamic Sampling from DB 11i 
period. We may skip these two cases. 
In this example, we will see the case of SQL Plan Directive. Once we execute the following SQL, we 
will check the information related to SPD. 
 
SQL_ID : 1cftkgvvv5cnr 
Plan Hash Value : 1149514316 
SELECT DISTINCT(JC.COMP_ID) 
FROM JDR_COMPONENTS JC, JDR_PATHS JP, JDR_ATTRIBUTES JA 
WHERE JP.PATH_DOCID=JC.COMP_DOCID 
AND JC.COMP_DOCID=JA.ATT_COMP_DOCID 
AND JP.PATH_NAME= 'AdvancWorklistRG' 
AND JC.COMP_ID is not null 
AND JA.ATT_COMP_SEQ=0 
AND JA.ATT_NAME='customizes' 
AND JA.ATT_VALUE='/oracle/apps/fnd/wf/worklist/webui/AdvancWorklistRG' 
 

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

Parse        1      0.02       0.01          0          3          0           0 

Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0 

Fetch        1      0.00       0.00          0        165          0           0 

------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- 

total        3      0.02       0.01          0        168          0           0 

                                                                                 

Rows (1st) Rows (avg) Rows (max)  Row Source Operation                                                                                          

---------- ---------- ----------  ---------------------------------------------------                                                           

         0          0          0  HASH UNIQUE (cr=165 pr=0 pw=0 time=1043 us cost=279 size=125 card=1)                                          

         0          0          0   NESTED LOOPS SEMI (cr=165 pr=0 pw=0 time=956 us cost=278 size=125 card=1)                                    

        32         32         32    NESTED LOOPS  (cr=161 pr=0 pw=0 time=750 us cost=185 size=2232 card=31)                                     

        54         54         54     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED JDR_PATHS (cr=25 pr=0 pw=0 time=216 us cost=43 size=2769 card=71)      

        54         54         54      INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_PATHS_N1 (cr=4 pr=0 pw=0 time=67 us cost=3 size=0 card=54)(object id 364769)         

        32         32         32     INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 (cr=136 pr=0 pw=0 time=330 us cost=2 size=33 card=1)(object id  

         0          0          0    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED JDR_ATTRIBUTES (cr=4 pr=0 pw=0 time=146 us cost=3 size=53 card=1)       

        16         16         16     INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_ATTRIBUTES_U1 (cr=3 pr=0 pw=0 time=84 us cost=2 size=0 card=3)(object id  

 
In the same trace, we can check that the following dynamic sampling SQLs were executed against 
JDR_PATHS and JDR_COMPONENTS. 

 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring optimizer_features_enable(default)  

no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600) */ SUM(C1) 

FROM  (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") NO_INDEX_FFS( "JDR_PATHS")  */ 1 AS C1 

FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" SAMPLE BLOCK(35.461, 8) SEED(1)  "JDR_PATHS" 

WHERE ("JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG') AND ("JDR_PATHS"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')) 

innerQuery 

 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring optimizer_features_enable(default)  

no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", TABLE, "JDR_PATHS", ROWS=70.5) */ C1, C2, C3  

FROM (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") INDEX( "JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS_N1")  */ COUNT(*) AS C1, 4294967295 AS C2, 

COUNT(*) AS C3   

FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS"  WHERE ("JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"= 'AdvancWorklistRG')) innerQuery 

 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring  

  optimizer_features_enable(default) no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", TABLE, "JDR_PATHS", ROWS=70.5)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_SCAN, "JDR_PATHS", "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS= 

  54) */ C1, C2, C3  

FROM  (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") INDEX( "JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS_N1")  */  

  COUNT(*) AS C1, 4294967295 AS C2, COUNT(*) AS C3  FROM  

  "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS" WHERE ("JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"= 

  'AdvancWorklistRG')) innerQuery 

 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring  

  optimizer_features_enable(default) no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600)  
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  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", TABLE, "JDR_PATHS", ROWS=70.5)  
  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_FILTER, "JDR_PATHS", "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS= 

  54) */ C1, C2, C3  

FROM 

 (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") NO_INDEX_FFS( "JDR_PATHS")  */ 4294967295  

  AS C1, COUNT(*) AS C2, SUM(CASE WHEN ("JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"= 

  'AdvancWorklistRG') AND ("JDR_PATHS"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')  

  THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS C3  FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" SAMPLE BLOCK(35.461, 8) 

   SEED(1)  "JDR_PATHS" WHERE ("JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG')  

  AND ("JDR_PATHS"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')) innerQuery 

 

Due to Join Cardinality Misestimation. 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring  

  optimizer_features_enable(default) no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", TABLE, "JDR_PATHS#1", ROWS=70.5)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_FILTER, "JDR_PATHS#1", "JDR_PATHS_U2",  

  ROWS=70.5) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_FILTER, "JDR_PATHS#1",  

  "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS=54) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_SKIP_SCAN,  

  "JDR_PATHS#1", "JDR_PATHS_U2", ROWS=70.5) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery",  

  INDEX_SCAN, "JDR_PATHS#1", "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS=54) */ SUM(C1)  

FROM 

 (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") NO_INDEX_FFS( "JDR_COMPONENTS#2")  */ 1 AS  

  C1 FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_COMPONENTS" SAMPLE BLOCK(3.18941, 8) SEED(1)   

  "JDR_COMPONENTS#2", "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS#1" WHERE  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."PATH_DOCID"="JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."COMP_DOCID") AND  

  ("JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."COMP_ID" IS NOT NULL) AND  

  ("JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')) innerQuery 

 

SELECT /* DS_SVC */ /*+ dynamic_sampling(0) no_sql_tune no_monitoring  

  optimizer_features_enable(default) no_parallel result_cache(snapshot=3600)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", TABLE, "JDR_PATHS#0", ROWS=70.5)  

  OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_FILTER, "JDR_PATHS#0", "JDR_PATHS_U2",  

  ROWS=70.5) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_FILTER, "JDR_PATHS#0",  

  "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS=54) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery", INDEX_SKIP_SCAN,  

  "JDR_PATHS#0", "JDR_PATHS_U2", ROWS=70.5) OPT_ESTIMATE(@"innerQuery",  

  INDEX_SCAN, "JDR_PATHS#0", "JDR_PATHS_N1", ROWS=54) */ SUM(C1)  

FROM 

 (SELECT /*+ qb_name("innerQuery") NO_INDEX_FFS( "JDR_COMPONENTS#1")  */ 1 AS  

  C1 FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_COMPONENTS" SAMPLE BLOCK(3.18941, 8) SEED(1)   

  "JDR_COMPONENTS#1", "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS#0" WHERE  

  ("JDR_PATHS#0"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#0"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#0"."PATH_DOCID"="JDR_COMPONENTS#1"."COMP_DOCID") AND  

  ("JDR_COMPONENTS#1"."COMP_ID" IS NOT NULL) AND  

  ("JDR_COMPONENTS#1"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')) innerQuery 

 
So we can suspect that some SQL PLAN Directives related to these objects might work for the issue 

SQL. 
 

Let’s check what information will be collected with the Explain Plan command. 
 
TRUNCATE TABLE PLAN_TABLE12; 
EXPLAIN PLAN SET STATEMENT_ID = 'SPD' INTO PLAN_TABLE12 FOR 
SELECT DISTINCT(JC.COMP_ID) 
FROM JDR_COMPONENTS JC, JDR_PATHS JP, JDR_ATTRIBUTES JA 
WHERE JP.PATH_DOCID=JC.COMP_DOCID 
AND JC.COMP_DOCID=JA.ATT_COMP_DOCID 
AND JP.PATH_NAME= 'AdvancWorklistRG' 
AND JC.COMP_ID is not null 
AND JA.ATT_COMP_SEQ=0 
AND JA.ATT_NAME='customizes' 
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AND JA.ATT_VALUE='/oracle/apps/fnd/wf/worklist/webui/AdvancWorklistRG' 
/ 
COMMIT; 
 
We can directly extract OTHER_XML column information with the following query. 
SELECT OTHER_XML FROM PLAN_TABLE12 WHERE STATEMENT_ID = 'SPD' AND OTHER_XML 
IS NOT NULL; 
But we’d better use the following method to present well formatted output. 
 
SELECT * FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY('PLAN_TABLE12', 'SPD', 'ADVANCED')); 
 
: We can check the SPD section to see if SPD works. 
 
SQL Plan Directive information:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
-------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Valid directive IDs:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
    18446743322869553177                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
    15651139321060640464                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Used directive IDs:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
    11656105066169034011                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
    13860697269502799908                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Note                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
-----                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   - dynamic statistics used: dynamic sampling (level=2)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
   - 2 Sql Plan Directives used for this statement                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 
According to the information, we may explain that the plan is created with 2 SPDs and dynamic 
sampling. 
The content of these SPD IDs can be checked with the following query. 
 

SELECT TO_CHAR(D.DIRECTIVE_ID) DIR_ID, O.OWNER, O.OBJECT_NAME,O.SUBOBJECT_NAME COL_NAME,  

       O.OBJECT_TYPE, D.TYPE, D.STATE, D.ENABLED, D.AUTO_DROP, D.REASON 

FROM   DBA_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVES D, DBA_SQL_PLAN_DIR_OBJECTS O 

WHERE  D.DIRECTIVE_ID=O.DIRECTIVE_ID 

AND    D. DIRECTIVE_ID IN 

(11656105066169034011,13860697269502799908,18446743322869553177,15651139321060640464) 

--AND    O.OBJECT_NAME IN ('JDR_COMPONENTS','JDR_PATHS','JDR_ATTRIBUTES') 

ORDER BY 1,2,3,4,5 ; 
 
DIR_ID               OWNER    OBJECT_NAME     COL_NAME        OBJECT TYPE             STATE      ENA AUT REASON                                

-------------------- -------- --------------- --------------- ------ ---------------- ---------- --- --- ------------------------------------  

11656105066169034011 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS       PATH_NAME       COLUMN DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

11656105066169034011 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS                       TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

13860697269502799908 APPLSYS  JDR_COMPONENTS                  TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

13860697269502799908 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS                       TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

15651139321060640464 APPLSYS  JDR_ATTRIBUTES                  TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

15651139321060640464 APPLSYS  JDR_COMPONENTS                  TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

15651139321060640464 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS                       TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

18446743322869553177 APPLSYS  JDR_ATTRIBUTES  ATT_COMP_DOCID  COLUMN DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

18446743322869553177 APPLSYS  JDR_ATTRIBUTES  ATT_COMP_SEQ    COLUMN DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

18446743322869553177 APPLSYS  JDR_ATTRIBUTES  ZD_EDITION_NAME COLUMN DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

18446743322869553177 APPLSYS  JDR_ATTRIBUTES                  TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

 
    From the above result, we can check that JDR_PATHS and JDR_COMPONENTS are the candidate 

objects whose statistics should be dynamically gathered due to Single Table Cardinality Misestimate 
and Join Cardinality Misestimate. 
 
In order to get the run-time plan, we may use _XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR, but this tells us only how many 
SPDs were used without Directive IDs so far. 
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SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR ('1cftkgvvv5cnr 
',NULL,'ADVANCED ALLSTATS')); 

 
Note                                                                                                                                                   
-----                                                                                                                                                  
   - dynamic statistics used: dynamic sampling (level=2)                                                                                               
   - 2 SQL Plan Directives used for this statement    
 
We can check this with more detailed information in the following CBO 10053 trace file.  
 
COB TRACE 

===================================== 

SPD: BEGIN context at statement level 

===================================== 

Stmt: ******* UNPARSED QUERY IS ******* 

SELECT DISTINCT "JDR_COMPONENTS"."COMP_ID" "COMP_ID" FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_COMPONENTS" 

"JDR_COMPONENTS","APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS","APPLSYS"."JDR_ATTRIBUTES" "JDR_ATTRIBUTES" WHERE 

"JDR_PATHS"."PATH_DOCID"="JDR_COMPONENTS"."COMP_DOCID" AND 

"JDR_COMPONENTS"."COMP_DOCID"="JDR_ATTRIBUTES"."ATT_COMP_DOCID" AND "JDR_PATHS"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG' AND 

"JDR_COMPONENTS"."COMP_ID" IS NOT NULL AND "JDR_ATTRIBUTES"."ATT_COMP_SEQ"=0 AND 

"JDR_ATTRIBUTES"."ATT_NAME"='customizes' AND 

"JDR_ATTRIBUTES"."ATT_VALUE"='/oracle/apps/fnd/wf/worklist/webui/AdvancWorklistRG' AND 

"JDR_ATTRIBUTES"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549' AND "JDR_PATHS"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549' AND 

"JDR_COMPONENTS"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549' 

Objects referenced in the statement 

  JDR_ATTRIBUTES[JDR_ATTRIBUTES] 364805, type = 1 

  JDR_PATHS[JDR_PATHS] 364763, type = 1 

  JDR_COMPONENTS[JDR_COMPONENTS] 364784, type = 1 

Objects in the hash table 

  Hash table Object 364763, type = 1, ownerid = 14206091566985685588: 

    Dynamic Sampling Directives at location 1: 

       dirid = 11656105066169034011, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 1 {EC(364763)[1]} 

  Hash table Object 364805, type = 1, ownerid = 9821070741976986398: 

    Dynamic Sampling Directives at location 1: 

       dirid = 18446743322869553177, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 1 {ECJ(364805)[1, 2, 6]} 

    Dynamic Sampling Directives at location 2: 

       dirid = 15651139321060640464, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 2 {F(364805)[]; F(364784)[]; F(364763)[]} 

  Hash table Object 364784, type = 1, ownerid = 14709859070226564706: 

    Dynamic Sampling Directives at location 2: 

       dirid = 13860697269502799908, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 2 {F(364784)[]; F(364763)[]} 

Return code in qosdInitDirCtx: ENBLD 

=================================== 

SPD: END context at statement level 

=================================== 

 
The SPD: BEGIN/END section contains valid directives which can be applied to the SQL.  
The column, dirid is the Directive ID which can be checked in DBA_SQL_PLAN_DIRECTIVES D and 

DBA_SQL_PLAN_DIR_OBJECTS.    
 There are two important indicators in CBO trace. 

 

  Location ID (i.e. loc= in CBO trace) 

  1 means “bad single table estimate” 

 2 means “bad join estimate” 

 3 means “bad query block cdn estimate” 

 4 means “bad group by cdn estimate” 

 5 means “bad having cdn estimate” 

 6 means “bad spread sheet cdn estimate” 

 

 Operation Flag (i.e. EC, F in CBO trace) 

 E means “equality predicates only”  
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 C means “simple column predicates only”  

 J means “index access by join predicates”  

 F means “filter on joining object”  
 

 
CBO TRACE CONTINUES 

 

****** Costing Index JDR_PATHS_N1 

  SPD: Directive valid: dirid = 11656105066169034011, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 1 {EC(364763)[1]} 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: EXISTS, estType = INDEX_SCAN 

  SPD: Directive valid: dirid = 11656105066169034011, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 1 {EC(364763)[1]} 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: EXISTS, estType = INDEX_FILTER 

    >> Index Card adjusted from 1.333079 to 54.000000 due to adaptive dynamic sampling 

    >> Index Card adjusted from 1.333079 to 54.000000 due to adaptive dynamic sampling 

  Access Path: index (AllEqRange) 

    Index: JDR_PATHS_N1 

    resc_io: 43.000000  resc_cpu: 341372 

    ix_sel: 6.0517e-04  ix_sel_with_filters: 6.0517e-04  

    Cost: 43.044022  Resp: 43.044022  Degree: 1 

 ****** Costing Index JDR_PATHS_U1 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: NODIR, estType = INDEX_SKIP_SCAN 

 

  Access Path: index (skip-scan) 

    SS scan sel: 1.000000  SS filter sel: 1.000000  ANDV (#skips): 89231.000000 

    SS io: 1206.000000 vs. table scan io: 392.000000 

    Skip Scan rejected 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: NODIR, estType = INDEX_FILTER 

 

  Access Path: index (FullScan) 

    Index: JDR_PATHS_U1 

    resc_io: 35592.000000  resc_cpu: 310574132 

    ix_sel: 1.000000  ix_sel_with_filters: 1.000000  

    Cost: 35632.625836  Resp: 35632.625836  Degree: 1 

 
As explained, loc = 1 {EC(364763)[1]} means that JDR_PATHS(object_id: 364763) needs dynamic 
sampling due to bad single table estimate at equality_predicates of simple column, PATH_NAME.  
SPD, 11656105066169034011 is mapping to the following output. 

 
DIR_ID               OWNER    OBJECT_NAME     COL_NAME        OBJECT TYPE             STATE      ENA AUT REASON                                

-------------------- -------- --------------- --------------- ------ ---------------- ---------- --- --- ------------------------------------  

11656105066169034011 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS       PATH_NAME       COLUMN DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  

11656105066169034011 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS                       TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE  
 

Here the predicates of “JP.PATH_NAME= 'AdvancWorklistRG'” can use index scan, if there is an index 
on PATH_NAME.  
The index, JDR_PATHS_N1 is based on PATH_NAME of JDR_PATHS. This object was already 
registered in SPD for SINGLE TABLE CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE. So CBO can use it. So it 
indicated with “EXISTS”  Once SPD is used, its Cardinality is changed from 1.333079 to 54.000000 

due to adaptive dynamic sampling. It is then mapping to the following operation in the trace. 
 
 Rows  Row Source Operation                                                                                          

 --- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
54      INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_PATHS_N1 (cr=4 pr=0 pw=0 time=67 us cost=3 size=0 card=54)(object id 364769)         

 
Note. With SPD’s benefit, the cardinality was adjusted to 54. (i.e. card=54). 
This figure is mapping to the number of returned rows, 54. If optimizer_adaptive_features is off, this 
cardinality will be evaluated to 1.  
And 1 would be very different from 54. 
 
Next, JDR_PATHS_U1 has no SPD to use, which is NODIR. It is evaluated without adaptive 
features. 
 

CBO TRACE CONTINUES 
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Join order[2]:  JDR_PATHS[JDR_PATHS]#1  JDR_COMPONENTS[JDR_COMPONENTS]#2  VW_DTP_3E9B6F93[VW_DTP_3E9B6F93]#0 
*************** 

Now joining: JDR_COMPONENTS[JDR_COMPONENTS]#2 

*************** 

 

****** Costing Index JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 

SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: NODIR, estType = INDEX_SCAN 

 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: NODIR, estType = INDEX_FILTER 

  ColGroup Usage:: PredCnt: 2  Matches Full:  Partial:  

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: NODIR, estType = INDEX_SKIP_SCAN 

  ColGroup Usage:: PredCnt: 2  Matches Full:  Partial:  

  Access Path: index (IndexOnly) 

    Index: JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 

    resc_io: 2.000000  resc_cpu: 18093 

    ix_sel: 1.2610e-05  ix_sel_with_filters: 9.5405e-06  

    NL Join : Cost: 185.217621  Resp: 185.217621  Degree: 1 

      Cost_io: 185.000000  Cost_cpu: 1687555 

      Resp_io: 185.000000  Resp_cpu: 1687555 

 

  Best NL cost: 185.217621 

          resc: 185.217621  resc_io: 185.000000  resc_cpu: 1687555 

          resp: 185.217621  resp_io: 185.000000  resc_cpu: 1687555 

  SPD: Directive valid: dirid = 13860697269502799908, state = 2, flags = 1, loc = 2 {F(364784)[]; F(364763)[]} 

  SPD: Return code in qosdDSDirSetup: EXISTS, estType = JOIN 

Join Card:  791.909759 = outer (70.500000) * inner (890803.000000) * sel (1.2610e-05) 

 

>> Join Card adjusted from 791.909759 to 31.353750 due to adaptive dynamic sampling, prelen=2 

Adjusted Join Cards: adjRatio=0.039593 cardHjSmj=31.353750 cardHjSmjNPF=31.353750 cardNlj=31.353750 

cardNSQ=31.353750 cardNSQ_na=791.909759 

 
When the SQL joins JDR_COMPONENTS, the SQL just visits JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 index only, 
because the index has all necessary columns the SQL needs. (i.e. COMP_DOCID, COMP_SEQ, 
COMP_ID, ZD_EDITION_NAME). Also, it has no SPD with NODIR indication. It is evaluated without 
SPD. Then the SQL can use SPD, 13860697269502799908, which is due to a bad join estimate 
(loc=2) at the filter on the joining object, JDR_COMPONENTS [F(364784)] and the filter on the 
joining object, JDR_PATHS [F(364763)]  

 
Here, the edition filtering conditions are evaluated together. 
 
filter(NVL("ZD_EDITION_NAME",'ORA$BASE')='V_20140825_1549')  
access("PATH_DOCID"="COMP_DOCID" AND "ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549')                                                                       
filter(("COMP_ID" IS NOT NULL AND "ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549'))       

 
We can check whether dynamic sampling is performed with the following query in the trace as 
well. 

 

FROM "APPLSYS"."JDR_COMPONENTS" SAMPLE BLOCK(3.18941, 8) SEED(1)   

  "JDR_COMPONENTS#2", "APPLSYS"."JDR_PATHS" "JDR_PATHS#1" WHERE  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."PATH_NAME"='AdvancWorklistRG') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549') AND  

  ("JDR_PATHS#1"."PATH_DOCID"="JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."COMP_DOCID") AND  

  ("JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."COMP_ID" IS NOT NULL) AND  

     ("JDR_COMPONENTS#2"."ZD_EDITION_NAME"='V_20140825_1549') 
 
This is mapping to the following SPD’s query. 
 

DIR_ID               OWNER    OBJECT_NAME     COL_NAME        OBJECT TYPE             STATE      ENA AUT REASON                                

-------------------- -------- --------------- --------------- ------ ---------------- ---------- --- --- ------------------------------------  

13860697269502799908 APPLSYS  JDR_COMPONENTS                  TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

13860697269502799908 APPLSYS  JDR_PATHS                       TABLE  DYNAMIC_SAMPLING USABLE     YES YES JOIN CARDINALITY MISESTIMATE          

 
Then the join cardinality is adjusted from 791 to 31, which is mapping to the following operation 
in trace. 
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 Rows  Row Source Operation                                                                                          

 --- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
32    NESTED LOOPS  (cr=161 pr=0 pw=0 time=750 us cost=185 size=2232 card=31)  

 
Note. The adjusted cardinality, 31 is very close to actual returned rows, 32. SPD made good join 

cardinality closer to the actual.  
 
 
Now, we have a question. If SPD is off, how then will the query plan be made? 
 
I.E. alter session set "_optimizer_dsdir_usage_control"=0; 
 
The 1

st
 execution shows the following cardinality estimation.  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                              | Name              | Starts | E-Rows | A-Rows |   A-Time   | Buffers | Reads  | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT                       |                   |      1 |        |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 |     66 | 

|   1 |  HASH UNIQUE                           |                   |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 |     66 | 

|   2 |   NESTED LOOPS SEMI                    |                   |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 |     66 | 

|   3 |    NESTED LOOPS                        |                   |      1 |     15 |     32 |00:00:00.01 |     161 |     62 | 

|*  4 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED| JDR_PATHS         |      1 |      1 |     54 |00:00:00.01 |      25 |     25 | 

|*  5 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN                  | JDR_PATHS_N1      |      1 |      1 |     54 |00:00:00.01 |       4 |      4 | 

|*  6 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN                   | JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 |     54 |     11 |     32 |00:00:00.01 |     136 |     37 | 

|*  7 |    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED | JDR_ATTRIBUTES    |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       4 |      4 | 

|*  8 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN                   | JDR_ATTRIBUTES_U1 |      1 |      3 |     16 |00:00:00.01 |       3 |      3 | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

The 2
nd

 execution shows a better cardinality estimation closer to the actual rows as below.  These 
cardinality figures are from the statistics feedback of the previous execution. Therefore, this type of 
cardinality adjustment can be available from 2

nd
 execution. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                              | Name              | Starts | E-Rows | A-Rows |   A-Time   | Buffers | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT                       |                   |      1 |        |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 | 

|   1 |  HASH UNIQUE                           |                   |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 | 

|   2 |   NESTED LOOPS SEMI                    |                   |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |     165 | 

|   3 |    NESTED LOOPS                        |                   |      1 |     32 |     32 |00:00:00.01 |     161 | 

|*  4 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED| JDR_PATHS         |      1 |     54 |     54 |00:00:00.01 |      25 | 

|*  5 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN                  | JDR_PATHS_N1      |      1 |     54 |     54 |00:00:00.01 |       4 | 

|*  6 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN                   | JDR_COMPONENTS_U1 |     54 |      1 |     32 |00:00:00.01 |     136 | 

|*  7 |    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID BATCHED | JDR_ATTRIBUTES    |      1 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |       4 | 

|*  8 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN                   | JDR_ATTRIBUTES_U1 |      1 |      3 |     16 |00:00:00.01 |       3 | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                       

Note                                                                                                                   

-----                                                                                                                  

   - statistics feedback used for this statement                                                                       

 
Summary 
 

SPD Execution Operation Estimated 
Cardinality 

Actual 
Rows 

On (dynamic 
sampling) 

1
st
 NESTED LOOPS 

  INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_PATHS_N1 
31 
54 

32 
54 

Off 1
st
 NESTED LOOPS 

  INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_PATHS_N1 
15 
1 

32 
54 

Off 2
nd

 NESTED LOOPS 
  INDEX RANGE SCAN JDR_PATHS_N1 

32 
54 

32 
54 

 
We can see that SPD helps CBO estimate the cardinality which is closer to the actual rows even in 1

st
 

execution. But it requires some additional SQL executions for dynamic sampling. If SPD burdens the 
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system too much with dynamic sampling, setting SPD off at the DB level would be good; and setting it 
on at the SQL level will be OK. We can set it with SQL Profile.  

 
 
  17. Error! Reference source not found. 

 
 
When the performance issue happens, the database leaves a WAIT log in the dictionary tables. From 
the old version of the Database, in order to get all necessary information, we needed to make a 
complex query with many tables and views. But from 10g onward, all necessary information can be 
queried from the Active Session History object. Digging through this object can be very useful for 
analyzing the performance issue. One reason why we enable trace on is to get Rows, Row Source 
Operation, WAITS, and so on. But if the SQL cursor status is not “CLOSE”, then the trace doesn’t 
collect information for Rows and Row Source Operation. And the trace collects the WAIT information at 
the SQL level, not the SQL Row Source Operation level. This makes analysis difficult when the same 
object name is used in multiple places in the same SQL. However, Active Session History object 
contains Wait information based on SQL Row Source Operation. In the real world, the trace can 
frequently extract information only until the issue cursor is not closed. In this case, 
DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY and V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY will be one of best 
friends to help the trace. In general, V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY keeps one week log. If the issue 
happened more than 1 week ago, the related information would be in 
DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY. Its maintenance period can be controlled by the DBA. As 
mentioned, these objects keep the information based on SQL Row Source Operation which is mapped 
to the column SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID. Specifically, the column EVENT tells what the issue SQL is 
waiting for and the column, TIME_WAITED tells how long the SQL waits for the WAIT EVENT. The 
column WAIT_CLASS indicates that the event belongs to which wait class. To see the complete wait 

event list, we can refer to DB Admin book, or use the following query. 
  

SELECT NAME, WAIT_CLASS, PARAMETER1, PARAMETER2, PARAMETER3 FROM 
V$EVENT_NAME 

 
In this paper’s section, we will review only major Wait Events that we can easily handle when we 
analyze the SQL performance issue with Active Session History Objects. We already learned about 
major Waits and their basic explanations when we reviewed Top Events in the AWR report. We will try 
to dig into the WAIT on SQL PLAN LINE ID level, not like a DB instance level at AWR. And we will find 
out where the real issue is and will check what the feasible solution is available at the SQL tuning level. 
 
If you prefer some reference book related to this area, you may read “Chapter 10 Instance Tuning 
Using Performance Views” in the R12c Database Performance Tuning Guide book. In the same 
chapter, we can check major waits and their treatments in Table of Wait Events and Potential Causes. 
 
In this paper, we focus on the SQL level. If you already knew the issue SQL, you can use its SQL_ID. 
Here we start to find the issue SQL which was highly waiting for WAIT EVENT. And then analyze the 
issue. 
 
Top 10 SQL Waits from V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY 
 

SET PAGES 100 LINES 300 
COL SQL_ID FORMAT A20  
COL EVENT FORMAT A50 
SELECT EVENT, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT FROM 
(SELECT EVENT, TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S, COUNT(*) CNT 
 FROM V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY WHERE EVENT IS NOT NULL AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT 
NULL 
 GROUP BY EVENT ORDER BY 2 DESC ) WHERE ROWNUM < 11; 

 
This query will return most expensive SQL Waits since last 1 week. 
 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e40402/waitevents003.htm#BGGIBDJI
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA024
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA024
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94465
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EVENT                                              WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

-------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---------- 

free buffer waits                                      2607.31       9925 

write complete waits                                    226.82        411 

buffer busy waits                                        99.77        222 

enq: TX - index contention                               77.43        179 

db file sequential read                                  22.83       4558 

enq: FB - contention                                       4.4         11 

enq: SQ - contention                                      3.57          6 

enq: TX - contention                                       .49          3 

log file switch (private strand flush incomplete)          .37          6 

Disk file operations I/O                                   .25         53 

 
Top SQL Operations waiting for specific Waits  
 

SET PAGES 100 LINES 300 
COL SQL_ID FORMAT A20 
COL EVENT FORMAT A50 
COL PLN_HASH_VALUE FORMAT 99999999999999 
COL PLN_LID FORMAT 9999 
SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE PLN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID PLN_LID, EVENT, 
WAIT_TIME_S, CNT FROM 
(SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID , EVENT, 
TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT 

FROM V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY WHERE EVENT =  ‘&WAITS’AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT 

NULL 
GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, EVENT ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S 
DESC)  
WHERE ROWNUM <= nvl(&DISPLAY_ROWNUM,10) ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S desc, SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID; 

 
If the above SQL is executed with “free buffer waits”as a bind value, the output will be displayed at SQL 
PLAN LINE ID level like the example below. 
  

SQL_ID                PLN_HASH_VALUE PLN_LID EVENT                                              WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

-------------------- --------------- ------- -------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---------- 

f6buruk74mgdd              612626101       1 free buffer waits                                       857.62       1540 

23028f7bcr5x6             2199397622       1 free buffer waits                                       816.42       1526 

96zksfdxg1km6             2434064416       1 free buffer waits                                       375.14        904 

bgqh29fyct5q5              379551194       1 free buffer waits                                       161.75        747 

f6buruk74mgdd              612626101       3 free buffer waits                                       130.96        298 

9v1xbkq6snfcj             1369894217       7 free buffer waits                                        66.77        548 

bqk6bky0cfkp6             2594045751       2 free buffer waits                                        19.53         47 

24mtfsfk3jws4             1135502557       8 free buffer waits                                        11.61       1096 

8pbt0k7wwc0bx             3170801484       1 free buffer waits                                        11.13         26 

99rkbtksr6rpp             2214577450       8 free buffer waits                                        10.34        968 

 
The above SQL with “buffer busy waits” 

 

SQL_ID                PLN_HASH_VALUE PLN_LID EVENT                                              WAIT_TIME_S        

CNT 

-------------------- --------------- ------- -------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----

------ 

96zksfdxg1km6             2434064416       1 buffer busy waits                                        99.77        

222 

 

In order to get SQL statement, we may use the following query. 
 

SELECT SQL_TEXT "SQL STATEMENT :" FROM V$SQL WHERE SQL_ID = '96zksfdxg1km6' AND ROWNUM = 1;             

SQL STATEMENT : 

INSERT INTO CN_COMMISSION_LINES_ALL (COMMISSION_LINE_ID ,COMMISSION_HEADER_ID , DIRECT_SALESREP_ID , 

PRE_PROCESSED_CODE ,   

REVENUE_CLASS_ID , CREDITED_SALESREP_ID , CREDITED_COMP_GROUP_ID , PENDING_STATUS , PENDING_DATE , 

CREATED_DURING ,  

STATUS , PROCESSED_DATE , PROCESSED_PERIOD_ID , TRX_TYPE , CREATED_BY , CREATION_DATE , ROLLUP_LEVEL , ORG_ID) (  
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SELECT CN_COMMISSION_LINES_S.NEXTVAL , COMMISSION_HEADER_ID , DIRECT_SALESREP_ID , PRE_PROCESSED_CODE , 

       REVENUE_CLASS_ID , :B7 , :B6 , :B5 , DECODE(:B5 , 'Y'  , SYSDATE , NULL) , 'ROLL'  ,   

       'ROLL'  , PROCESSED_DATE , PROCESSED_PERIOD_ID , TRX_TYPE , :B4 , :B3 , :B2 , ORG_ID  

  FROM CN_COMMISSION_HEADERS_ALL 

 WHERE COMMISSION_HEADER_ID = :B1 

   AND (NOT EXISTS ( 

       SELECT 1 

         FROM CN_COMMISSION_LINES_ALL 

        WHERE COMMISSION_HEADER_ID = :B1 

          AND CREDITED_SALESREP_ID = :B7 )))   

 

#1. Buffer Busy Waits. 
 

In order to find out which object does wait for Buffer Busy Waits from the SQL, we can use the 
following query. 
This query returns Object File# and Object Block# which has the contention. 
 
SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT 

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, 

CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT 

FROM V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY WHERE EVENT = 'buffer busy waits' AND SQL_ID = '96zksfdxg1km6' 

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC)  

WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, WAIT_TIME_S; 

 
 
SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID CURRENT_OBJ# CURRENT_FILE# CURRENT_BLOCK# WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      2619279            62         152102         .78          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1       364135           238          73845         .82          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330           225          92123         .88          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      2619279            70          85215         .91          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330           229         129575         .99          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1       364135            61          96380         .99          1 <<< 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1            0             4           1393        1.17          4 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1            0             4           1321        1.18          3 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1            0             4           1337        1.86          3 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1            0             4           2713        4.72         10 <<< 

 

 

To check Header, use DBA_SEGMENTS. 

SELECT OWNER, SEGMENT_NAME, SEGMENT_TYPE, PARTITION_NAME, TABLESPACE_NAME  

FROM DBA_SEGMENTS where HEADER_FILE = 4 AND HEADER_BLOCK = 2713;  

 

OWNER      SEGMENT_NAME                   SEGMENT_TYPE       PARTITION_NAME                 TABLESPACE_NAME 

---------- ------------------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------ -------- 

SYS        _SYSSMU10_1238668112$          TYPE2 UNDO                                        UNDO_TBS 

 

SHOW PARAMETER UNDO_MANAG 

NAME                                 TYPE        VALUE 

------------------------------------ ----------- ------ 

undo_management                      string      AUTO 

Undo management recommendation is AUTO for EBS. If it was not set, it should be set to AUTO. 
In this example, the system already used AUTO UNDO MANAGEMENT. In this case, increasing 
UNDO_TBS tablespace size can help in general. 
If the system cannot use AUTO UNDO MANAGEMENT, add more rollback segments for undo 
header contention and make rollback segment sizes larger for undo block contention. 
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SELECT OWNER, SEGMENT_NAME, SEGMENT_TYPE, PARTITION_NAME, TABLESPACE_NAME  

FROM DBA_SEGMENTS where HEADER_FILE = 61 AND HEADER_BLOCK = 96380;  

 

NO ROWS  

 The contention is not in Segment Header. If the query returned some rows, switch from 
manual space management to automatic segment-space management (ASSM). The view, 
DBA_TABLESPACES can tell if the tablespace is set AUTO in the column, 
SEGMENT_SPACE_MANAGEMENT. When ASSM cannot be used with some reason, we 
need to increase FREELISTS, and FREELIST GROUPS of the object. 

 
To check Data Block, use DBA_EXTENTS 
 
SELECT OWNER, SEGMENT_NAME, SEGMENT_TYPE, BLOCK_ID FROM DBA_EXTENTS 

WHERE   FILE_ID = 61 AND 96380 BETWEEN BLOCK_ID AND BLOCK_ID + BLOCKS -1; 

 

OWNER      SEGMENT_NAME                   SEGMENT_TYPE         BLOCK_ID 

---------- ------------------------------ ------------------ ---------- 

CN         CN_COMMISSION_LINES_N9         INDEX                   96377 
 

 The contention is in the index data block. In order to avoid multiple processes attempting to 
insert into the same block, we can use ASSM, global hash partitioned indexes, or increasing 
free lists. Alternatively, we can make the index unusable while the issue Insert statement 
works. If the contention block is from table data, then partitioning objects and increasing free 
lists will be the strategy to reduce Buffer Busy Waits. However, the partitioning should be 
reviewed from all existing SQL statements referring the object. The reverse key index can help 
reducing BUFFER BUSY waits. Note that this type of index cannot be used in non-equality 
predicates. 

 
More detail informations are available in DB Performance Tuning Guide. Link: Buffer Busy Waits. 

Note. DBA_HIST_SEG_STAT has all type of segment statistics. This view has the following 
information which is reported in the AWR report as well. 

LOGICAL_READS, BUFFER_BUSY_WAITS, DB_BLOCK_CHANGES, PHYSICAL_READS/WRITES, ITL_WIATS, ROW_LOCK_WAITS, 

GC_CR_BLOCK_SERVED/RECEIVEDS, GC_CU_BLOCKS_SERVED/RECEIVEDS, SPACE_USED/ALLOCATED, TABLE_SCAN, CHAIN_ROW_EXCESS, 

PHYSICAL_READ/WRITE_REQUESTS, OPTIMIZED_PHYSICAL_READS  

If you are looking for buffer busy waits based on the snap_ids, you can query that information from 
the BUFFER_BUSY_WAITS_TOTALS/DELTA columns of DBA_HIST_SEG_STAT. The same type 
of information can be acquired from the following query, if the information is still in the memory.  

SELECT OWNER, OBJECT_NAME, VALUE, OBJECT_TYPE FROM V$SEGMENT_STATISTICS 

WHERE STATISTIC_NAME = 'BUFFER BUSY WAITS'  AND VALUE > 100 ORDER BY   3,1,2; 

#2. Free Buffer Waits. (Link) 

The ST-Doc says that the WAIT EVENT indicates that a server process was unable to find a free 
buffer and has posted the database writer to make free buffers by writing out dirty buffers. A dirty 
buffer is a buffer whose contents have been modified. Dirty buffers are freed for reuse when DBWR 
has written the blocks to disk. Within the same document, we can find some DB and system level 
suggestions; increasing the number of DBWR with DB_WRITER_PROECESS parameter, using 
speedy I/O subsystem, increasing the buffer cache size and so on. Here we’d like to point out that 
inefficient SQL also requires Free Buffer Waits, because the SQL can perform a lot of physical 
reads. By reducing this read, the original root of “Free Buffer Waits” will be minimized. 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94472
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94505
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Assume SQL information is not available in memory. In this case, we will able to use the  
DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY object instead of the memory dynamic view, 
V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY. The following query requires Start Snap ID and End Snap ID of the 
target period that you want to check. 

SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM 

DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT = 'free buffer waits' AND SQL_ID = '96zksfdxg1km6'  

AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2' AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, WAIT_TIME_S; 

SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID CURRENT_OBJ# CURRENT_FILE# CURRENT_BLOCK# WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330             3          86903         1.2          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330            67         200391        1.22          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1        46613             3          59282        1.23          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      2619279             3          87280        1.32          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330             3          46473        1.43          2 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      2619279            59         117025        1.45          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1        46609             2         119819        3.97         10 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1           -1             0              0       299.6        639 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                4           -1             0              0         5.8          9 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                6           -1             0              0       23.57         39 

SQL_PLAN_LINE_IDs 1 and 6 are most expensive operations waiting for free buffer gets. The 
following query returns the run-time plan. 

SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_AWR ('96zksfdxg1km6',NULL,NULL, 'ALL,ALLSTATS')); 

Plan hash value: 2434064416 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                      | Name                      | E-Rows |E-Bytes| Cost (%CPU)| 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | INSERT STATEMENT               | CN_COMMISSION_LINES_ALL   |        |       |     4 (100)| 

|   1 |  LOAD TABLE CONVENTIONAL       |                           |        |       |            | 

|   2 |   SEQUENCE                     | CN_COMMISSION_LINES_S     |        |       |            | 

|   3 |    FILTER                      |                           |        |       |            | 

|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| CN_COMMISSION_HEADERS_ALL |      1 |    39 |     3   (0)| 

|   5 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN          | CN_COMMISSION_HEADERS_U1  |      1 |       |     2   (0)| 

|   6 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN           | CN_COMMISSION_LINES_N10   |      2 |    16 |     1   (0)| 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Then the output says that ID1 “LOAD TABLE CONVENTIONAL” and ID6 “INDEX RANGE SCAN” 
wait for the free buffer waits. 
While the SQL inserts data into CN_COMMISSION_LINES_ALL, the query part needs to access its 
index and then inserts the data with conventional method. And if the index is selective, the number 
of SQL executions seems to be very high.. So we need to check the number of executions. 

select snap_id, executions_delta, ROWS_PROCESSED_DELTA from dba_hist_sqlstat where sql_id = '96zksfdxg1km6' and 

snap_id between 7937 and 7938 

 

SNAP_ID EXECUTIONS_DELTA ROWS_PROCESSED_DELTA 

-------- ---------------- -------------------- 

    7937          1660781              1660781 
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During only one snap_id, it was executed 1.6 million times and the same number of data was 
inserted, which means row-by-row process was performed very high number of times. 

The ideal suggestion will be changing Row-By-Row Process with Bulk Process and making a Direct 
Insert. The Direct Insert can bypass SGA and it doesn’t require Buffer Cache. One idea is to read 
all necessary data first from the target table and make all its indexes unusable and then insert data 
into the target table without the sub-query of same table. If the business doesn’t allow changing the 
code, just making unnecessary indexes unusable first will save some wait time during the inserting. 

#3. DB File Scattered Read (Link)  

The ST-Doc says “the user process is reading buffers into the SGA buffer cache and is waiting for 
a physical I/O call to return. A db file scattered read issues a scattered read to read the data into 

multiple discontinuous memory locations. A scattered read is usually a multi-block read. It can 
occur for a fast full scan (of an index) in addition to a full table scan.”  
In order to find the SQL and its plan line ID and related object, use the following query. 

SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM 

DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT = 'db file scattered read' AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2'  

AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S, SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID; 

 
SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID CURRENT_OBJ# CURRENT_FILE# CURRENT_BLOCK# WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- -------------- ------------ --------- 

………. 

25crf9hu85wtj          2127672170                2      4104510           235          20129         .39          1 

cu02jt1zyx7r6          2575322658                9      2105243           256            752         .42          1 

679x4qggryd2v           220652418                4      3264467           178         145465         .45          6 << 

 

 

SELECT PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT FROM TABLE(DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_AWR ('679x4qggryd2v’, null,null, 'ALL,ALLSTATS')); 

SQL_ID 679x4qggryd2v 

--------------------  

select smontabv.cnt, smontabv.time_mp, smontab.scn, smontab.num_mappings, 
smontab.tim_scn_map 
from smon_scn_time smontab, 
    ( select max(scn) scnmax, count(*)+sum(NVL2(TIM_SCN_MAP, 
     NUM_MAPPINGS,0)) cnt, max(time_mp) time_mp 
     from smon_scn_time ) smontabv 
where smontab.scn = smontabv.scnmax 

Plan hash value: 220652418                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

| Id  | Operation                    | Name                  | E-Rows |E-Bytes| Cost (%CPU)| E-Time   |  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT             |                       |        |       |   274 (100)|          |  

|   1 |  NESTED LOOPS                |                       |      1 |   902 |   274   (1)| 00:00:04 |  

|   2 |   VIEW                       |                       |      1 |    39 |   273   (1)| 00:00:04 |  

|   3 |    SORT AGGREGATE            |                       |      1 |   870 |            |          |  

|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL        | SMON_SCN_TIME         |   2012 |  1709K|   273   (1)| 00:00:04 |  

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94479
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|   5 |   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| SMON_SCN_TIME         |      1 |   863 |     1   (0)| 00:00:01 |  

|   6 |    INDEX UNIQUE SCAN         | SMON_SCN_TIME_SCN_IDX |      1 |       |     0   (0)|          |  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The full table scan in the line ID 4 is mapping to the in-line view, “smontabv” having no predicates. 
It is natural that the query uses full table scan. Let’s find out what method is available in SQL 
tuning level. 

Method 1. If the table has lots of fragmentations, reorganization will shrink the high water mark. 
That will be able to save the full table scan time of this query.  

 We can use the following query to get the allocated space size and its actual data size. 
 

SELECT TABLE_NAME,ROUND((BLOCKS*8),2)||'KB'  ALLOCATED_SIZE, 

ROUND((NUM_ROWS*AVG_ROW_LEN/1024),2)||'KB'  ACTUAL_DATA_SIZE 

FROM DBA_TABLES WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'SMON_SCN_TIME'; 

 

TABLE_NAME       ALLOCATED_SIZE   ACTUAL_DATA_SIZE 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

SMON_SCN_TIME    8000KB           1743.4KB         

We can use command of ALTER TABLE with MOVE option to reorganize the table. 

ALTER TABLE SYS.SMON_SCN_TIME MOVE; 
And also its indexes should be rebuilt. (i.e. ALTER INDEX … REBUILD;) 

More information is available “Error! Reference source not found.” in this paper. 

Method 2. Another alternative is to create an index including all columns used in the Predicates 
and Projections of SQL. 
Then it doesn’t need to visit the table at all. 

The issue query will be able to use index fast full scan with an index on the following columns; 

 SCN,TIM_SCN_MAP,NUM_MAPPINGS,TIME_MP 

But EBS recommends index fast full scan off with false on _fast_full_scan_enabled 
parameter. The query needs some extra work to use index fast full scan like below. 

select smontabv.cnt, smontabv.time_mp, smontab.scn, smontab.num_mappings, 
smontab.tim_scn_map 
from sys.smon_scn_time smontab, 
    (  select /*+ OPT_PARAM('_fast_full_scan_enabled','TRUE') */ max(scn) scnmax, 

       count(*)+  sum(NVL2(TIM_SCN_MAP, NUM_MAPPINGS,0)) cnt, 
       max(time_mp) time_mp 
       from sys.smon_scn_time  smontabv 
       where scn > 0       ) smontabv 
where smontab.scn = smontabv.scnmax 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation               | Name             | Rows  | Bytes | Cost  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT        |                  |     1 |   962 |    75 

|   1 |  NESTED LOOPS           |                  |     1 |   962 |    75 

|   2 |   VIEW                  |                  |     1 |    39 |    74 

|   3 |    SORT AGGREGATE       |                  |     1 |   930 |             

|*  4 |     INDEX FAST FULL SCAN| SMON_SCN_TIME_N1 |  1883 |  1710K|    74 

|*  5 |   INDEX RANGE SCAN      | SMON_SCN_TIME_N1 |     1 |   923 |     1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As we can see the cost was dropped from 274 to 75. 

In the real world, we can see many SQLs use the full scan with Hash Join, even though (?) there 
are correct indexes for the join predicates. This fact is related to a cost estimation for join 
cardinality and number of blocks to be accessed. CBO is supposed to select a lower cost join 
method. If the join cardinality is too high, consider adding indexed predicates at the tables which 
work with Hash Join. If that is possible, that will be good. 

Note. There is one parameter, DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT related to this wait event. 

EBS recommendation of this parameter is to unset the value to use the default value from 10gR2. 

#4. DB File Sequential Read (Link) 

The ST-Doc states that this WAIT EVENT signifies that the user process is reading a buffer into 
the SGA buffer cache and is waiting for a physical I/O call to return. A sequential read is a single-
block read. In this section as well, we only check what we can do for the performance in the SQL 
tuning side. 

SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM 

DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT = 'db file sequential read' and DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S, SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID; 

SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID CURRENT_OBJ# CURRENT_FILE# CURRENT_BLOCK# WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- 

586b2udq6dbng          1523593271                1           -1             0              0        2.98         31 

7gfhbhxrxx8wf           643425278                5      3263726           154          40769        3.11        111 

84qubbrsr0kfn          3675384499                1           -1             0              0        3.24         46 

5ax5xu96u2ztd          1676242320                1           -1             0              0        3.35         62 

0sfsrf0qzvsjv           524949286                3      1914428           154          15315        3.77         60 

fnk7155mk2jq6          2205968080                1           -1             0              0        3.92         73 

2prbzh4qfms7u          1532374311                1           -1             0              0         4.2         55 

aq1vwa734ww0j           935382113                4           -1             0              0        4.29         78 

2whm2vvjb98k7          1125357174                4      1914428           154          15315        5.32        117 <<<<< 

The above result says SQL_ID 2whm2vvjb98k7 needed to wait the event at plan_line_id 4 under 
plan hash value 1125357174.  
In order to get the run-time plan and its stats, use dbms_xplan.display_cursor. 

select * from table(dbms_xplan.display_cursor('2whm2vvjb98k7',null, 'ALLSTATS'))  

SQL_ID 2whm2vvjb98k7 

-------------------- 

delete from WRH$_SQL_PLAN tab 

where (:beg_snap <= tab.snap_id and  tab.snap_id <= :end_snap and    dbid = :dbid ) 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94485
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and not exists (select 1 

                from WRM$_BASELINE b 

                where (tab.dbid = b.dbid) 

                and   (tab.snap_id >= b.start_snap_id) 

                and   (tab.snap_id <= b.end_snap_id)) 

Plan hash value: 1125357174 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| Id  | Operation                      | Name             | Starts | E-Rows | A-Rows |   A-Time   | Buffers | Reads  | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|   0 | DELETE STATEMENT               |                  |     32 |        |      0 |00:00:07.29 |   30127 |   8986 | 

|   1 |  DELETE                        | WRH$_SQL_PLAN    |     32 |        |      0 |00:00:07.29 |   30127 |   8986 | 

|*  2 |   FILTER                       |                  |     32 |        |   3469 |00:00:07.13 |   15231 |   8927 | 

|*  3 |    FILTER                      |                  |     32 |        |   3469 |00:00:07.12 |   15165 |   8927 | 

|*  4 |     TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| WRH$_SQL_PLAN    |     32 |      1 |   3469 |00:00:07.10 |   15165 |   8927 | 

|*  5 |      INDEX RANGE SCAN          | WRH$_SQL_PLAN_PK |     32 |      1 |    161K|00:00:02.74 |    3845 |   3738 | 

|*  6 |    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID | WRM$_BASELINE    |     33 |      1 |      0 |00:00:00.01 |      66 |      0 | 

|*  7 |     INDEX RANGE SCAN           | WRM$_BASELINE_PK |     33 |      1 |     33 |00:00:00.01 |      33 |      0 | 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Predicate Information (identified by operation id): 

--------------------------------------------------- 

   2 - filter( IS NULL) 

   3 - filter(:END_SNAP>=:BEG_SNAP) 

   4 - filter(("TAB"."SNAP_ID">=:BEG_SNAP AND "TAB"."SNAP_ID"<=:END_SNAP)) 

   5 - access("DBID"=:DBID) 

   6 - filter(("B"."START_SNAP_ID"<=:B1 AND "B"."END_SNAP_ID">=:B2)) 

   7 - access("B"."DBID"=:B1) 

The SQL drives Plan Line ID 5. Its operation returns 161k rows after evaluation of DBID condition 
in the index. The query needs to visit the table to find same number of rows in random access with 
rowid information from the index in the line ID 5. This table accessing is taking a really long time, 
which is in line ID 4. Also, the number of rows is dropped 161k to 3469 after evaluation of SNAP_ID 
conditions. 
If the query can evaluate these SNAP_ID conditions in the index, the query will return 3459 rows 
from the line ID 5. That will make a random access only for 3459 rows instead of 161k rows. That 
will be an improvement. 
In order to evaluate SNAP_ID condition in the index, we can create an index on (DBID, SNAP_ID).  
If there is an existing index on (DBID), we may append SNAP_ID column into the index as well. 

#5.Cursor: pin S wait on X (Link) : 

A session waits for this event when it is requesting a shared mutex pin and another session is 
holding an exclusive mutex pin on the same cursor object. In order to minimize this wait, the 
program needs to reduce the number of hard parses, which is closely related to the high number 
of the version of SQL. Hard parses can be affected by frequent SHARED POOL FLUSHING and 
the parameter _mutex_wait_time, and some DB BUGs as well. In this section, we will check which 
SQLs are suffering from this WAITS and why.  

The same SQL can have multiple child plans. A child plan can be shared by the sessions only when their 

situations are same. The situation can be affected by many factors which can be found with 

V$SQL_SHARED_CURSOR. Whenever a new factor is found during the parsing, a new child cursor will 

be created. That is a hard parsing. At that time, a mutex for a specific cursor child will be held in Exclusive 

mode and other interested sessions will wait to get Shared Mode for the mutex. This wait is Cursor: pin S 

wait on X. So as we minimize the number of creations of child cursors, we can reduce the number of hard 

parses. That can minimize the chance for the application to wait for this event. 

  

COL P2 FORMAT 99999999999999999 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e40402/waitevents003.htm#REFRN00525
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COL P3 FORMAT 99999999999999999 

 

SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, P1, P2, P3, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, P1, P2, P3, TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT  

FROM DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT = 'cursor: pin S wait on X' AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2'  

AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, P1, P2, P3  

ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10  

ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S, SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE; 

 

SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE         P1                 P2                 P3 WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------ ------------------ ----------- ---------- 

2b064ybzkwf1y                   0 1850944673       141733920768        21474836480        5.48          1 

2mwvn9xwq1tz3          1734896627 1850944673       141733920768        21474836480        5.48          1 

4zszs5x3anmrd          1238488841 1850944673       141733920768        21474836480        5.49          1 

cubcqrdcjb3mz          1244558179 1494584959       721554505728        21474836480        5.51          1 

43c5ykm1mcp2a                   0 3275117642       240518168576        21474836480        5.54          1 

8swypbbr0m372           893970548 3993603298      1159641169920        21474836480        5.57          1 

dsphq1qsnymv8                   0 1523794037       287762808832        21474836480         5.6          1 

6v7n0y2bq89n8                   0 3159716790       523986010112        12884901888       17.83          2 

cubcqrdcjb3mz          1244558179 1494584959       523986010112        21474836480       22.91          3 <<<< 

 

P1 : Hash value of cursor 

P2 : Mutex value (top 2 bytes contains SID holding mutex in exclusive mode, and bottom two bytes usually 

hold the value 0) 

P3 : Mutex where (an internal code locator) OR'd with Mutex Sleeps 

 

In order to get the following output, we use the query, “hvs.sql” in the section, Appendix B: Related Scripts. 

 
SQL_ID                        : cubcqrdcjb3mz 

CHILD_NUMBER                  : 0 

================================ 

SQL_ID                        : cubcqrdcjb3mz 

CHILD_NUMBER                  : 1 

OPTIMIZER_MISMATCH            : Y 

================================ 

SQL_ID                        : cubcqrdcjb3mz 

CHILD_NUMBER                  : 2 

OPTIMIZER_MODE_MISMATCH       : Y 

================================ 

OPTIMIZER_MISMATCH : The optimizer environment does not match the existing child cursor 
(The optimizer mode has changed and therefore the existing child cannot be re-used). We need to 
find where the Optimizer_Mode is changed and keep a  consistent Optimizer_Mode. The actual 
value can be checked in the column, REASON of V$SQL_SHARED_CURSOR. 

Once we get the output of reason, we can visit MOS 296377.1, Troubleshooting: High Version Count Issues, 

to get the detailed explanation. 

 

#6. Enqueue Waits (Link) : DBA_HIST_SEG_STAT,  

Enqueues are locks that coordinate access to database resources. This event indicates that the 
session is waiting for a lock that is held by another session. The name of the enqueue is included 
as part of the wait event name, in the form enq: enqueue_type - related_details.(Link) 
 

COL P2 FORMAT 99999999999 

COL P3 FORMAT 99999999999 

COL EVENT FORMAT A35 

COL S_ID FORMAT 9999 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e41573/instance_tune.htm#PFGRF94497
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/REFRN/GUID-94B7C247-F152-43EB-9482-35B35EDBA934.htm#REFRN102
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COL BLK_ID FORMAT 9999 

COL OBJ_ID FORMAT 9999999999 

SET LINES 200 

 

SELECT SQL_ID, S_ID, BLK_SID, OBJ_ID, EVENT,  LMODE, P2, P3, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SESSION_ID S_ID, BLOCKING_SESSION BLK_SID, CURRENT_OBJ# OBJ_ID,  

EVENT, MOD(P1, 16) LMODE, P2, P3, TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT  

FROM DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT LIKE 'enq:%' AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2'  

AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE) AND SQL_ID IS NOT NULL 

GROUP BY SQL_ID, SESSION_ID, BLOCKING_SESSION, CURRENT_OBJ#, EVENT, MOD(P1, 16), P2, P3  

ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10  

ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S, SQL_ID, S_ID, BLK_SID; 

 

SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID   OBJ_ID EVENT                             LMODE        P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S  CNT 

------------- ----- ---------- -------- -------------------------------- ------ --------- ------- ----------- ---- 

96zksfdxg1km6    12        189  1934541 enq: SQ - contention                  6     27418       0        1.93    1 

cnwdcm2012vq3   269        161  4110593 enq: KO - fast object checkpoint      6     65559       1        2.46    1 

axfqxg8g77krx   440        161  2105275 enq: KO - fast object checkpoint      6     65643       1        3.08    2 

96zksfdxg1km6   185         17        0 enq: SQ - contention                  6     27418       0        3.28    3 

b9psuv8j37yx9   163         41  1942576 enq: TM - contention                  6   1942576       0         7.4    1 

94auh121u2a1a   216        161    46600 enq: KO - fast object checkpoint      6     65567       1        8.41    1 

c5sga5wfcf5u2   229        278  4111552 enq: TX - row lock contention         4    131089 3102320      299.47   32 

19h65r1m505p6   282        179       -1 enq: TQ - DDL contention              6    368791       0      900.32   90 

343rbt41rcsj2   175        281  4109903 enq: TX - row lock contention         6    655368 2811221     3081.16  308 

343rbt41rcsj2    13        281  4109903 enq: TX - row lock contention         6    655368 2811221     3391.37  339 

P1: Lock TYPE (or name) and MODE 
=> In the above query, Event column shows Lock TYPE or Name and LMODE column shows Lock 
Mode.  
P2: Resource identifier ID1 for the lock 
=> Sometimes this column keeps Object ID of Object which is waiting for the wait event as well.  
P3: Resource identifier ID2 for the lock 

 
enq: SQ – contention 

The event, enq: SQ – contention means Sequence contention. 
 

SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID   OBJ_ID EVENT                             LMODE        P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S  CNT 

------------- ----- ---------- -------- -------------------------------- ------ --------- ------- ----------- ---- 

96zksfdxg1km6    12        189  1934541 enq: SQ - contention                  6     27418       0        1.93    1 

96zksfdxg1km6   185         17        0 enq: SQ - contention                  6     27418       0        3.28    3 

 

The SQL statement of SQL_ID, 96zksfdxg1km6 is the following; 
  
 INSERT INTO CN_COMMISSION_LINES_ALL (COMMISSION_LINE_ID…)  
 (SELECT CN_COMMISSION_LINES_S.NEXTVAL …) 

 
P2 is the object ID. With DBA_OBJECTS, Object_id, 27418 was CN_COMMISSION_LINES_S. 

Tuning Tip : Check if CACHE_SIZE of the issue sequence is too small number with 
DBA_SEQUENCES. If it is too small, increase its SIZE to 1000 or higher with ALTER SEQUENCE 
command. 
 

enq: KO - fast object checkpoint       

 
The direct path read method reads the blocks from the disk directly by passing buffer cache. The 
disk should be updated with dirty blocks which have different image between in memory and on 
disk. During the updating time, the session which requires the direct path read needs to wait for 
the enq:KO – fast object checkpoint event. MOS Doc 1377830.1, Slow Performance Due to Waits 
for: "Enq: KO - Fast Object Checkpoint" and "Reliable Message”, is a good document containing 
possible reasons of the waits and possible diagnostic methods. As we can reduce the direct read 
operations from SQLs in general, we can reduce the enq:KO waits. 
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SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID   OBJ_ID EVENT                             LMODE        P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S  CNT 

------------- ----- ---------- -------- -------------------------------- ------ --------- ------- ----------- ---- 

axfqxg8g77krx   440        161  2105275 enq: KO - fast object checkpoint      6     65643       1        3.08    2 

With the above query result, find out the execution plan of the issue SQL (axfqxg8g77krx) and find full scan 

of object_id, 2105275 in the plan. If the object has to be updated frequently in many sessions, the issue SQL 

needs to use (index or partition) range scan with SQL tuning such as adding access predicates and so on.  

Note. The commands, drops and truncates trigger the wait event, enq:RO. This is rarely detected. 

enq: TX - row lock contention 

 

TX row lock contention is one of popular waits when the locking issue happens at the row level.   

SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID   OBJ_ID EVENT                             LMODE        P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S  CNT 

------------- ----- ---------- -------- -------------------------------- ------ --------- ------- ----------- ---- 

c5sga5wfcf5u2   229        278  4111552 enq: TX - row lock contention         4    131089 3102320      299.47   32 

343rbt41rcsj2   175        281  4109903 enq: TX - row lock contention         6    655368 2811221     3081.16  308 

343rbt41rcsj2    13        281  4109903 enq: TX - row lock contention         6    655368 2811221     3391.37  339 

Lock Mode (LMODE) 6 means that the sessions (13 and 175) tried to update or delete rows that 
were currently locked by another session (281). Until the other session (281) released the lock 
with commit or rollback, the sessions (13 and 175) should wait. 
 
Lock Mode 4 means that the session (229) tried to insert a row having the same key value that 
was already inserted by another session (278). But one or more unique key constraints made the 
session (229) wait until other session (278) performed the command, commit or rollback. If the 
command commit was performed, the session (229) would meet the error of ORA-0001 unique 
constraint violated. If the command rollback was performed, the session (229) would insert the row. 
Also, a mode 4 lock can be found with BITMAP index as well, when multiple sessions try to update 
same index fragment. EBS doesn’t recommend usage of BITMAP index. 

In order to resolve the issue, we need to check why the blocking session (BLK_SID) couldn’t 
commit or rollback immediately. Don’t try to find original SQL statement which holds the lock. If the 
SQL runs fast, its history will hardly be logged in the V$ view. Instead of this, check Module, 
Program with same BLK_SID during same SNAP_ID period. Then review its source and search for 
DML SQLs which can lock the OBJECT of OBJ_ID. 
From the experience, we can easily handle the following case. 
One program, called A, executes one SQL which performs DML against some rows first without 
immediate commit/rollback and executes long running SQLs or logic. At that time, some program 
B executes the issue SQL which waits for releasing the lock against same rows which are locked 
by program A. Like this situation, the long running SQL or the logic should be tuned first and the 
commit/rollback will be performed faster by program A. And the issue SQL by program B will 
perform better with little locking issue. So check if there are any long running SQLs with same 
BLK_SID during the same SNAP_ID period or same locking period. Then tune the long running 
SQLs. With Mode 6, adding a more selective condition on the DMLs can decrease the possibility 
that the sessions can meet the lock. And if the same programs are accidently executed with same 
input parameters, this type of locking issue can happen easily.  

enq: TX - allocate ITL entry 

Waits for TX in mode 4 can occur if the session is waiting for an ITL (interested transaction list) 
slot in a block. This happens when the session wants to lock a row in the block but one or more 
other sessions have rows locked in the same block, and there is no free ITL slot in the block. 
Usually, Oracle Database dynamically adds another ITL slot. This may not be possible if there is 
insufficient free space in the block to add an ITL. If so, the session waits for a slot with a TX 
enqueue in mode 4. This type of TX enqueue wait corresponds to the wait event enq: TX - allocate 
ITL entry. 
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SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID  OBJ_ID EVENT                          LMODE         P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ----- ---------- ------- ----------------------------- ------ ---------- ------- ----------- ---------- 

barbngrwx66jf   804       3173   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    2621468   34256          14          5 

barbngrwx66jf  3175       3487   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    5767185    3177          15          3 

barbngrwx66jf  3175       2068   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    5832736    3129       15.01          4 

barbngrwx66jf  3175       2543   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    3997696   11617       15.01          3 

barbngrwx66jf  3175       2700   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    7471123    2937       17.03          4 

barbngrwx66jf  3175       2859   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    2359308   43250          19          4 

barbngrwx66jf  1116       2700   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4    7471123    2937       19.98         15 

barbngrwx66jf   804       2066   34755 enq: TX - allocate ITL entry       4     720911 1127565      129.01         41  

 

 

INI_TRANS  MAX_TRANS TABLE_NAME  OBJ_ID 

--------- ---------- ---------- ------- 

       10        255 FND_LOGINS   34755 

In order to resolve the issue, we can consider the following methods. 
1. Find out the root and remove it. This is a logging issue. Disabling Log will remove the issue. 
2. Find out INI_TRANS and MAX_TRANS of OBJECT_ID with DBA_TABLES/INDEXES. If the 
number of concurrent programs is higher than the INITRANS, increase the value of INITRANS 
and/or MAXTRANS for the table and indexes. 
3. Reorganize the table with a higher PCTFREE. 
4. If the issue waits happened with PDML, reduce its degree.  

 enq: TM - contention                    MOS Doc 1905174.1, Resolving Issues Where 'enq: TM - contention' Waits are Occurring, says a TM lock is acquired by a transaction when a table is modified by an INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, MERGE, SELECT with the FOR UPDATE clause, LOCK TABLE or PDML statement. DML operations require table locks to reserve DML access to the table on behalf of a transaction and to prevent DDL operations that would conflict with the transaction. 

Parameter Definition from MOS DOC ID 1980175.1, WAITEVENT: "enq: TM - contention" 
Reference Note: 
P1 = name|mode 
=> Name is already translated into EVENT in Active Session History view. And the mode has the 
following meaning. 

"2" = RS = Row Share wait - also known as sub-share table lock (SS)  
"3" = RX = Row Exclusive wait - also known as sub-exclusive table lock (SX)  

"4" = S = Share mode wait.  
"5" = SRX = Share Row Exclusive wait - also known as share-subexclusive table lock (SSX)  
"6" = X = eXclusive mode wait  

P2 = object # 
=>  Object_id can be used to find the object name with DBA_OBJECTS. 
 
P3 = table/partition 
=> The value has the following meaning.  

"0" = wait for the normal table / partition lock  
"1" = wait for the partition-wait lock  

SQL_ID         S_ID    BLK_SID   OBJ_ID  EVENT                    LMODE        P2      P3 WAIT_TIME_S  CNT  

------------- ----- ---------- --------- ------------------------ ------ --------- ------- ----------- ---- 

4g54h4399tm9f    41        163         0 enq: TM - contention         2    1942576       0       0        2 

8pxwp5gdkjt84   165        383   4114345 enq: TM - contention         3    4114345       0       0        8 

f8j48m965hcgz    41        163         0 enq: TM - contention         2    1942576       0       0        1 

gcgq92bd62r83    21        166   1942578 enq: TM - contention         6    1942578       0       0        1 

7gm1wvhzqutbf   379        162     34361 enq: TM - contention         3      34361       0     .43        1 

https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/SearchDocDisplay?_adf.ctrl-state=aymcztlwo_34&_afrLoop=240096631642047#P1
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/SearchDocDisplay?_adf.ctrl-state=aymcztlwo_34&_afrLoop=240096631642047#P2
https://mosemp.us.oracle.com/epmos/faces/SearchDocDisplay?_adf.ctrl-state=aymcztlwo_34&_afrLoop=240096631642047#P3
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b9psuv8j37yx9   163         41   1942576 enq: TM - contention         6    1942576       0     7.4        1 

 
The SQL (7gm1wvhzqutbf) waits for TM Lock in Row Exclusive mode for 
FND_CONCURRENT_QUEUES (34361) Table. 
The SQL (b9psuv8j37yx9) waits for TM Lock in Exclusive mode for XLA_AE_HEADERS(1942576) 
Table. 

In order to resolve the TM lock issue, refer to Resolving Issues Where 'enq: TM - contention' Waits 
are Occurring, (Doc ID 1905174.1) 

Missing index on FK constraint columns in the Child tables. 

 
If contention is occurring, then the most common reason is a missing Foreign Key (FK) index 
on the FK constraint columns in the Child tables. Creation an index on foreign key column will 
be a solution. But under EBS, we need to check if we can remove unnecessary FK 
constraints first.  

1) Parallel DML 

If parallel DML is being used then 'TM' lock contention can also occur when parallel DML is being 

used while other DML is being performed on same objects. Parallel DML will acquire TM enqueues 

on the partitions involved (share mode) as well as the entire table (row exclusive). No other DML 

against affected partitions will be allowed until the PDML transaction completes. In this case, sessions 

waiting on the TM enqueues are either attempting to perform PDML or are waiting for another session 

performing PDML. 

To resolve this contention either: 

1. Run an EBS upgrading script or data fixing script using PDML. These types of scripts 
should be executed during non-busy time. 

2. If an EBS script should allow another program to update the objects that the script 
updates in PDML, consider using  Ad Parallel. This can avoid a TM lock from PDML. In 
fact, many EBS scripts use AD_PALLEL_UPDATE instead of PDML. 
  

#7. Library Cache Lock waits (Link)  

This event controls the concurrency between clients of the library cache. It acquires a lock on the 
object handle so that either: 

 One client can prevent other clients from accessing the same object 

 The client can maintain a dependency for a long time which does not allow another 
client to change the object 

This lock is also obtained to locate an object in the library cache. 

For this WAIT, there is a really nice existing paper which is ‘library cache lock’ Waits: Causes and 
Solutions (Doc ID 1952395.1). 
This document has itemized most of the cases very well. If we simply summarize typical solutions 
from the SQL tuning level, those will be the following: 
 

- Use bind variables 
- Avoid high version of SQL 
- Run DDL during non-busy period 

http://www-apps.us.oracle.com/ad/design/11.5/adlgtupg.html#LGTUPD_API
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94528
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- Run Truncate command during non-busy period 
- Minimize usage of row level trigger 
- Minimize usage of audit 

 
After we apply the above solutions, we may consider of increasing SHARED_POOL_SIZE. To find 
if a SQL waited the WAIT from the history table, we can use the following query, and then analyze 
the issue with the additional analysis step in Doc ID 1952395.1.  

 
SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM 

DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

WHERE EVENT = 'library cache lock' AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2' AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, WAIT_TIME_S; 

 
 
#8. Log Buffer Space (Link) 

This event occurs when server processes are waiting for free space in the log buffer, because all 
the redo is generated faster than LGWR can write it out. Before tuning the log buffer space, tune 
the disk IO contention first. Once there is no issue on the IO subsystem, then increase log buffer 
size. Without IO contention removal, changing the log buffer won’t reduce the Log Buffer Space 
waits. 

#9. Log File Sync (Link) : frequent commit/rollback 

When a user session commits (or rolls back), the session's redo information must be flushed to the redo 

logfile by LGWR. The server process performing the COMMIT or ROLLBACK waits under this event for 

the write to the redo log to complete. We need to check the module name that has this wait in Active Session 

History, and then find the commit or rollback command in the source code of the module. If row-by-row 

commit or rollback command is performed, change the program style with bulk pattern and reduce number 

of commit/rollback execution. In order to find module or program name, we may use the following query. 

 
SET LINES 200 

COL MODULE FORMAT A30 

COL PROGRAM FORMAT A30 

SELECT SQL_ID, MODULE, PROGRAM, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, MODULE, PROGRAM,  

TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY WHERE EVENT = 'log 

file sync'  

AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2' AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

GROUP BY SQL_ID, MODULE, PROGRAM ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S ASC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10  

ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S, MODULE, PROGRAM, SQL_ID; 

#10 Write Complete Waits (Link) 

The session waits for a buffer to be written. The write is caused by normal aging or by a cross-
instance call. The general guideline is to use a speedy I/O subsystem and increase MTTR and so 
on. But from the SQL tuning viewpoint, we need to reduce the number of buffers that SQL needs 
to use. General SQL tuning methods can be applied to reduce this waits automatically.  

SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID,CURRENT_OBJ#, CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#, WAIT_TIME_S, CNT  

FROM (SELECT SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE#,CURRENT_BLOCK#,TRUNC(SUM(TIME_WAITED)/1000000,2) WAIT_TIME_S,COUNT(*) CNT FROM 

DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY  

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94530
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA94534
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/REFRN/GUID-21095C88-56F8-4197-8FEB-85D411AE7A05.htm#REFRN00659
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WHERE EVENT = 'write complete waits' AND SNAP_ID BETWEEN '&1' AND '&2' AND DBID = (SELECT DBID FROM V$DATABASE)  

AND SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID IS NOT NULL GROUP BY SQL_ID, SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE, SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, CURRENT_OBJ#, 

CURRENT_FILE# , 

CURRENT_BLOCK# ORDER BY WAIT_TIME_S DESC) WHERE ROWNUM <= 10 ORDER BY SQL_ID, 

SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE,SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID, WAIT_TIME_S; 

SQL_ID        SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE SQL_PLAN_LINE_ID CURRENT_OBJ# CURRENT_FILE# CURRENT_BLOCK# WAIT_TIME_S        CNT 

------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- 

23028f7bcr5x6          2199397622                1            0           197             25        2.17          2 

3mg5ma78k4k2f          1302503984                1      4111320           263           1739        2.03          1 

6duuxrtgdngk9          1085863456                1      4052844           236          21729        2.78          1 

8g7ghbmftd6uu           817795205                1            0           261          35662        3.61          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1      3364330           150           4090        1.81          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1       364135           229          77138        1.87          1 

96zksfdxg1km6          2434064416                1            0             4           1297        2.77          2 

bgqh29fyct5q5           379551194                1      3364330           115         128316         2.7          1 

c5sga5wfcf5u2          2247322036                1      4111527            61          42678           2          1 

c5sga5wfcf5u2          2247322036                1      4111507            24          99102        3.27          1 

 
#Etc  
 TCP Socket (KGAS) (Link) 

 : Reference: TCP Socket (KGAS)" Reference Note (Doc ID 558510.1) 
 

 
 

Appendix A: Related Documentation 

 

AWR 

- How to Use AWR Reports to Diagnose Database Performance Issues (Doc ID 1359094.1) 

- AWR Report Interpretation Checklist for Diagnosing Database Performance Issues (Doc ID 

1628089.1) 

 

CBO Trace 

- Interpreting 10053 trace output - HTML Version (Doc ID 72346.1) 

- How to Obtain Tracing of Optimizer Computations (EVENT 10053) (Doc ID 225598.1) 

- CASE STUDY: Analyzing 10053 Trace Files (Doc ID 338137.1) 

CBO Understanding 

- The Query Optimizer chapter in Database Performance Tuning Guide 

:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm 

- Understanding Optimizer Statistics: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-

datawarehousing/twp-optimizer-stats-concepts-110711-1354477.pdf 

EBS SQL Performance Diagnostics 

- Oracle E-Business Suite Performance Guide (Doc ID 1672174.1) 
- Collecting Diagnostic Data for Performance Issues in Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 1121043.1) 
- Enhanced Performance Diagnostics for Oracle E-Business Suite R12.1.3 (Doc ID 1362660.1)  
- Oracle E-Business SQL Trace and TKPROF Guide (Doc ID 1674024.1) 
- SQL*Trace with WMS-MWA: Mobile Applications (Tracing SQL Via Database Trace To Allow For  
TKPROF Of Results Of User Actions) (Doc ID 277655.1) 
- Tracing Enhancements Using DBMS_MONITOR (In 10g, 11g and Above) (Doc ID 293661.1)  

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e40402/waitevents003.htm#REFRN00641
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/optimops.htm
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing/twp-optimizer-stats-concepts-110711-1354477.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing/twp-optimizer-stats-concepts-110711-1354477.pdf
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  :Note: Because this document includes general methods useful to EBS, it is placed in the EBS category. 

- Using Database Partitioning with Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 554539.1) 
- Using Oracle Database In-Memory with Oracle E-Business Suite (Doc ID 2025309.1) 
 

OS level tool 

- OSWatcher (Includes: [Video]) (Doc ID 301137.1)  

- OSWatcher Analyzer User Guide (Doc ID 461053.1) 

- How to use OS Commands to Diagnose Database Performance Issues? (Doc ID 224176.1) 

 

SQL Performance 

- SQL Performance Analyzer Summary (Doc ID 1577290.1) 

 

 

 

SQL TUNE 

- How to Load Queries into a SQL Tuning Set (STS) (Doc ID 1271343.1) 

- Automatic SQL Tuning and SQL Profiles (Doc ID 271196.1) 

- Tuning SQL Statements using SQL Tuning Advisor with OEM 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#CBBCEIDD 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#TDPPT161 

- Tuning SQL Statements using SQL Tuning Advisor without OEM 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/sql_tune.htm 

- SPM  

 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing/twp-sql-plan-mgmt-12c-

1963237.pdf 

- SQLT Diagnostic Tool (Doc ID 215187.1) 

 - SQLT Usage Instructions (Doc ID 1614107.1) 

               - Troubleshooting SQLT Issues (Doc ID 521607.1) 

Statistics 

- Best Practices for Gathering Statistics with Oracle E-Business Suite (Document ID 1586374.1) 

- What object stats should be gathered for your EBS sql? (Doc ID 1294364.1) 

Tkprof File 

- Oracle E-Business SQL Trace and TKPROF Guide (Doc ID 1674024.1) 

- TKPROF Interpretation (Doc ID 32951.1) 

Trace File 

- TRCANLZR (TRCA): Trace Analyzer – Tool for Interpreting Raw SQL Traces (Doc ID 224270.1) 

- Interpreting Raw SQL_TRACE output (Doc ID 39817.1)  

Wait Events: 

- Oracle Wait Events: 

http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/TGDBA/pfgrf_instance_tune.htm#TGDBA02410 

- Oracle RAC Wait Events: http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/monitor.htm#RACAD977 

https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=2025309.1
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#CBBCEIDD
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28275/tdppt_sqltune.htm#TDPPT161
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28274/sql_tune.htm
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/bi-datawarehousing
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Appendix B: Related Scripts 

Mandatory Parameter Check 
 
COL SUGGESTED_VALUE FORMAT A15 
COL INSTALLED_VALUE FORMAT A15 
COL IND FORMAT A3 
WITH EBSMP AS ( 
SELECT '_b_tree_bitmap_plans' NAME, 'FALSE' VALUE FROM DUAL UNION ALL 
SELECT '_fast_full_scan_enabled' NAME, 'FALSE' VALUE FROM DUAL UNION ALL 
SELECT '_like_with_bind_as_equality' NAME, 'TRUE' VALUE FROM DUAL UNION ALL 
SELECT '_sort_elimination_cost_ratio' NAME, '5' VALUE FROM DUAL UNION ALL 
SELECT 'optimizer_secure_view_merging' NAME, 'FALSE' VALUE FROM DUAL) 
SELECT M.NAME, M.VALUE SUGGESTED_VALUE, P.VALUE INSTALLED_VALUE, 
DECODE(M.VALUE, P.VALUE, ‘OK’,’NOK’) IND 
FROM EBSMP M, V$PARAMETER P 
WHERE M.NAME = P.NAME(+); 

 

The command to set the mandatory parameters for EBS 
 
ALTER SYSTEM SET  
"_b_tree_bitmap_plans"=FALSE  
"_fast_full_scan_enabled"=FALSE 
"_like_with_bind_as_equality"=TRUE   
"_sort_elimination_cost_ratio"=5 
optimizer_secure_view_merging = FALSE ; 

 

Optimizer_Features_Enable (OFE) Version Check 
 
SELECT decode(VERSION, value, 'PROMPT OFE is set correctly.', 
'ALTER SYSTEM SET OPTIMIZER_FEATURES_ENABLE ='''||VERSION||''';')  OFE 
FROM ( SELECT substr(i.version, 1, length(i.version)-2) VERSION, P.VALUE VALUE 
              FROM v$instance i, v$parameter p WHERE p.name = 'optimizer_features_enable'); 

 

HVS.SQL 

 
PROMPT FILE_NAME : hvs.sql 
PROMPT USAGE : SQL>start hvs.sql <sql_id> 
VAR L_SQL_ID VARCHAR2(20) 
EXEC :L_SQL_ID := '&1'; 
 
DECLARE 
    L_CSR      NUMBER DEFAULT DBMS_SQL.OPEN_CURSOR; 
    L_CV       VARCHAR2(4000); 
    L_CNT      NUMBER; 
    L_STS      NUMBER; 
    L_DT       DBMS_SQL.DESC_TAB; 
BEGIN 
    DBMS_SQL.PARSE(L_CSR, 'SELECT * FROM V$SQL_SHARED_CURSOR WHERE SQL_ID = :B ORDER BY SQL_ID, 
CHILD_NUMBER', DBMS_SQL.NATIVE); 
    DBMS_SQL.BIND_VARIABLE(L_CSR, ':B', :L_SQL_ID); 
    DBMS_SQL.DESCRIBE_COLUMNS( L_CSR, L_CNT, L_DT ); 
 
    FOR I IN 1 .. L_CNT LOOP 
        DBMS_SQL.DEFINE_COLUMN(L_CSR, I, L_CV, 4000); 
    END LOOP; 
 
    L_STS := DBMS_SQL.EXECUTE(L_CSR); 
 
    WHILE ( DBMS_SQL.FETCH_ROWS(L_CSR) > 0 ) LOOP 
        FOR I IN 1 .. L_CNT LOOP 
            DBMS_SQL.COLUMN_VALUE ( L_CSR, I, L_CV ); 
            IF(L_CV <> 'N' AND L_DT(I).COL_NAME NOT IN ('ADDRESS','CHILD_ADDRESS','REASON' ) ) THEN 
                 DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE ( RPAD( L_DT(I).COL_NAME, 30 )|| ': ' ||L_CV ); 
            END IF; 
        END LOOP; 
        DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE( '================================' ); 
    END LOOP; 
    DBMS_SQL.CLOSE_CURSOR(L_CSR); 
EXCEPTION 
    WHEN OTHERS THEN 
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     RAISE; 
END; 
/ 

 
 
 
 

REM   FILE NAME : RI.SQL 
REM   FIND ALL REDUNDANT INDEXES FOR THE TABLE INPUT. 
REM   USAGE SQL> START RI.SQL <TABLE_OWNER> <TABLE_NAME> 
REM   example  SQL>START RI.SQL APPLSYS FND_OAM_METVAL 
 
set lines 130 
col index_Name format a30 
COL COLUMN_COMBINATION FORMAT A30 
COL REDUNDANT_INDEX FORMAT A30 
COL RED_COL_COMB FORMAT A30 
 
with table_list  as ( 
   select   TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME, INDEX_NAME, COLUMN_NAME,  count(*) OVER ( partition by INDEX_NAME ) cnt, 
     COLUMN_POSITION seq 
   from  all_ind_columns 
   where table_owner = UPPER('&1') 
   and   table_name = UPPER('&2') 
   ) 
SELECT R.INDEX_NAME, R.COLUMN_COMBINATION, L.INDEX_NAME  REDUNDANT_INDEX, L.COLUMN_COMBINATION 
RED_COL_COMB 
FROM 
( select TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME,INDEX_NAME, 
substr(SYS_CONNECT_BY_PATH(COLUMN_NAME, ':'),2)||':' COLUMN_COMBINATION 
from    table_list 
where   seq=cnt 
start with   seq=1 
connect by prior   seq+1=seq and prior INDEX_NAME = INDEX_NAME ) L, 
( select TABLE_OWNER, TABLE_NAME,INDEX_NAME, 
substr(SYS_CONNECT_BY_PATH(COLUMN_NAME, ':'),2)||':' COLUMN_COMBINATION 
from  table_list 
where   seq=cnt 
start with   seq=1 
connect by prior   seq+1=seq and prior INDEX_NAME = INDEX_NAME ) R 
where  R.TABLE_NAME = L.TABLE_NAME 
AND    R.TABLE_OWNER = L.TABLE_OWNER 
AND    R.INDEX_NAME <> L.INDEX_NAME 
AND    R.COLUMN_COMBINATION LIKE L.COLUMN_COMBINATION||'%' ; 

 

File Name : lsp.sql 
SPO lsp.log; 
SET DEF ON TERM OFF ECHO ON FEED OFF VER OFF HEA ON LIN 2000 PAGES 100 LONG 8000000 LONGC 800000 TRIMS ON TI 
OFF TIMI OFF SERVEROUT ON SIZE 1000000 NUM 20 SQLP SQL>; 
SET SERVEROUT ON SIZE UNL; 
REM 
REM SCRIPT 
REM   lsp.sql 
REM 
REM DESCRIPTION 
REM   This script adds the hint into the  SQL. 
REM 
REM PRE-REQUISITES 
REM   1. Have in cache or AWR the text for the  SQL. 
REM   2. HINT SET 

REM 
REM PARAMETERS 
REM   1. sql_id (required) 
REM 
REM EXECUTION 
REM   1. Connect into SQL*Plus as user with access to data dictionary 
REM      and privileges to create SQL Profiles. Do not use SYS. 
REM   2. Execute script lsp.sql passing first one parameter or until requested by script. 
REM   3. Use a DBA user but not SYS. 
REM 
REM EXAMPLE)  In order to set leading hint on xla_h and OFE to 11.2.0.3 for SQL_ID, 4nfdj085z9gqt,you can do the following step. 
REM  
REM Edit lsp.sql with the hint that you want to add on the following area between BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA and END_OUTLINE_DATA. 
REM h_att := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR( 
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REM q'[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]', 
REM q' [leading(xla_h)] ', 
REM q'[opt_param('optimizer_features_enable','11.2.0.3')]', 
REM q'[END_OUTLINE_DATA]'); 
REM Save the file, lsp.sql. 
REM   # sqlplus / as sysdba 
REM   SQL> START lsp.sql 4nfdj085z9gqt 
REM   SQL> START lsp.sql; 
REM 
REM NOTES 
REM   1. This script works on 10g or higher. 
REM   2. For possible errors see lsp.log 
REM 
SET TERM ON ECHO OFF; 
PRO 
PRO Parameter 1: 
PRO sql_id (required) 
PRO 
DEF sql_id = '&1'; 
PRO 
PRO 
PRO Values passed to lsp: 
PRO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PRO sql_id: "&&sql_id." 
PRO 
WHENEVER SQLERROR EXIT SQL.SQLCODE; 
SET TERM OFF ECHO ON; 
 
-- trim parameters 
COL sql_id NEW_V sql_id FOR A30; 
COL modified_sql_id NEW_V modified_sql_id FOR A30; 
COL plan_hash_value NEW_V plan_hash_value FOR A30; 
SELECT TRIM('&&sql_id.') sql_id FROM DUAL; 
 
-- open log file 
SPO lsp_&&sql_id..log; 
GET lsp.log; 
. 
 
-- get user 
COL connected_user NEW_V connected_user FOR A30; 
SELECT USER connected_user FROM DUAL; 
 
VAR sql_text CLOB; 
VAR other_xml CLOB; 
VAR signature NUMBER; 
VAR name VARCHAR2(30); 
 
EXEC :sql_text := NULL; 
EXEC :other_xml := NULL; 
EXEC :signature := NULL; 
EXEC :name := NULL; 
 
DECLARE 
  l_sql_text VARCHAR2(32767); 
BEGIN 
  FOR i IN (SELECT DISTINCT piece, sql_text 
              FROM gv$sqltext_with_newlines 
             WHERE sql_id = TRIM('&&sql_id.') 
             ORDER BY 1, 2) 

  LOOP 
    IF :sql_text IS NULL THEN 
      DBMS_LOB.CREATETEMPORARY(:sql_text, TRUE); 
      DBMS_LOB.OPEN(:sql_text, DBMS_LOB.LOB_READWRITE); 
    END IF; 
    l_sql_text := REPLACE(i.sql_text, CHR(00), ' '); 
    DBMS_LOB.WRITEAPPEND(:sql_text, LENGTH(l_sql_text), l_sql_text); 
  END LOOP; 
  IF :sql_text IS NOT NULL THEN 
    DBMS_LOB.CLOSE(:sql_text); 
  END IF; 
EXCEPTION 
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('getting  sql_text from memory: '||SQLERRM); 
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    :sql_text := NULL; 
END; 
/ 
 
BEGIN 
  IF :sql_text IS NULL OR NVL(DBMS_LOB.GETLENGTH(:sql_text), 0) = 0 THEN 
    SELECT REPLACE(sql_text, CHR(00), ' ') 
      INTO :sql_text 
      FROM dba_hist_sqltext 
     WHERE sql_id = TRIM('&&sql_id.') 
       AND sql_text IS NOT NULL 
       AND ROWNUM = 1; 
  END IF; 
EXCEPTION 
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('getting  sql_text from awr: '||SQLERRM); 
    :sql_text := NULL; 
END; 
/ 
 
SELECT :sql_text FROM DUAL; 
 
SET TERM ON; 
BEGIN 
  IF :sql_text IS NULL THEN 
    RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-20100, 'SQL_TEXT for  SQL_ID &&sql_id. was not found in memory (gv$sqltext_with_newlines) or AWR 
(dba_hist_sqltext).'); 
  END IF; 
END; 
/ 
SET ECHO OFF; 
DECLARE 
  h_att SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR (); 
  idx INTEGER := 0; 
  l_pos NUMBER; 
  l_hint VARCHAR2(32767); 
  description VARCHAR2(500); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BEGIN 
h_att := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR( 
q'[BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA]', 
q' [leading(xla_h)] ', 
q'[opt_param('optimizer_features_enable','11.2.0.3')]', 
q'[END_OUTLINE_DATA]'); 
 
  :signature := DBMS_SQLTUNE.SQLTEXT_TO_SIGNATURE(:sql_text); 
  :name := 'LSP_'||TRIM('&&sql_id.'); 
  description := 'SQL_ID :'||TRIM('&&sql_id.')||' signature:'||:signature||' created by lsp.sql'; 
 
  -- create custom sql profile for  sql with new additional hint 
  DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE ( 
    sql_text    => :sql_text, 
    profile     => h_att, 
    name        => :name, 
    description => description, 

    category    => 'DEFAULT', 
    validate    => TRUE, 
    replace     => TRUE, 
    force_match => FALSE); 
 
END; 
/ 
col name format a30 
select name, status 
from dba_sql_profiles 
where name = 'LSP_'||TRIM('&&sql_id.'); 
 
PRO LATER IF YOU WANT TO DELETE/DISABL/ENABLE THE PROFILE, YOU CAN USE THE FOLLOWING COMMAND. 
PRO IN ORDER TO DROP PROFILE LATER, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.DROP_SQL_PROFILE('LSP_&&sql_id.'); 
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PRO IN ORDER TO DISABLE PROFILE, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.ALTER_SQL_PROFILE('LSP_&&sql_id.','STATUS','DISABLED'); 
PRO IN ORDER TO ENABLE PROFILE, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.ALTER_SQL_PROFILE('LSP_&&sql_id.','STATUS','ENABLED'); 
SPO OFF 
PRO 
PRO lsp_&&sql_id. Completed 
 

 

File Name : lsp0.sql 
SPO lsp0.log; 
SET DEF ON TERM OFF ECHO ON FEED OFF VER OFF HEA ON LIN 2000 PAGES 100 LONG 8000000 LONGC 800000 TRIMS ON TI 
OFF TIMI OFF SERVEROUT ON SIZE 1000000 NUM 20 SQLP SQL>; 
SET SERVEROUT ON SIZE UNL; 
REM 
REM SCRIPT 
REM   lsp0.sql 
REM 
REM DESCRIPTION 
REM   This script adds the hint into the  SQL. 
REM 
REM PRE-REQUISITES 
REM   1. Have in cache or AWR the text for the  SQL. 
REM   2. HINT SET 
REM 
REM PARAMETERS 
REM   1. sql_id (required) 
REM 
REM EXECUTION 
REM   0. save the hint set into apps.fnd_sql_profile first. 
REM   1. Connect into SQL*Plus as user with access to data dictionary 
REM      and privileges to create SQL Profiles. Do not use SYS. 
REM   2. Execute script lsp0.sql passing first one parameter or until requested by script. 
REM   3. Use a DBA user but not SYS. 
REM 
REM EXAMPLE 
REM    Many hint usage can use "'"(single-quotation mark) and , (comma). 
REM    But these expressions need some additional treatment in the sqlplus. 
REM    So you can use ~ instead of ' and ^ instead of ,. ( ' => ~ and , =>  ̂) 
REM    SQL> CREATE TABLE APPS.fnd_sql_profile ( 
REM     sql_id VARCHAR2(30), 
REM     HINT_ORDER NUMBER, 
REM     hints  VARCHAR2(300)) ; 
REM 
REM    SQL>insert into fnd_sql_profile values ('a17fbt821cnru',2, 
REM        'opt_param(~parallel_execution_enabled~  ̂~false~)'); 
REM    SQL>insert into fnd_sql_profile values ('a17fbt821cnru',3, 'LEADING(@"SEL$5DA710D3" 
REM    "H"@"SEL$1"  "I"@"SEL$2" )'); 
REM    SQL>commit; 
REM   # sqlplus system 
REM   SQL> START lsp0.sql 9tqtnaw4vmuv1 
 
REM 
REM NOTES 
REM   1. This script works on 10g or higher. 
REM   2. For possible errors see lsp0.log 
REM 
SET TERM ON ECHO OFF; 
PRO 
PRO Parameter 1: 
PRO sql_id (required) 
PRO 

DEF sql_id = '&1'; 
PRO 
PRO 
PRO Values passed to lsp0: 
PRO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PRO sql_id: "&&sql_id." 
PRO 
WHENEVER SQLERROR EXIT SQL.SQLCODE; 
SET TERM OFF ECHO ON; 
 
COL sql_id NEW_V sql_id FOR A30; 
COL modified_sql_id NEW_V modified_sql_id FOR A30; 
COL plan_hash_value NEW_V plan_hash_value FOR A30; 
SELECT TRIM('&&sql_id.') sql_id FROM DUAL; 
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SPO lsp0_&&sql_id..log; 
GET lsp0.log; 
. 
 
COL connected_user NEW_V connected_user FOR A30; 
SELECT USER connected_user FROM DUAL; 
 
VAR sql_text CLOB; 
VAR signature NUMBER; 
VAR name VARCHAR2(30); 
 
EXEC :sql_text := NULL; 
EXEC :signature := NULL; 
EXEC :name := NULL; 
 
DECLARE 
  l_sql_text VARCHAR2(32767); 
BEGIN 
  FOR i IN (SELECT DISTINCT piece, sql_text 
              FROM gv$sqltext_with_newlines 
             WHERE sql_id = TRIM('&&sql_id.') 
             ORDER BY 1, 2) 
  LOOP 
    IF :sql_text IS NULL THEN 
      DBMS_LOB.CREATETEMPORARY(:sql_text, TRUE); 
      DBMS_LOB.OPEN(:sql_text, DBMS_LOB.LOB_READWRITE); 
    END IF; 
    l_sql_text := REPLACE(i.sql_text, CHR(00), ' '); 
    DBMS_LOB.WRITEAPPEND(:sql_text, LENGTH(l_sql_text), l_sql_text); 
  END LOOP; 
  IF :sql_text IS NOT NULL THEN 
    DBMS_LOB.CLOSE(:sql_text); 
  END IF; 
EXCEPTION 
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('getting  sql_text from memory: '||SQLERRM); 
    :sql_text := NULL; 
END; 
/ 
 
BEGIN 
  IF :sql_text IS NULL OR NVL(DBMS_LOB.GETLENGTH(:sql_text), 0) = 0 THEN 
    SELECT REPLACE(sql_text, CHR(00), ' ') 
      INTO :sql_text 
      FROM dba_hist_sqltext 
     WHERE sql_id = TRIM('&&sql_id.') 
       AND sql_text IS NOT NULL 
       AND ROWNUM = 1; 
  END IF; 
EXCEPTION 
  WHEN OTHERS THEN 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('getting  sql_text from awr: '||SQLERRM); 
    :sql_text := NULL; 
END; 
/ 
 
SELECT :sql_text FROM DUAL; 
 
SET TERM ON; 

BEGIN 
  IF :sql_text IS NULL THEN 
    RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(-20100, 'SQL_TEXT for  SQL_ID &&sql_id. was not found in memory (gv$sqltext_with_newlines) or AWR 
(dba_hist_sqltext).'); 
  END IF; 
END; 
/ 
SET ECHO OFF; 
DECLARE 
  h_att SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR := SYS.SQLPROF_ATTR (); 
  idx INTEGER := 0; 
  l_hint VARCHAR2(32767); 
  description VARCHAR2(500); 
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BEGIN 
 
  FOR i IN 
 (SELECT HINTS FROM ( 
 select 'BEGIN_OUTLINE_DATA' hints,       -1 HINT_ORDER from dual union all 
 select replace(replace(hints,'~',''''),' '̂,',') hints,HINT_ORDER from apps.fnd_sql_profile 
        where sql_id = TRIM('&&sql_id.') union all 
 select 'END_OUTLINE_DATA' hints,       999 HINT_ORDER from dual ) 
 ORDER BY HINT_ORDER) 
  LOOP 
     l_hint := i.hints; 
     idx := idx + 1; 
     h_att.EXTEND; 
     h_att(idx) := l_hint; 
  END LOOP; 
 
  :signature := DBMS_SQLTUNE.SQLTEXT_TO_SIGNATURE(:sql_text); 
  :name := 'lsp0_'||TRIM('&&sql_id.'); 
  description := 'SQL_ID :'||TRIM('&&sql_id.')||' signature:'||:signature||' created by lsp0.sql'; 
 
  DBMS_SQLTUNE.IMPORT_SQL_PROFILE ( 
    sql_text    => :sql_text, 
    profile     => h_att,          
    name        => :name, 
    description => description, 
    category    => 'DEFAULT', 
    validate    => TRUE, 
    replace     => TRUE, 
    force_match => FALSE); 
 
END; 
/ 
col name format a30 
select name, status 
from dba_sql_profiles 
where name = 'lsp0_'||TRIM('&&sql_id.'); 
 
PRO IN ORDER TO DROP PROFILE LATER, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.DROP_SQL_PROFILE('lsp0_&&sql_id.'); 
PRO IN ORDER TO DISABLE PROFILE, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.ALTER_SQL_PROFILE('lsp0_&&sql_id.','STATUS','DISABLED'); 
PRO IN ORDER TO ENABLE PROFILE, EXEC DBMS_SQLTUNE.ALTER_SQL_PROFILE('lsp0_&&sql_id.','STATUS','ENABLED'); 
SPO OFF 
PRO 
PRO lsp0_&&sql_id. Completed 

Sos.sql and sios.sql are in Note id. 1294364.1. 
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